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Explore Tasmania’s sensational wilderness and stunning natural 
wonders on this comprehensive adventure. Highlights include 
Cradle Mountain, Freycinet Peninsula, Bruny Island & more!

Immerse yourself in the world’s oldest surviving culture venturing 
into sacred areas that no other tour operator can access. Along 

the way stay in luxurious safari camps & wilderness lodges. 

TasmaniaArnhem Land
12 DAYS | HOBART - HOBART | FROM $7,485 pp*

Fully Accommodated | Departs Feb, Mar, Oct & Nov 2020 
13 DAYS | NHULUNBUY - DARWIN | FROM $13,155 pp*

Fully Accommodated | Departs May – Sep 2020

*Conditions apply. Savings are reflected in the tour fares quoted. Offers vary depending on month of travel. All fares in $NZD and inc Australian GST. Prices are per person  
twin share. Fares can fluctuate due to exchange rate movements and are subject to precise exchange rates at time of payment. Must book by 31 Dec 2019. ACN 006 972 130

Join the Australian Outback experts for an  
awe-inspiring small group adventure

The Kimberley
 2020 

EARLYBIRD

SALE
NOW ON! 

OTHER EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES AVAILABLE IN 2020

SAVE 

$535*
per person

SAVE UP TO 

$1500*
per person

1 Number of nights stay

Discover the best of the Kimberley on this unique 16-day 4WD wilderness adventure. 
You’ll stay in the region’s best hotels, resorts and wilderness lodges, including our 
luxurious Ngauwudu Safari Camp on the Mitchell Plateau. Here, ancient Wandjina and 
Gwion Gwion rock art galleries await on a guided walk to the stunning Mitchell Falls.  
Along the Gibb River Road, you’ll discover breath-taking gorges and spend three  
nights at the acclaimed El Questro Wilderness Park. Deeper in to the heart of the 
Kimberley, visit the 800,000-acre Mornington Wildlife Sanctuary on the upper  
Fitzroy River and enjoy an exclusive 4WD sanctuary safari. 
Other highlights to look forward to include:
• Visit the Horizontal Falls by seaplane including an exhilarating boat ride
• Discover the Bungle Bungles including Cathedral Gorge and Echidna Chasm
• Two scenic helicopter flights over the Bungle Bungles and Mitchell Falls
• Cruise Geikie Gorge on the Fitzroy River

16 DAY EXQUISITE
KIMBERLEY ADVENTURE
Broome - Broome  |  FROM $11,390 pp*
Fully Accommodated  |  Departs Apr – Sep 2020 

BOOK NOW
 AND SAVE UP TO 

$1335*
PP

Call 0800 805 265 for a brochure & DVD  
or visit outbackspirittours.com.au

SMALL GROUPS FULLY INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCED CREWUNIQUE LODGES LUXURY 4WD COACHES
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save on them all
small
fi ll big or

Everyday, brighterEveryday, brighter

No minimum spend required to redeem a discount. To accumulate a discount you must spend 
$40 or more on fuel. You must swipe your registered AA Smartfuel or AA Membership card. Discount applies 
to the fi rst 50 litres. See AAsmartfuel.co.nz for terms and conditions. Discount is off the pump price.

Now each and every AA Member can instantly 
save 6 cents per litre on fuel at BP, because 
we believe every driver deserves a discount.

no minimum spend
to redeem
no minimum spend

now
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The new Jazz.
App friendly.

Stay in touch with the 2020 Jazz. Packed with more features than you’d expect from a small car, 
it now offers a brand new touchscreen with customisable interface & SmartPhone connectivity 
across the range. Get Connected - book your test drive today.

From $22,990+ORC www.honda.co.nz
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AT THE END OF EACH DECADE the Government takes 
stock of the progress on road safety and launches 
a new ten year plan. Naturally, your Association 
follows these developments closely and assists 
where it can on behalf of Members.

Reflecting back on this decade’s road safety plan 
you may recall how it got away to a flying start 
in 2011 and by 2013 New Zealand’s road toll was 
reaching record lows. Then, in 2014, the wheels fell 
off and from that year on everything started going in 
the wrong direction. 

With a new road safety strategy for 2020 to 
2030, there is an opportunity to look at the road 
safety challenges of the next ten years from a fresh 
perspective. The new plan, which you can read about 
in the story Road to Zero on page 37, does have some 
significant improvements to its predecessor. 

Road to Zero is, pleasingly, much more ambitious 
‒ setting targets as to what it should achieve 
and by when. The plan proposes a number of 
detailed actions including more speed cameras, 
improvements to the vehicle fleet, improving work-
related driving through education and infrastructure 
improvements. There is no doubt that where these 
actions have been applied at scale internationally, 
they have delivered results.

Unfortunately, there is one vital thing missing 
from this plan, just as it was from its predecessor:  
a clear signal that it will be properly resourced.  
To be more ambitious requires a bigger commitment 
of resources. At the moment, this new plan is loaded 

with fresh ideas and is ready to go, but there is not 
enough in the tank to get it delivered.

If the Government’s number one transport priority 
is safety, much more of the money it collects now 
and into the future through petrol tax and road 
user charges needs to be allocated to precisely that. 
Instead, right now, many of this nation’s busiest 
roads, with the highest crash rates in the country, 
have no new investment allocated to them and, 
without it, their safety performance won’t get better.

If the Government wants to deliver the many road 
safety improvements in the new strategy, it is going to 
have to invest more of its income. A network of sign-
posted speed cameras, the introduction of random 
drug testing and building thousands of kilometres of 
road upgrades will all be expensive. Whilst road users 
are paying more in tax than ever before, there is a 
large funding gap for safety works. Your Association 
wants more money allocated to improving road 
safety and to achieve the ambitious target proposed: 
a 40% reduction in deaths and serious injuries.

We have already seen one road safety strategy fail to 
deliver what was promised and that cost many people 
pain, time, money and for some, their lives. 

If the Road To Zero strategy is to avoid following in its 
predecessor’s footsteps, it needs a strong Government 
commitment to the funding necessary for it to deliver 
safety on our roads over its entire ten year life. 

Brian Gibbons
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

A REAL OPPORTUNITY
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Hello
Some of my most memorable New 
Zealand travels over the years have 
involved guides – walking Hollyford 
Track, rafting the Landsborough  
River, exploring D’Urville Island.  
The insight provided by my hosts in 
those special places added significantly 
to the experiences. Finding new ways  
to add an extra layer to your travels is 
the focus of this issue’s main feature. 
May it be inspiring.

 Bumps ahead
I congratulate the AA for continuing to put 
pressure on central Government to address 
the scandalous lack of central barriers on 
major highways. This is the only real path 
to significantly reducing death and major 
injuries on our road. Partner that with more 
timely repairs on less busy roads and that 
would be a major step forward. I drive weekly 
on SH53 and, in parts, the surface has been 
deteriorating badly over a period of many 
months. No repairs have been made in that 
time, just yet another orange sign warning of 
a bumpy surface ahead. I can see an argument 
could easily be mounted to reduce speed limits 
rather than fix the roads. 

Roger Fraser 
MARTINBOROUGH

 Driver skills
Brian Gibbons’ editorial on the need for 
spending more on road upgrades was very 
timely. But it also completely omitted any 
comment on the real need to improve our 
driver training. Aside from vehicle failure and 
drink/drug causes, accidents are nearly always 
caused by a lack of driver skill. An upgrade 
to our driver training will have a significant 
impact on the road toll. Our requirements for 
obtaining a licence are hopelessly deficient, 
with no provision for skills to drive at night, in 
adverse weather, on motorways etc. 

Phil Hickling  
PAPAMOA

L E T T E R S

YOUR SAY

YES: 
30% 

NO:  
70%  

In the Winter 2019 issue  
we asked readers:

Do you consider fuel 
economy when buying a car?

Go to aadirections.co.nz  
to have your say.
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BRETT ATKINSON 
Brett’s work features in 
publications here and overseas. 
The travel writer has travelled to 
more than 60 countries; he has 
particular interest in emerging 
destinations, street food and 
craft beer. He’s also researched 
and written Lonely Planet 
guidebooks for 16 countries. 
Recently he experienced an 
African safari. Read his story   
on p.76.

SANGEETA KOCHAREKAR 
The Australian writer grew up 
in Washington DC and moved 
to Sydney a decade ago. 
Sangeeta spent 2018 travelling 
and freelance writing, penning 
stories from cafés, planes 
and even pools. Today, she’s 
happy to be back in Australia 
and enjoys exploring her own 
backyard. Read about her 
exploration of the colourful 
streets of Sydney on p.74.    

CARMEN BIRD
Photographer Carmen Bird 
loves the variety her job 
brings. Recent projects have 
included documenting kauri 
dieback in the North lsland and 
capturing images of people 
and landscapes in Taiwan. She 
enjoys the outdoors; completing 
every hike in New Zealand is on 
her bucket list. Carmen’s image 
of the night sky on Great Barrier 
Island is on this issue’s cover. 

 Use for tyres
‘From the top’ in the last issue (Winter, 2019) 
made me start thinking about what recycled 
products could be used for median barriers. I 
have been thinking along the lines of vehicle 
tyres, which are highly durable and non-
biodegradable. Perhaps they could be broken 
down, mixed with other materials and made 
into barriers. This would certainly be a good 
use of the millions of tyres dumped every year.

Jenny Cousteau  
SNELLS BEACH

 Getting it right
In other developed countries with better 
road safety records than ours, most drivers 
are trained by professional instructors. In 
New Zealand the vast majority receive their 
training from family and friends. Inevitably, 
this means that bad habits and ignorance 
get passed on. If we really want to reduce the 
death toll on our roads, we need to get away 
from the national fixation on speed limits, 
and improve driver skills. The first step in this 
would be to introduce the requirement for 
professional training of all new drivers, and to 
tighten up on testing procedures. 

David Briggs 
MAPUA

 Driving well
Having been part of the Institute of Advanced 
Motorists in England some years back, the 
most significant factor taught is that driver 
attitude is of paramount importance. A good 
driver accommodates the road conditions, 
takes weather and visibility into consideration 
and compensates for what is around at any 
given, and changeable, time. If there was one 
thing that could be instilled in the hearts of 
some of our drivers it would be: It’s OK to have 
someone in front of you on the road.

Margaret Lovell 
TE AWAMUTU

 Charging ahead
In response to Peter Nelson’s letter 'Range 
Anxiety' (Winter, 2019) – asking how an 
electric car would cope with a road diversion.
Easy: you would pull out your phone, open 
your free PlugShare app and quickly realise 
that in your scenario, there are chargers in 
Westport, Greymouth and Reefton – any 
one of which you could stop at and top up 
to ensure you got home. New Zealand’s 
charging infrastructure still has a long way to 
go to rival that of most European countries, 
but it’s far better than many people imagine, 
and getting better all the time. 

Jeremy Harris 
CHRISTCHURCH

 What’s the speed?
Re: the speed limits story in Winter 2019. The 
story raised an excellent point when it said 
that 60% of AA Members surveyed were often 
unaware of the prevailing speed limit. Very 
often when my wife and I are travelling any 
distance we find we’re asking ourselves what 
the limit is.

Ian Young 
PAPAMOA

Join the conversation online.  
Follow AA New Zealand on Facebook or Twitter @NZAA   

We welcome feedback and views on articles in AA Directions and on any issues affecting motorists.  
Because of the volume of mail we receive, letters cannot be personally acknowledged.  

Only a selection can be published and they may be edited or abbreviated for print.

WRITE TO: The Editor, AA Directions, PO Box 5, Auckland, 1140 or email editor@aa.co.nz.

YOUR PRIVACY: This magazine may contain advertisements for products or services that are available through the AA. The provider may be the 
Association itself, a subsidiary of the Association, or a third party either under contract or a joint venture partner of the Association. Understand that 
any information provided by you may be used by the AA for administrative purposes and for the purpose of providing you with information relating to 
products and services from time to time. Where any Membership is an associate of another Membership, then products and services may be offered to 
both Members jointly or singly. We are always alert to opportunities for products or services to be made available as a benefit to Members, but if you 
prefer not to receive such personally addressed information, please write and tell us. The Association keeps a database of Members under its control 
and you have the right to see or correct any personal information that is held about you. If you wish to make an enquiry concerning a privacy issue, 
communicate with the Association Secretary, AA, PO Box 5, Auckland, 1140

L E T T E R S
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What can we expect from Mother Nature  
this summer?  
After what is likely to be a cooler-than-usual run 
up to Christmas this year, early indications are 
that we will see a quick switch to above-average 
temperatures as we enter 2020. 

How does that stack up to previous years?
The weather during our summers can be very 
mixed and varies year-to-year. Last summer 
started off wetter than average but by the end it 
was the third warmest on record. The summer 
before (2017-18) was the warmest ever recorded. 
We also had a visit from ex-tropical cyclones 
Fehi and Gita, which brought large amounts of 
rain, strong winds and caused a lot of damage. 
In contrast, summer 2016-17 was cool overall, 
even though there were some 30-degree days in 
January, and a lack of rain in the north and east 
of the country made things difficult for farmers. 
The most memorable beach summers are those 
with blocking high pressure systems which 
give us sunshine and light winds. Of course, we 
could get the other extreme, with ex-tropical 
cyclones from the north affecting us, but we 
only get one a year on average and last summer 
we didn’t see any.  

Describe weather patterns typical in the Land of 
the Long White Cloud... 
As a meteorologist, Aotearoa is a challenging and 
rewarding place to forecast weather for. This is 
due to it being a group of islands in the middle of 
a vast ocean with a mountain chain that extends 
the length of the country and contributes to 
many micro-climates. In some inland areas of 
the South Island, just east of the mountains, the 
climate is distinctly continental in character, 
with large daily and seasonal temperature 
extremes, despite the fact that no part of the 
country is more than 130km from the sea. 

How do you make a forecast and determine 
weather patterns?
Understanding the earth’s atmosphere is at 
the heart of what a meteorologist does. We 
use this expertise to predict the impacts and 
translate it into meaningful information for 
New Zealanders. Weather forecasts are made by 
collecting as much data (temperature, humidity 
and wind) as possible about past and present 
atmospheric conditions and patterns. We use 
this information, paired with an understanding 
of atmospheric processes (through the science 
of meteorology) to determine, as best we can, 
how the atmosphere will evolve. 

How has technology made this process easier?
In the last 50 years there have been massive 
technological improvements in the tools that 
forecasters use. We still have people working in 
the forecast room who remember when we got 
one satellite image each day many hours after the 
image was taken. It was printed in Christchurch 
on a special printer and then flown to Wellington, 
where the forecasters all gathered around to 
view it. Now, we receive hundreds of images via 
satellite which gives us ten-minute updates on 
how the weather systems are developing.

What sparked your career?
I was born in Ireland, where the weather is 
always a topic of conversation. Much like here, 
it can seem like there are four seasons in one 
day. I worked as a university lecturer in medical 
physics before coming to New Zealand; initially 
on a working holiday but I immediately fell 
in love with Wellington. I had always thought 
meteorology would make an interesting career, 
so when MetService recruited people to train, it 
was too good an opportunity to pass up. Victoria 
University of Wellington and MetService partner 
to offer the only Masters of Meteorology in the 

Keen paddle boarder, ocean swimmer and Head of Weather 
Communications at MetService, Lisa Murray, is looking forward 
to the good old Kiwi summer. She shares what’s forecast.
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BONUS OFFER 
12 month subscription   
with every scooter.

Hire & 
RepairFREE DELIVERY and training in Auckland Metro 

Is a scooter right for you? Talk to us 
about a free mobility assessment.

 Weekdays 9am - 5pm   |   Saturday 9am - 4pm 0800 625 100   |   ilsnz.org

Wheelchairs   |   Daily Living Aids   |   Bathroom Aids

Mobility Scooters

EECA launches  
Gen Less 
Gen Less is a campaign for New Zealanders opting to 
lead a more climate-positive lifestyle. The campaign – 
promoted by the Energy Efficiency and Conservation 
Authority (EECA) – aims to show that a lifestyle using less 
will actually give us more.    

EECA’s chief executive Andrew Caseley says changing 
how we use energy is widely regarded as one of the easiest 
ways to help combat climate change.  

If you’re looking for a way to make an impact in your 
own life, think about transport, he says. “Half of New 
Zealand’s energy-related emissions come from transport, 
so Gen Less is promoting electric vehicles, walking, biking 
and public transport to reduce reliance on fossil-fuel 
burning private vehicles.” 

Anyone can join Gen Less – it’s for all New Zealanders. 
“Together, our collective action will make a difference to 
the emissions that cause climate change,” Andrew says. 

Find out more at genless.govt.nz

country and all MetService meteorologists are certified by the 
World Meteorological Organisation – the weather’s governing body. 
Now I never run out of conversation when I return home to Ireland.

Has there been a particularly memorable or challenging day  
on the job?
The days when the weather shows us the true force of nature 
and the impacts it can have on our land and people are both 
memorable and challenging. Massive events like ex-tropical 
cyclone Gita show us how vulnerable we are to extreme and 
severe weather, particularly as climate scientists expect greater 
severity of weather events due to climate change. These events 
are the busiest and most concerning time for me. During Gita, 
I was the key weather spokesperson and it was important that 
we reached as many people as possible with our severe weather 
warnings so they could make informed decisions regarding their 
own safety and that of their families, livestock and property. 

How quickly can a forecast change given unpredictable 
weather patterns? 
I lead the weather communications team and our role is to 
ensure that the correct weather message is being explained. 
With all the tools available nowadays, plus the experience in the 
forecast room, we can predict significant weather patterns five to 
six days out with relative confidence. 

What do you love most about your job?
Like most in the forecast room, I enjoy having a job where  
I feel I am contributing to society. As a meteorologist, we help 
keep people safe during severe weather and assist people and 
businesses – from energy companies to event organisers – to 
make decisions that can save substantial amounts of money.  
I also enjoy the ever-changing role; no two days are the same.  

Monica Tischler 
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ZOOM Pharmacy
delivers your prescription  
meds to your door PLUS

organises your repeats for you.  
Easy!

FREEPHONE 0508 966 622

www.zoompharmacy.co.nz
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Tautuku 
treasures
A very special population of gecko has 
been found in the heart of the Catlins. 
Dubbed one of New Zealand’s most 
secretive creatures, the Tautuku gecko 
(Mokopirirakau) was found by Forest 
& Bird’s Gavin White. He spotted one 
of the rare, blue-eyed beauties in the 
rainforest while out checking predator 
traps and it turned out to be from a 
healthy population.

The gecko is just one of many 
natural treasures at Forest & Bird’s 
Tautuku Forest Restoration project near 
Papatōwai in Southland. The land is 
home to many native species that have 
disappeared from other parts of New 
Zealand, including long-tailed bats, red 
and yellow-crowned kākāriki, fernbird, 
rifleman, and indigenous freshwater fish. 

Members from three of Forest & Bird’s 
local branches – South Otago, Southland 
and Dunedin – are working to restore 
Tautuku’s natural heritage, including 
trapping to get rid of predators.

With an area of 6,600ha that includes 
lowland forest, wetlands, pingao sand 
dunes, rushlands, mānuka scrubland and 
two important river ecosystems, Tautuku 
is the most ambitious of Forest & Bird’s 
200 grassroots conservation projects.  
It hopes to make the area an Ark in 
the Park for the South Island, while 
contributing to the national goal of a 
predator-free New Zealand by 2050. 

“Big is beautiful when it comes to 
nature restoration,” says Forest & Bird’s 
Francesca Cunninghame, who manages the 
Tautuku project. “Properly restoring whole 
ecosystems means you can stop nature 
vanishing and allow native birds, bats and 
reptiles to thrive. This is what we hope to 
achieve at Tautuku in the long-term.” 

Visitors can  stay at the Tautuku Forest 
Cabins in Forest & Bird’s 550ha Lenz 

reserve and enjoy a network of walking 
trails. Forest & Bird is New Zealand’s 
largest independent conservation 
organisation. It relies on donations 
and bequests to carry out its national 
advocacy, legal work and local projects. 

Find out more about Forest  
& Bird’s conservation work at 
forestandbird.org.nz
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U2 is bringing The Joshua Tree Tour 
to Auckland in November for two 
shows at Mt Smart Stadium and we 
have five double tickets to give 
away to AA Members.

The Joshua Tree Tour is a 
celebration of the original album 
released by U2 in 1987. The show 
features the entire album played 
in sequence, along with a selection 
of highlights from the band’s 
extensive catalogue. Joining U2 is 
special guest Noel Gallagher's 
High Flying Birds.

This live show is a big deal!  
The innovative staging includes  

a specially commissioned series of 
films from Dutch film-maker Anton 
Corbijn on a 200 x 45 foot cinematic 
screen – the largest high-res LED 
screen ever used in a touring show.

U2's first show is sold out but five 
double tickets are up for grabs for 
Saturday November 9 –  
at Mt Smart Stadium, Auckland.  
To enter, send your name and 
contact details to aadirections.
co.nz by noon, November 6. 
Winners will be notified that day. 

For tour and ticketing information 
see livenation.co.nz

Test time 
The AA Driven New Zealand Car of the 
Year Awards are gearing up again and 
this time more electric vehicles will 
be in the mix. While judges prepare 
to announce the various winners at 
an event in December, AA Motoring 
Services General Manager Stella 
Stocks says the 2019 awards bring a 
fresh perspective.  

 “This year more electric vehicles 
have been launched in the New 
Zealand market than ever before.  
We believe it’s important to really test 
them out and give the best advice to 
AA Members and Driven readers on 
how they stack up. At the same time, 
the Government has signalled it may 
slash the price of imported electric and 
hybrid vehicles in a bid to make green 
cars cheaper for Kiwis, so this is an area 
that is attracting a lot of interest. 

“We also know that Kiwis buying 
more traditional vehicles want to be 
sure their choice is truly fuel efficient so 
that will also be a consideration for the 
judges, alongside all the other variables 
we look at in real world conditions,” 
Stella says.  

Driven Editor at Large and Chief Judge 
Liz Dobson says New Zealanders can 
follow the behind-the-scenes action across 
print, digital and video as the judging 
panel puts each car through its paces.  

“Each of the contenders for the AA 
Driven New Zealand Car of the Year 
Awards goes through multiple on and 
off-road stages which give the judges 
the opportunity to score from the 
driver’s seat – and we believe that is the 
only true test. 

“We’re also thrilled to bring back 
the People’s Choice Award powered 
by Driven this year, after receiving the 
biggest public motoring vote to date for 
the award in 2018,” Liz says. 

The People’s Choice Award will be 
selected from the top 10 finalists.  
Voting is open 28 Oct – 30 Nov, 2019.  
See aa.co.nz/coty for more details.
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WIN 
TICKETS TO U2!



Learn more at www.bosch-ebike.nz

THE INTELLIGENT 
SMARTPHONE 

COCKPIT
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Between now and December, keep an eye 
on the coastline for a very special flotilla. 
The Tuia 250 Voyage celebrates Aotearoa 
New Zealand’s Pacific voyaging heritage 
and acknowledges the first onshore 
encounters between Māori and Pākehā 
in 1769–70. Pacific, Māori and European 
sailing vessels are showcasing the 

exceptional feats of voyaging that brought 
us here. The Tuia 250 commemorative 
voyage began in Tahiti in August with 
the launch of the va’a tipaerua Fa’afaite. 
Using the celestial navigation methods 
Pacific voyagers used for thousands of 
years, the crew guided the Fa’afaite across 
more than 4,300 kilometres of open ocean 

to join the flotilla using the position of the 
stars, sun and moon to guide them. 

The flotilla is landing at various sites of 
significance around New Zealand. To 
visit the vessels, learn more about the 
celebration and join the journey, go to 
tuia250.nz
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Small Town 
TREASURES

WAIPAWA
Head south from Hastings on SH2 and you’ll enter 
the rolling, rural hill country of Central Hawke’s 
Bay. Staying on the main highway, the first small 
town you’ll reach is Waipawa – a country hub 
with a strong creative heartbeat. 

Set on the banks of the braided Waipawa 
River, Waipawa is officially the oldest 
inland town in the Hawke’s Bay region. 
You can immerse yourself in the area’s 
farming history at the Central Hawke’s 
Bay Settlers Museum on the main street. 
Open seven days, the museum provides a 
fascinating glimpse into the lives of local 
pioneers, with models of early settler 
cottages, vintage machinery and an 
expanded exhibition hall that showcases 
local Māori taonga. 

Today, Waipawa’s main street is 
lined with a number of excellent cafés 
– try Nola’s for a taste of home cooking 
and country hospitality – and quirky 
secondhand shops selling vintage 
treasures. Bay Country Antiques is 
packed with intriguing items, from 
historic toys and collectables to 
furniture, garden tools and fascinating 
maps and magazines amongst other 
things. Next door, music aficionados will 
love Passionate about Vinyl, which does 
exactly what it says on the tin – selling 
collectable classics and timeless tunes.

The Waipawa Butchery, made famous 
after featuring on Country Calendar, sells 
excellent, locally-grown meat from the 
owners’ Duncan and Annabel Tapley-
Smith’s nearby Patangata Station. Their 
produce is so good, you’ll spot Patangata 

Station lamb and beef on the menus of 
most fine dining restaurants in Hawke’s 
Bay. The Waipawa Butchery has become 
so popular they now sell online and at 
pop up locations in Hastings, Dannevirke 
and Palmerston North each week. But the 
Waipawa store is the flagship space and a 
hub for locals doing their weekly shop. 

On the northern outskirts of town, 
Artmosphere Gallery is a colourful and 
eclectic space, home to artists Sally 
Maguire and Helmut Hirler. The front 
half of their country homestead is filled 
with artistic delights – from the large 
sculptures on the front lawn, through 
to the busy gallery walls inside. With 
works from over 70 artists, Artmosphere 
features everything from paintings to 
ceramics, sculptures, photography and 
curious creatures made of cutlery.  

If you’re lingering in town, the 
Municipal Theatre hosts regular 
performances – from local productions 
to community events and touring 
musicians – and the Waipawa River 
is also one of the Hawke’s Bay’s best 
spots for fly fishing, with good stocks 
of both rainbow and brown trout. It’s 
also a lovely spot for a wander with the 
Tukituki River Trail linking Waipawa 
to the nearby rural service town of 
Waipukurau, just 7km further south.  

Small but 
important 
New Zealand’s rail history is by no 
means insignificant, despite part of it 
being celebrated in a really small way. 

MOTAT’S miniature model railway 
brings West Auckland’s rail history 
to life and some of the characters 
that rode the trains over the past 
100 years. Exhibition technician 
Cole Mendoza says the display has 
all the bells and whistles, including 
storybook-style pictures that introduce 
viewers to the colourful characters 
hidden within the detailed model.

“I think visitors will recognise the 
West Auckland vibe but we couldn’t 
resist taking a bit of creative license 
and adding in a few extra surprises.”

The model operates with support 
from The Great Journeys of New 
Zealand, operated by KiwiRail. Its 
Head of Tourism and Marketing 
Ahleen Rayner says the model’s 
location within the heritage 
Waitakere Station building is a 
sentimental nod to where all train 
adventures begin.

“The miniature display offers an 
experience of our trains and scenery 
and is an invitation to take one of our 
great journeys and see it for yourself 
in life-sized form,” she says. 

Entry to MOTAT is free for 
SuperGold card holders and 
children under five years.  
See motat.org.nz for more.  
AA Members save 20% on general 
admission throughout the year. 
Present your valid AA Membership 
card at the entrance of either 
MOTAT 1 or 2.



RULE YOUR REWARDS WITH 
ASB AND AA SMARTFUEL.
When you choose to earn AA Smartfuel discounts with 
your ASB rewards credit card, every purchase counts 
towards saving on fuel.*

ASB AA Smartfuel

ASB lending criteria and terms apply. AA Smartfuel programme terms and conditions apply. *You will not earn AA Smartfuel discounts or 
True Rewards dollars on cash advances or transactions treated by ASB as quasi cash advances. ASB Bank Limited 6531 20906 0919ASB Bank Limited 6531 20906 0919

VALID DATES4548

00/0000/00 00/0000/0000/00000000//
VALID DATES4548

00/0000/00 00/0000/0000/00
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AN INSPIRING 
CALLOUT  

Usually attending to breakdowns and flat tyres,  
a recent request took AA Roadservice's  

Wellington team by surprise.
On the other end of the line was 
teenager Jaskiran Rahi. She hadn’t 
run into car trouble, in fact the 
Wellington student isn’t even old 
enough to drive yet. Jaskiran, aged 
13, had another request: that the 
AA Roadservice team assist on her 
mission to empower young women. 

“My personal experience with 
stereotypical situations made me 
want to help girls become more 
comfortable with themselves and 
to feel empowered and resilient,” 
Jaskiran says.

At the age of 11 she launched 
a social enterprise, Spirit & Soul, 
which hosts events and workshops 
for young women aged 10 to 15 to 
help them feel capable of achieving 
anything they set their mind to. 

Jaskiran’s latest event, Skills 
for Life, focussed on teaching life 
skills that girls are not necessarily 
taught, which is where AA 
Roadservice stepped in. Central 
Roadservice Operations Manager, 

Craig Borchowsky, and his team 
demonstrated how to change a tyre 
and gave attendees the opportunity 
to assist – learning how to operate car 
jacks and practising tightening and 
loosening wheel nuts.

Craig says he knew it would be a 
rewarding event but it far exceeded 
his expectations. “I was blown away 
with how enthused and engaged the 
girls were. They asked lots of really 
good questions which was inspiring 
for us. Our team really enjoyed 
taking part,” he says.

Other organisations taught skills 
including basic self-defence, first  
aid and financial literacy, as well as 
how to operate power tools, among 
much more.  

See spiritsoul.org.nz for more  
on Jaskiran and her mission.  
Call 0800 500 222 for roadside 
assistance or see aa.co.nz/
roadservice to download the  
free AA Roadservice mobile app. 

A GOOD 
RIDDANCE 
The Love NZ soft plastic recycling 
scheme has expanded to two new 
cities – Hamilton and Wellington – as 
the spotlight continues to shine on the 
need for better and more readily 
available ways to recycle.     

From October 2019, residents in 
Wellington and the Hutt Valley will be 
able to dispose of their soft plastic 
rubbish at nearby locations while 
Hamilton residents have been able to 
recycle the material since last month. 
The scheme was previously only 
available in Auckland. 

While AA Directions is still being 
wrapped in recyclable soft plastic, 
Members can be assured we are 
working on an alternative solution.  
We have investigated biodegradable 
wrap, which has an additive in the 
plastic’s makeup to help it break down 
faster. However, it only degrades in 
very specific conditions and as it is still 
fossil fuel-based we are not convinced 
this is the right solution. While 
wrapping in paper seems attractive, 
that option involves toxic glues, issues 
with the production of the paper itself 
and the end result is not waterproof. 

A plant-based wrap, which would be 
genuinely compostable, is the best 
option for wrapping AA Directions for 
delivery. However, that product doesn’t 
perform well on mass wrapping and 
mailing jobs, such as ours. In recent 
trials, the bags split open very easily. 
While we wait for that plant-based 
wrap to be refined, we’ll continue to 
use the standard recyclable flow-wrap, 
at a reduced thickness. 

The Love NZ soft plastic recycling 
scheme has a network of bins in 
supermarkets and shops; to find a bin 
near you, see recycling.kiwi.nz

Please make the effort to recycle and 
we will continue to work with our mail 
house for a solution that works. 

If you prefer to not receive the printed  
AA Directions, you can opt to have 
a digital copy delivered by email. 
To arrange this, go to aa.co.nz/
membership or phone the membership 
team on 0800 500 444. 
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Place your order today and get a 
FREE Hamper valued at $78!*

Hurry – offer applies to the first 50 orders
Enter promo code AA20 at checkout

0800 555 333   |   www.chrisco.co.nz

From as little  as $1.50 per week INTEREST FREE!(over 52 weeks)

AVOID THE CHRISTMAS HIT, PAY BIT-BY-BIT - JUST CHRISCO IT!

SHOP ALL THE 
BIG BRANDS

*Terms and Conditions: Order value must be over $500 and exclude vouchers. Offer applies to the first 50 qualifying customers who have a fully paid order for Christmas 2020. Offer is non-transferable and non-refundable.

®

On the go 
A quick fix is now quicker, thanks to  
a clever addition to BP’s mobile app.  
For a while now, customers of BP have 
been able to pre-order their coffee and 
pre-pay for fuel using the app. Now they 
can pre-pay for hot drinks as well, so they 
can sort their take-outs before leaving 
home, save time and avoid queues. 

Through the BPMe app, customers 
select what time they want to pick up 
their on-the-run order between five 
and 30 minutes before arriving at their 
chosen Wild Bean Cafe. A built-in 
drive-time indicator helps select the best 
collection time, based on traffic.  

Rider 
rewards
Ride Forever, the ACC on-road 
coaching initiative for motorcyclists, 
has already had a positive impact on 
the safety record of Kiwi riders since 
it launched in 2012. Research shows 
those who complete the Ride Forever 
courses are 27% less likely to have 
accidents leading to ACC claims. 

Now an incentive, in the form of 
cash, will encourage more experienced 
riders to take Ride Forever courses. 
Motorbike riders with at least five 
years’ full licence experience can get 
$200 off their bike registration – $100 
per year over a two year period – if they 
complete training to enhance their 
riding skills to help prevent accidents 
and reduce the severity of injuries if 
the unexpected happens.  

Mature riders are currently over-
represented in ACC’s injury claims. 
ACC Motorcycle Programme Manager 
David Keilty says this is most likely 

because experienced riders are less 
likely to take training. 

The cashback offer, initially a pilot, 
is available to riders who hold a current 
motorcycle registration and full New 
Zealand class 6 licence for five years or 
more and complete two Ride Forever 
courses, either one Silver and one Gold 
or two Gold level courses.

For full criteria, see rideforever.
co.nz/cashback 

AA Driving School runs Ride Forever 
and a range of other courses for 
riders. See aa.co.nz/drivers/
motorcycle-training for options  
to suit riders of every type and 
experience level. 
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SUMMER ON  
THE SLOPES
After a successful opening season this 
winter, the Sky Waka gondola at Mount 
Ruapehu’s Whakapapa ski field will be 
slowing down for the summer – literally. 
During the winter months the Sky Waka is designed to take 
as many skiers and snowboarders to the top of the slopes as 
quickly as possible. Ten-person cabins carry 2,400 people 
from the Top of the Bruce to the Knoll Ridge Chalet every 
hour in order to maximise their time on the downhill stretch 
of the journey. But after the ski season officially finishes on 
October 28, the Sky Waka will become a much more leisurely 
proposition. Journey times will be slowed down from the 
pacey five-minute winter run to a comfortable 10-minute ride, 
allowing sightseers to admire the beauty of Mount Ruapehu 
as he sheds his snowy coat. Even when the lower ski field 
melts away, there is generally still snow on the upper slopes, 
so visitors can enjoy sledding and snowballs in the summer 
months – often right up until Christmas Day. 

At the Knoll Ridge Chalet, the café, Pātaka, will be open 
every day, (weather permitting), serving coffee, lighter meals 
and packed lunches to take away on mountain adventures. For 
those dining in, the Pinnacles Buffet restaurant will be open 
daily for lunch and afternoon tea and, on Friday and Saturday 
evenings, dinner at the foot of soaring Pinnacles, followed by  
a sunset gondola ride is a special experience in itself. 

We have five copies 
of Hayden Paddon’s 
autobiography Driven  
to give away. 

Hayden Paddon is well known as New Zealand’s 
favourite and most successful rally driver. In Driven he 
reveals the high and lows; the struggles and triumphs on 
his journey to the top. It’s a captivating, insightful and 
inspiring read that celebrates self-belief, hard work and 
how, with the sufficient determination, a boy from 
Geraldine could turn dreams into reality. Driven (Penguin 
RRP $40) is out now. To enter our competition to win one 
of five copies, send your name and address to:

Driven giveaway, AA Directions, PO Box 5,  
Auckland 1140 or enter online at aadirections.co.nz  
by November 30, 2019.  

BE IN TO
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SAFE SUMMER MOTORING 
As summer approaches, many of us will be heading to the bach, beach or bush. Such classic 
Kiwi holiday spots are often in isolated locations and the roads to them can be challenging. 

Coastal and rural roads are often narrow and winding; 
they can include hair-pin bends with small shoulders, are 
sometimes unsealed and usually have no street lighting. 

If a road is unsealed, increasing your following distance 
is important to allow for the fact the road surface gives less 
traction if you need to stop quickly; gravel acts as a roller 
between your wheel and the road surface. Keeping left will 
minimise the chance of stone chip damage to your vehicle from 
gravel flung up by other motorists.

Be careful when driving downhill on gravel roads. Slow 
down, avoid braking suddenly and steer smoothly, avoiding 
sudden changes of direction. On steep, narrow roads it is easier 
for vehicles moving downhill to give way to uphill traffic. 

When approaching a corner or a hill, travel at a speed that 
you can safely stop within the visible stretch of road in front of 
you. Thoroughly scan the road, looking for other road users, 
livestock, forestry vehicles and any road signage that alerts 
what’s ahead or what to be mindful of. 

If traffic is building up behind you, pull over when it’s safe to 
do so and allow it to pass. 

You may encounter one-lane bridges on your journey where 
motorists travelling in one direction must give way to vehicles 
driving the opposite way. Slow down, check for oncoming traffic 
and pay close attention to the road sign displayed before the 
entrance of the bridge which indicates who is required to give way. 

Be extra vigilant at railway crossings, as only about half of 
New Zealand’s crossings have automated warning alarms; the 
rest feature stop or give way signs only. If, on approach, the red 
lights are flashing or you hear the alarm bells sounding, stop 
and wait until it ceases. Always scan left and right and ensure 
you have enough space for your vehicle on the other side of the 
train tracks before proceeding. 



 Call Fun Over Fifty DIRECT on 0800 849 043 for free 128 page brochure 
www.funoverfifty.com.au  TOURING HOLIDAYS FOR THE OVER 50’S ONLY

We visit every State & Territory of Australia along with various International Tour Destinations
*Prices & dates are correct as at 17 September 2019 and are subject to change. Prices are PP = Per Person Twin Share. **Savings valid to 30 November 2019 - conditions apply. ˆ̂ Super Six special applies to all 
tours featured and are subject to availability.  ++Hot Deals are not available on all tours featured and apply to certain dates.  Bookings, Hot Deals and Super Six specials are NOT AVAILABLE through agents and 
must be made direct with Fun Over Fifty. ¥Flights included are from selected capital cities as per 2019/20 brochure inclusions. S2569

10 Day Heron Island Haven &  
Carnarvon Gorge Wilderness

14 Day  
Outback Essence & Island Affair

14 Day  
Western Australia & the Indian Pacific

14 Day  
Northern Territory Trooper 

TRAVEL WITH FUN OVER FIFTY 
OFFICIALLY AWARDED BEST IN AUSTRALIA!

 • Opulent ‘Diamond Class’ or luxury ‘Gold Class’ 
coach touring from Brisbane

 • Overnight in Roma with a visit to the Saleyards 
at auction with local grazier guide

 • 3 nights at Carnarvon Gorge Wilderness Lodge

 • Daily naturalist guided walks & 
scenic helicopter flight at Carnarvon Gorge

 • Greycliffe Homestead at Biloela
 • Overnight stay in Gladstone with city tour 
 • 2 nights on Heron Island Resort with daily 

naturalist eco tours and reef walks
 • Unique LARC! 4WD Tour to Bustard Head
 • 2 nights in the Town of 1770
 • Childers
 • 28 meals

DEPARTS  >  DIAMOND  20 MAY  |  22 JUL  2020  |  GOLD  17 JUN 2020
Per person
twin share FROM   $4200*

DEPARTS  >  26 JUN 2020 DEPARTS  >  18 SEP 2020

DEPARTS  >  27 MAY 2020

 • One way economy class flight 
to Cairns ex Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne or Adelaide

 • Luxury ‘Gold Class’ coach travel
 • 1 night in Cairns
 • 2 nights Undara Volcanic Park
 • 2 nights in Townsville
 • 3 nights at Hamilton Island

 • Ocean Rafting jet boat tour of 
the Whitsundays 

 • 2 nights in Rockhampton
 • Cathedral Cave tour
 • 2 nights Heron Island with daily 
eco and naturalist guided tours

 • 1 night Agnes Water
 • 38 meals

 • Economy class flights to Ayers 
Rock & from Darwin ex Brisbane, 
Sydney, Melbourne or Adelaide

 • 3 nights 5 star Ayers Rock
 • Wine & nibbles at an inspiring 
Uluru sunset; Camel trek

 • 25-minute helicopter flight over 
Uluru & Kata Tjuta

 • 1 night Kings Canyon Resort
 • 3 nights Alice Springs
 • Overnight in Tennant Creek & 
Katherine

 • 2 nights Kakadu; 30-minute 
scenic flight over Kakadu

 • 2 nights Darwin
 • 37 meals

 • Economy class flights to Perth 
ex Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide or 
Melbourne, and from Sydney to 
Brisbane, Melbourne or Adelaide

 • 3 nights Perth; Rottnest Island
 • 2 nights at Margaret River
 • Visit Xanadu Winery for lunch 
 • 2 nights in Albany

 • Visit Wave Rock & The Humps
 • 2 nights Hyden
 • 3 nights Indian Pacific in Gold 
Class cabins from Perth to Sydney

 • 1 night Darling Harbour, Sydney
 • Sydney Harbour dinner cruise
 • Sydney sights tour
 • 38 meals

Per person
twin share FROM   $6300* Per person

twin share FROM   $6760*

Per person
twin share FROM   $8200*

SUPER  
6

SPECIAL

When 6 or more guests 
book together, receive an 
EXTRA $100pp OFF!̂ ˆ

12 Day  
Two Grand Ladies

DEPARTS  >  3 AUG 2020

 • Economy class flights to Sydney 
ex Brisbane, Melbourne or 
Adelaide, and from Adelaide to 
Brisbane, Melbourne or Sydney

 • 2 nights Sydney 
 • 1 night Indian Pacific in Gold Class 
cabins from Sydney to Adelaide

 • 1 night Barossa Valley 
 • Chateau Tanunda tour & wine 
tasting

 • 7 night cruise on the PS Murray 
Princess in outside twin bed cabin

 • Farewell Captain’s buffet dinner
 • 33 meals

Per person
twin share FROM   $5860*

9 Day 
South West Wanderer with  
Heroes of Longreach & Winton

14 Day  
The Ghan & Red Centre Sensation

15 Day  
Central West, Gulf & Savannah Safari

7 Day  
Tropical Cairns and  
Green Island Getaway

10 Day  
The Ghan Rock ‘N’ Rail

13 Day  
Darwin, Kakadu, The Kimberley & Broome

DEPARTS  >  GOLD 27 APR 2020;  
DIAMOND 15 JUN 2020

DEPARTS  >  
10, 17 MAY  |  7 JUN, 5 JUL 2020 DEPARTS  >  16 AUG 2020

DEPARTS  >   
15 MAY  |  22 JUN 2020

DEPARTS  >   
23 MAY  |  6 JUL, 11 JUL 2020

DEPARTS  >   
8 MAY  |  5 JUN 2020

 • Luxury ‘Gold Class’ coach travel 
from Brisbane

 • Iconic Gulflander & 
Savannahlander rail  journeys

 • Overnight stays in Roma, 
Mt Surprise & Cairns

 • 2 nights Carnarvon Gorge, 
Cloncurry, Karumba & 
Cobbold Gorge

 • 20-minute helicopter flight 
over Carnarvon escarpment

 • 3 nights in Longreach
 • Visit the iconic Walkabout 
Creek Hotel

 • One way economy class flight 
ex Cairns to Brisbane, Sydney 
or Melbourne

 • 42 meals

 • Return economy class flights to 
Cairns from Brisbane, Sydney or 
Melbourne

 • 4 nights 5 star in Cairns
 • 2 nights on Green Island 
including transfers, snorkelling 
on the Great Barrier Reef, glass 
bottom boat tours, guided 
nature walks + more!

 • Kuranda Scenic Railway
 • Army Duck amphibious vehicle 
rainforest journey

 • Skyrail Rainforest Cableway ride
 • Tjapukai’s Nightfire dinner & 
indigenous cultural experience

 • 16 meals 
 • Locally operated comfort plus 
coach travel

 • 2 nights Adelaide & 3 nights  
5 star Ayers Rock

 • Barossa Valley, Hahndorf Village, 
Maggie Beer Farm Shop &  
Adelaide city sights tour

 • 1 night The Ghan in Gold Service 
from Adelaide to Alice Springs 

 • Marla sunrise experience 

 • 3 nights Alice Springs 
 • Uluru sunrise & Field of Light
 • Sounds of Silence specialty dinner
 • 25-minute helicopter tour of 
Uluru and Kata Tjuta area

 • Flights to Adelaide & from Ayers 
Rock ex Brisbane, Sydney or 
Melbourne

 • 26 meals

 • Luxury ‘Gold Class’ or opulent 
‘Diamond Class’ coach travel

 • 1 night Roma
 • 2 nights Charleville
 • 4 nights Longreach
 • Stockman’s Hall of Fame & 
Outback Stockman’s live show 

 • Qantas Founders Museum & jet tour 
 • Drover’s sunset cruise on the 
Thomson River 

 • Australian Age of Dinosaurs 
tour at Winton 

 • Overnight rail journey aboard 
the Spirit of the Outback

 • 24 meals

 • Economy class flights to Darwin & 
from Broome ex Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne or Adelaide

 • 1 night 5 star in Darwin 
 • 2 nights Kakadu, Kununurra, 
Home Valley Station & Broome

 • Overnight Katherine, Halls Creek 
& Fitzroy Crossing

 • 30-minute scenic flight of Kakadu 
 • Scenic flight over Bungle Bungles 
and Lake Argyle 

 • Willie Creek Pearl Farm tour 
 • Camel ride on Cable Beach 
 • 35 meals
 • Locally operated comfort plus 
coach travel

 • 2 nights in Adelaide & Darwin
 • 3 nights 5 star Ayers Rock
 • 3 nights in Alice Springs
 • 2 nights in Gold Service on The 
Ghan from Adelaide to Alice 
Springs & from Alice Springs 
to Darwin

 • Sounds of Silence specialty dinner

 • 25-minute helicopter tour of 
Uluru and Kata Tjuta area

 • Litchfield National Park
 • Darwin Harbour sunset 
seafood dinner

 • Economy class flight to Adelaide 
and from Darwin ex Brisbane, 
Sydney or Melbourne

 • 38 meals

Per person
twin share FROM   $6500* Per person

twin share FROM   $8990*

Per person
twin share FROM   $7600*Per person

twin share FROM   $3380*

Per person
twin share FROM   $6850* Per person

twin share FROM   $3850*

Price subject to QR fare changes.
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 Call Fun Over Fifty DIRECT on 0800 849 043 for free 128 page brochure 
www.funoverfifty.com.au  TOURING HOLIDAYS FOR THE OVER 50’S ONLY

We visit every State & Territory of Australia along with various International Tour Destinations
*Prices & dates are correct as at 17 September 2019 and are subject to change. Prices are PP = Per Person Twin Share. **Savings valid to 30 November 2019 - conditions apply. ˆ̂ Super Six special applies to all 
tours featured and are subject to availability.  ++Hot Deals are not available on all tours featured and apply to certain dates.  Bookings, Hot Deals and Super Six specials are NOT AVAILABLE through agents and 
must be made direct with Fun Over Fifty. ¥Flights included are from selected capital cities as per 2019/20 brochure inclusions. S2569

10 Day Heron Island Haven &  
Carnarvon Gorge Wilderness

14 Day  
Outback Essence & Island Affair

14 Day  
Western Australia & the Indian Pacific

14 Day  
Northern Territory Trooper 

TRAVEL WITH FUN OVER FIFTY 
OFFICIALLY AWARDED BEST IN AUSTRALIA!

 • Opulent ‘Diamond Class’ or luxury ‘Gold Class’ 
coach touring from Brisbane

 • Overnight in Roma with a visit to the Saleyards 
at auction with local grazier guide

 • 3 nights at Carnarvon Gorge Wilderness Lodge

 • Daily naturalist guided walks & 
scenic helicopter flight at Carnarvon Gorge

 • Greycliffe Homestead at Biloela
 • Overnight stay in Gladstone with city tour 
 • 2 nights on Heron Island Resort with daily 

naturalist eco tours and reef walks
 • Unique LARC! 4WD Tour to Bustard Head
 • 2 nights in the Town of 1770
 • Childers
 • 28 meals

DEPARTS  >  DIAMOND  20 MAY  |  22 JUL  2020  |  GOLD  17 JUN 2020
Per person
twin share FROM   $4200*

DEPARTS  >  26 JUN 2020 DEPARTS  >  18 SEP 2020

DEPARTS  >  27 MAY 2020

 • One way economy class flight 
to Cairns ex Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne or Adelaide

 • Luxury ‘Gold Class’ coach travel
 • 1 night in Cairns
 • 2 nights Undara Volcanic Park
 • 2 nights in Townsville
 • 3 nights at Hamilton Island

 • Ocean Rafting jet boat tour of 
the Whitsundays 

 • 2 nights in Rockhampton
 • Cathedral Cave tour
 • 2 nights Heron Island with daily 
eco and naturalist guided tours

 • 1 night Agnes Water
 • 38 meals

 • Economy class flights to Ayers 
Rock & from Darwin ex Brisbane, 
Sydney, Melbourne or Adelaide

 • 3 nights 5 star Ayers Rock
 • Wine & nibbles at an inspiring 
Uluru sunset; Camel trek

 • 25-minute helicopter flight over 
Uluru & Kata Tjuta

 • 1 night Kings Canyon Resort
 • 3 nights Alice Springs
 • Overnight in Tennant Creek & 
Katherine

 • 2 nights Kakadu; 30-minute 
scenic flight over Kakadu

 • 2 nights Darwin
 • 37 meals

 • Economy class flights to Perth 
ex Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide or 
Melbourne, and from Sydney to 
Brisbane, Melbourne or Adelaide

 • 3 nights Perth; Rottnest Island
 • 2 nights at Margaret River
 • Visit Xanadu Winery for lunch 
 • 2 nights in Albany

 • Visit Wave Rock & The Humps
 • 2 nights Hyden
 • 3 nights Indian Pacific in Gold 
Class cabins from Perth to Sydney

 • 1 night Darling Harbour, Sydney
 • Sydney Harbour dinner cruise
 • Sydney sights tour
 • 38 meals

Per person
twin share FROM   $6300* Per person

twin share FROM   $6760*

Per person
twin share FROM   $8200*

SUPER  
6

SPECIAL

When 6 or more guests 
book together, receive an 
EXTRA $100pp OFF!̂ ˆ

12 Day  
Two Grand Ladies

DEPARTS  >  3 AUG 2020

 • Economy class flights to Sydney 
ex Brisbane, Melbourne or 
Adelaide, and from Adelaide to 
Brisbane, Melbourne or Sydney

 • 2 nights Sydney 
 • 1 night Indian Pacific in Gold Class 
cabins from Sydney to Adelaide

 • 1 night Barossa Valley 
 • Chateau Tanunda tour & wine 
tasting

 • 7 night cruise on the PS Murray 
Princess in outside twin bed cabin

 • Farewell Captain’s buffet dinner
 • 33 meals

Per person
twin share FROM   $5860*

9 Day 
South West Wanderer with  
Heroes of Longreach & Winton

14 Day  
The Ghan & Red Centre Sensation

15 Day  
Central West, Gulf & Savannah Safari

7 Day  
Tropical Cairns and  
Green Island Getaway

10 Day  
The Ghan Rock ‘N’ Rail

13 Day  
Darwin, Kakadu, The Kimberley & Broome

DEPARTS  >  GOLD 27 APR 2020;  
DIAMOND 15 JUN 2020

DEPARTS  >  
10, 17 MAY  |  7 JUN, 5 JUL 2020 DEPARTS  >  16 AUG 2020

DEPARTS  >   
15 MAY  |  22 JUN 2020

DEPARTS  >   
23 MAY  |  6 JUL, 11 JUL 2020

DEPARTS  >   
8 MAY  |  5 JUN 2020

 • Luxury ‘Gold Class’ coach travel 
from Brisbane

 • Iconic Gulflander & 
Savannahlander rail  journeys

 • Overnight stays in Roma, 
Mt Surprise & Cairns

 • 2 nights Carnarvon Gorge, 
Cloncurry, Karumba & 
Cobbold Gorge

 • 20-minute helicopter flight 
over Carnarvon escarpment

 • 3 nights in Longreach
 • Visit the iconic Walkabout 
Creek Hotel

 • One way economy class flight 
ex Cairns to Brisbane, Sydney 
or Melbourne

 • 42 meals

 • Return economy class flights to 
Cairns from Brisbane, Sydney or 
Melbourne

 • 4 nights 5 star in Cairns
 • 2 nights on Green Island 
including transfers, snorkelling 
on the Great Barrier Reef, glass 
bottom boat tours, guided 
nature walks + more!

 • Kuranda Scenic Railway
 • Army Duck amphibious vehicle 
rainforest journey

 • Skyrail Rainforest Cableway ride
 • Tjapukai’s Nightfire dinner & 
indigenous cultural experience

 • 16 meals 
 • Locally operated comfort plus 
coach travel

 • 2 nights Adelaide & 3 nights  
5 star Ayers Rock

 • Barossa Valley, Hahndorf Village, 
Maggie Beer Farm Shop &  
Adelaide city sights tour

 • 1 night The Ghan in Gold Service 
from Adelaide to Alice Springs 

 • Marla sunrise experience 

 • 3 nights Alice Springs 
 • Uluru sunrise & Field of Light
 • Sounds of Silence specialty dinner
 • 25-minute helicopter tour of 
Uluru and Kata Tjuta area

 • Flights to Adelaide & from Ayers 
Rock ex Brisbane, Sydney or 
Melbourne

 • 26 meals

 • Luxury ‘Gold Class’ or opulent 
‘Diamond Class’ coach travel

 • 1 night Roma
 • 2 nights Charleville
 • 4 nights Longreach
 • Stockman’s Hall of Fame & 
Outback Stockman’s live show 

 • Qantas Founders Museum & jet tour 
 • Drover’s sunset cruise on the 
Thomson River 

 • Australian Age of Dinosaurs 
tour at Winton 

 • Overnight rail journey aboard 
the Spirit of the Outback

 • 24 meals

 • Economy class flights to Darwin & 
from Broome ex Brisbane, Sydney, 
Melbourne or Adelaide

 • 1 night 5 star in Darwin 
 • 2 nights Kakadu, Kununurra, 
Home Valley Station & Broome

 • Overnight Katherine, Halls Creek 
& Fitzroy Crossing

 • 30-minute scenic flight of Kakadu 
 • Scenic flight over Bungle Bungles 
and Lake Argyle 

 • Willie Creek Pearl Farm tour 
 • Camel ride on Cable Beach 
 • 35 meals
 • Locally operated comfort plus 
coach travel

 • 2 nights in Adelaide & Darwin
 • 3 nights 5 star Ayers Rock
 • 3 nights in Alice Springs
 • 2 nights in Gold Service on The 
Ghan from Adelaide to Alice 
Springs & from Alice Springs 
to Darwin

 • Sounds of Silence specialty dinner

 • 25-minute helicopter tour of 
Uluru and Kata Tjuta area

 • Litchfield National Park
 • Darwin Harbour sunset 
seafood dinner

 • Economy class flight to Adelaide 
and from Darwin ex Brisbane, 
Sydney or Melbourne

 • 38 meals

Per person
twin share FROM   $6500* Per person

twin share FROM   $8990*

Per person
twin share FROM   $7600*Per person

twin share FROM   $3380*

Per person
twin share FROM   $6850* Per person

twin share FROM   $3850*

Price subject to QR fare changes.
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Broaden  
your  

horizons
How can you get more from travelling? We put that question to the 

test and discovered that digging deeper and gaining more from 
New Zealand experiences is relatively easy. Join a guided tour, take 

time to research, be interested in new things; however you add 
a layer to your adventures, it will be worth the effort. Open your 

mind to new possibilities – that’s what travel is good for. 
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Spending time with an expert may 
reveal more than you expect 
When you learn that the universe 
contains billions of galaxies and that 
each galaxy contains millions and in 
some cases billions of stars, it’s enough to 
make your brain explode. 

In an attempt to come to grips with 
the vastness of space, and to focus on a 
more manageable slice of the night sky, 
I decided to take a tour of the stars with 
a visit to Aotea, Great Barrier Island, on 
the edge of the Hauraki Gulf. 

With no reticulated power, New 
Zealand’s sixth largest island is off-
grid which means there’s barely any 
light pollution and the stargazing is 
out of this world. In 2017 the island 
was granted official, internationally-
recognised Dark Sky Status.

One of several companies seizing 
on the tourism potential of that 
development is Good Heavens, whose 
Dark Sky Ambassadors run tours on 
beaches and at baches. 

Meeting up at Medlands Beach,  
a group of us made ourselves cosy, sitting 
in a circle of moon-chairs arranged on 
the sand. We were given blankets, hot 
water bottles and cups of hot chocolate. 
I’d have been quite happy simply sitting 
and sipping my cocoa, listening to the 
sea on the shore but, when our host 
Deborah switched on her laser pointer 
and directed it at the heavens, we were 
mesmerised by the glittering starscape.

Originally from Kerikeri, Deborah 
has lived in a lot of spots with heavy 
light pollution, including Auckland, 
Sydney and London, so when she and 
her husband started their family, they 
wanted their kids to grow up somewhere 
they could see stars, which led them to 
Great Barrier Island.

As Deborah shared her astronomical 
knowledge, describing the solar system 
in terms we could all understand, she 

simultaneously pointed her powerful 
8-inch Newtonian telescope at various 
clusters of light. 

The first object Deborah pointed her 
telescope at was Jupiter; we all caught 
a glimpse of it before it set in the west. 
Then she took aim at Saturn, with rings 
and a single moon clearly evident. Next 
the magic of Mars was in our sights before 
we turned our attention to stars. 

Using the laser, Deborah pointed out 
astrological constellations; although 
you really have to use a big dollop of 
imagination to see a scorpion,  
or to think Sagittarius looks like an archer. 

I especially enjoyed knowing I was 
looking at objects that were billions of 
years old, from the ancient globular 
cluster known, boringly, as M4 – to the 
fabulously evocative Ptolemy’s Cluster 
and the Jewel Box.

It can feel pretty intense when you 
think about the scale of the universe. 
After each peek through the telescope, 
I’d retire to my comfy chair and snuggle 
under my blanket to embrace my hottie, 
not sure which was keeping the other 
warm. But I loved having my head filled 
with stellar details and being given 
some clues about the enormous, infinite 
heavens above.   

Elisabeth Easther
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Astronomers will also 
share their knowledge  
of the stars at:
• Stardome in Auckland
• Space Place at Wellington's  

Carter Observatory
• Wairarapa's Stonehenge Aotearoa
•	Dark	Sky	Project,	Mt	John	in	Tekapō
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Culture and 
history can really 
come alive with 
local guides 
Every tourist who paddles up Waikouaiti 
River is helping to fund youth programmes 
as well as an ambitious reforestation plan. 

The waka club behind Karitāne 
Māori Tours, half an hour’s drive north 
of Dunedin, established the company 
to subsidise the work they are doing 
with at-risk youth and cash-starved 
community groups. Along the way, they 
also ensure every paddler pokes a native 
plant in the soil.

The latter initiative is part of a 200-year, 
iwi-led plan to restore harakeke, toitoi, 
ake ake and even tōtara to Ōhinepouwera 
Spit. This narrow strip of land separates 
the river from the Pacific Ocean and sits 
at the heart of their tourism business, 
which showcases local stories from either 
an outrigger or double-hulled waka.

“These one or two square kilometres 
are packed full of Māori and European 
history and that mix of histories is 
fascinating,” tour company manager 
Alex Whitaker says.

Visitors travel upriver to an ancient 
waka landing site and also view 
remnants of an old whaling station, 
which reveals its secrets as the tides 
change and sand shifts.

“Just recently we found two jaw bones 
from southern right whales. And back 
in the whaling days, there was a pub 
on Ōhinepouwera called The London 
Restaurant. You can still find broken bottle 
bases from those days, the thick green ones.”

Guides point out little neck clams 
and demonstrate the way seaweed was 
traditionally utilised to preserve tītī 
(mutton bird).  

People who opt for a land-based tour 
follow a clifftop trail to learn a little about 
the southern dialect and the tale of a pā 
site that was successfully defended during 
a six-month siege. Sometimes, small 
pods of rare Hector’s dolphins are visible 
off the coast, along with seals, albatross, 
godwits and occasionally penguins.

“In mating season, it’s where the sea 
lions meet and greet and fight. You have 
to be quite careful at certain times of year. 
The males are huge!”

Alex, who is also a wood carver and 
educator, says volunteers from the local 
Hautururuku ki Puketeraki waka club 

have been providing tours to schools, 
university students and other groups 
for almost a decade. Now, thanks to the 
tourism venture that started last year, 
they can be properly compensated for 
their time. And profits from paying 
customers fund the lessons that help 
reconnect Māori youth with the ocean 
and their own culture. 

“Our kaupapa is to make waka available 
to as many people as possible. When we 
take these young people out on the water, 
we see the spark in their eyes. We see kids 
who are really reluctant to engage; after a 
couple of hours they’ll be wanting to steer 
the waka and come back and do more.” 

Some weeks, guides might paddle or 
sail with 150 young people. Sometimes, 
they host environmental groups and 
international visitors. Regardless, 
everyone plants something.

Kati Huirapa has developed its own 
nursery and already planted tens of 
thousands of shrubs and trees.  
The planting programme aims to undo 
200 years of degradation and restore the 
natural landscape; Alex hopes recently-
sown tōtara will be used by future 
generations, to build waka of their own. 
In the meantime, he says the tour venture 
is working well and demand is good.

“We just love being out on the water, 
it’s who we are, and when you’re happy 
being on the water, you can’t help but 
pass that on to other people. 

Culture comes alive 
in other parts of New 
Zealand, too. Get some 
insight from people  
who know the history  
of their worlds:
• Waitangi – visit the site of the Treaty 

of Waitangi and join a tour for a 
genuinely fascinating experience.  
To	fully	appreciate	the	significance	of	
the site, the historic homestead, 
meeting house, waka and other 
taonga, take up a guide; their insight 
will reveal more than if you visit 
independently.

• Rotorua	–	famous	for	its	Māori	
cultural tourism initiatives, this city 
gets it right. You might be one of only 
a few New Zealanders being 
welcomed onto a marae, watching a 
haka, being taught a waiata or sharing 
hāngī	food	–	and	it	will	make	you	
proud. It will also shine new light on 
New Zealand culture, even if you’re 
already familiar with it. 

“It’s a way of learning about the culture 
of the area in an everyday kind of way; the 
looking after the environment and our 
connectedness to the environment.” 

Sue Hoffart
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Being close to nature can provide  
real insight into our environment
If what happened within the first five 
minutes of stepping onto Kāpiti Island is 
anything to go by, then I am in for a treat 
for my time here.

“Who’s seen a little blue penguin 
before?” Kāpiti Island Nature Tours 
host, Wayne, asks the group as we 
unlace our tramping boots at the front 
porch of the shared dining area. Just a 
few hands are raised.  

We had not long disembarked the ferry 
from the mainland in Paraparaumu north 
of Wellington when Wayne gently pushes 
the doormat aside and tells us to look down 
through the wooden slats. Right there on 
our doorstep – or rather underneath it – sit 
a pair of nesting penguins. 

It is a perfectly apt introduction to 
the island: a nature reserve home to 
an abundance of wildlife and New 
Zealand’s largest population of little 
spotted kiwi. Its status means it’s the 
most protected of public land, a thriving 
paradise where human influence and 
interaction is closely monitored and kept 
to a bare minimum. In fact, members of 
the public are not allowed ashore without 
permission – by way of arranging a tour 
or travelling on the island’s ferry. 

The island has an interesting past. 
For more than 800 years it was home to 
many people; some of their ancestors live 
there still and have founded Kāpiti Island 
Nature Tours to share their stories with 
guests like me. We’re told of how the island 

has been home to waves of European 
interest in the form of early explorers, like 
Captain James Cook who named Kāpiti 
‘Entry Island’ because of its proximity to 
Cook Strait. The island was farmed and 
later served as a base for thousands of 
commercial whalers from as far away as 
Australia and America. 

In the 1800s, New Zealand’s Prime 
Minister at the time, Richard Seddon, 
introduced a bill to acquire the island to 
conserve its flora and fauna. An agreement 
was made for local Māori residents to keep 
some land around Waiorua Bay, where 
I’m staying, and the remaining near 2,000 
hectares was given to the Government. 

For more than 100 years it’s been 
maintained as a wildlife sanctuary and 
today is managed by the Department of 
Conservation. I feel very privileged to be 
experiencing it with people who treasure 
the land and its wildlife. 

We take a guided walk at Waiorua at 
the north end before settling in for the 
night at the lodge. Ruru calls echo through 
the still night as we finish dinner but the 
adventure isn’t over for the evening. Kāpiti 
Island Nature Tours has given us a very 
special gift: the opportunity to spot a kiwi – 
not in captivity, an enclosure or monitored 
space – but roaming completely free in its 
natural habitat. The thought is thrilling. 
I feel confident given the afternoon’s 
penguin encounter, not to mention the 
abundance of other birdlife. The cheerful 
song of bellbird, North Island robin, hihi 
and kākāriki pierced the air before dusk. 

Under the silvery blue glimmer of a 
half crescent moon, we tiptoe in single 
file through the bush. Moths flicker 
in the glow of the red torchlight like 
ignited embers expelled from a bonfire. 
The kiwi population is thriving here. 
Numbers are now at around 1,400 from 
an original five pairs introduced to the 
island back in the 1900s. 

Our guide scans the torch over the bush-
laden track in half circles; a special kind 
of red light is used, so as to not startle kiwi 
and other wildlife. My heartrate rises every 
time we’re stopped in our tracks; listening 
intently for giveaway signs like snuffles 
a kiwi makes from its nostrils at the end 
of its beak as it blows leaf litter looking 
for grubs and spiders to eat, or the heavy 
stomps as it travels through the bush at 
surprisingly fast speeds.

To the left comes a loud rustle. Then, 
a ball of brown fuzz bounds along the 
path in front of us before scurrying up a 
hill and disappearing into inky darkness. 
It was all over in a matter of seconds, 
confirming the fact that kiwi cover 
ground incredibly quickly. But there was 
no mistaking what we had just witnessed 
and despite it being dark, I had no doubt 
that everyone was smiling. 

We decide to press ahead, to try 
our luck once more. Soon enough, 
the torchlight pauses on a patch of 
undergrowth: more rustling. Another 
ball of feathers appears, this time, more 
sheepishly. I quietly lower myself onto 
my hands and knees to come face to face 
with our national icon.

Thanks to Air Chathams for transport 
to Kapiti Coast.   

Monica Tischler

New Zealand native  
birds are protected  
at many sanctuaries 
around the country:
• Tiritiri Matangi Island in the Hauraki 

Gulf is open to the public for day visits.  
• Maungatautari or Sanctuary 

Mountain in the Waikato is a 
fully-fenced, predator-free inland 
island with accessible walking tracks. 

• Orokonui Ecosanctuary near Waitati, 
Otago is home to a biodiversity 
project where native plants and 
wildlife are protected from predators. 
Visitors	can	see	South	Island	kākā,	
bellbirds, skinks and much more.

•	Ulva	Island,	off	Stewart	Island,	is	an	
iconic Department of Conservation 
bird sanctuary, open to the public. 

• Stewart Island itself is home to a 
healthy kiwi population. Late evening 
tours provide the opportunity to see 
kiwi in the wild, on a remote beach. 
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Staying somewhere special can  
open your eyes to new possibilities 

A single night’s stay at Camp Glenorchy 
touched Jane Patterson and Mick 
Grantham’s lives in a host of unexpected 
ways. The ecological retreat influenced 
the design of the home they are building 
in rural South Auckland, ramped up their 
environmental awareness and even provided 
employment for one family member.

“We couldn’t stop talking about it,” 
Jane says of her visit to the sustainably 

designed and run complex at the head of 
Lake Wakatipu. “My daughter Ailsa’s an 
engineer and she heard me talking about 
it. She ended up working there, as their 
engineer. That’s life changing.”

The couple checked in to a bunkroom with 
Mick’s son Jack, now 13, the night before 
they walked the Routeburn Track last year.

“I didn’t quite know what we were 
actually going to and then it was ‘wow, 

this is so cool’. It’s just so impressive.”
Jane, who is a science teacher, had 

previously visited the area, a scenic 
45-minute lakeside drive northwest of 
Queenstown. She already knew that the 
township of Glenorchy, population 350 or 
so, was a charmer. What the Patterson-
Grantham trio found at Camp Glenorchy, 
though, was vastly different from the run-
down campground she recalled. 
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In its place are luxuriously-outfitted but 
still rustic cabins alongside bunk huts, 
meeting rooms, a communal kitchen and 
powered motorhome sites, with energy 
provided by the South Island’s largest 
solar farm. The 56-bed complex is on 
track to generate more energy than it uses 
this year, courtesy of those solar panels 
and smart design factors such as triple 
glazing and high-tech heating, lighting 
and monitoring systems. 

The developers – American 
philanthropists Paul and Debbi Brainerd 
– have cleverly turned sustainability 
into a competitive sport; guests can use 
their in-room tablet computer to adjust 
their cabin’s water and electricity use 
and see how their conservation efforts 
stack up against fellow guests. The tablet 
is also loaded with information about 
the camp’s vast array of sustainability 
practices, which include utilising odour-
free composting toilets – the compost 
goes to the garden – and capturing 
rainwater then using treated wastewater 
for garden irrigation.

Mick, who works in construction 
management, was impressed with the 
way various sized pieces of recycled 
timber were salvaged from local buildings 
and Christchurch quake demolition sites 
and used as feature walls, like a wooden 
mosaic. “Everything tells a story, it’s a 
work of art,” he says, vowing to copy 
some of their methods in the house plans 
he is drawing up now. 

When the family toured the property 
during their stay, Mick quizzed the 
manager about building methods and 
took plenty of snapshots. Jack was 
captivated by the use of technology 
and is still talking about the way 
their bunkroom’s communal showers 
operated, using swipe cards and timers.

Mick says everything he learned on 
that trip reinforced his own drive to 
create a sustainably-focussed home and 
proved it could be done in a stylish way. 

 “It was really good to see something 
sustainable done on a commercial scale. 
I was impressed with the level of detail 
on and inside the buildings and the 
energy-efficient way it was running.  
It didn’t lack anything. It showed me you 
can have your cake and eat it and not 
ruin the planet.”

Some aspects of the retreat’s lofty goals 
are less visible, like the fact it gives all 
profits to the town’s charitable trust. This 
money – more than $30,000 by the end 
of this year – is used to fund community 

projects, help the local school and 
provide scholarships and grants.

And this is no gated, guest-only enclave. 
Glenorchy residents are encouraged 
to drop in, ask questions and to tour 
their own friends through the property. 
Community meetings and movie nights 
are often hosted by the retreat and locals 
join camp guests at regular koha-paid 
yoga classes or occasional burlesque 
dancing lessons and public talks.

In September, the Ministry for the 
Environment announced it would team 
with Camp Glenorchy to help pay for 
a commercial composting facility that 
could be utilised by local people.

Naturally, educationalist Jane Patterson 
sees plenty of teaching possibilities, too. 
In the classroom, she will be talking 
about the retreat’s technological approach 
to sustainable, greener living and 
encouraging students to investigate further.

“You can take your family and show 
your children the potential, what can be 
done,” she says. 

Sue Hoffart

Community meetings and movie 
nights are often hosted by the 
retreat and locals join camp 
guests at regular koha-paid yoga 
classes or occasional burlesque 
dancing lessons and public talks.

Life-changing  
places to stay:
• Book into Solscape in Raglan for yoga 

classes, surf lessons, workshops in 
permaculture and sustainability and 
various wellness therapies.  

• Stay at Kauri Coast Top 10 Holiday 
Park north of Dargaville and join an 
after-dark guided tour through 
nearby Trounson Kauri Park forest. 

• Sign up for a two-day art workshop 
with	Art	Break	in	Waihī,	Coromandel.

• Book time in Wellington during the 
bi-annual New Zealand Festival (in 
February/March on even-numbered 
years), for extraordinary experiences 
of international quality. 

• Head to New Plymouth during 
WOMAD and have your eyes and 
mind opened to new music, art and 
cultures. This family-friendly festival 
provides a great introduction for 
children	to	the	differences	and	
diversity in the world.
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Joining a tour can be a great 
introduction to new things
Did you know the reason Korean people 
use metal chopsticks harks back to ancient 
times and a fear of being poisoned? Many 
thousands of years ago the Korean royal 
family ate solely with silver chopsticks 
which would change colour if poison was 
in their food. 

This is just one of the fascinating bites 
of info picked up during Eat Auckland’s 
monthly walking Korean Food Tour 
around the central city, which doesn’t 
just delve into the intricacies of the 
country’s cuisine but explores its history 
and culture too.  

Our group meets at Aotea House in 
Aotea Square where the neon sign on the 
outside reading ‘Chicken and Beer’ gives 
away that first up we’ll be sampling a 
Korean favourite: fried chicken. 

Our guide Suna tells us while eating 
is seasonal in her country, the lightly 
battered and tender Korean fried chicken 
is so popular it is enjoyed year round. 

We move on to busy street food stall, 
No 1 Pancake on Lorne Street, to try sweet 
pancakes, or hotteok, a winter favourite. 
Filled with red bean paste in one and 
cinnamon and sugar in the other, one bite 
of this light and fluffy treat is enough to 
realise why this place attracts so many 
people especially in the cooler months, 
selling up to 200 pancakes a day.

Koreans love garlic – more than 
Italians, Suna jokes – and it features 
heavily in their cooking alongside 
sesame oil, ginger, soy, gochugang 
(fermented chilli paste) and kimchi, 
the fermented vegetables that are an 
everyday staple in Korea.

We have our first experience of this at 
Kaya across the street where pancakes 
are also on the menu, but this time 
cooked with kimchi and bacon. Here the 
pancake is flattened and cut like a pizza 
and is surprisingly spicy. Then Suna 
starts working away at a pan on top of 
a small gas cooker at the table (Koreans 
like their food piping hot so will often 
finish off restaurant dishes themselves) 
on budae jjigae, or army stew. 

This Korean specialty became popular 
after the Korean War in the mid-1950s 
when food was scarce and saw typical 
US military supplies such as spam, 
instant noodles and sausage paired with 
kimchi and the base Korean flavours. 
The end result, today, is an authentic 
replica of the original, packing a 
massive, flavoursome punch and we all 
empty our bowls with gusto. 

Like many Asian cultures, sharing 
food is how Korean people prefer to dine. 
At BannSang on High Street, we share 
small but nourishing bowls of galbi jjim 
(beef short rib simmered in soy sauce 
with vegetables and noodles), baeksuk 
(chicken ginseng soup with rice) and 
bibimbap (rice with vegetables, sesame 
oil and chilli), served with side dishes of 
pickled vegetables. 

There are opportunities to try Korean 
drinks too – soju, the strong, clear spirit, 
and makgeolli, a milky, fermented rice 
wine that tastes like a cross between beer 
and kombucha. 

Our final stop is for an authentic 
Korean dessert, shaved ice or bingsu. 
Snow Man, in the Chancery, serves 

up large bowls of ornate milk ice-flake 
desserts and we share two: mango and a 
pretty combination of green tea and red 
beans. As the ice melts like snowflakes, 
it creates a delicious creamy texture, and 
the group makes short work of each bowl.

An exploration of the cuisines of the 
many cultures who live in Auckland 
is not only a way to open up your own 
palette, but a chance to understand more 
about the people who make up the fabric 
of the city, too.   

Shandelle Battersby
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Other tours to  
reveal new things:
• Auckland features many culturally 

diverse food tours including Eat 
Auckland's Chinese food, dumplings 
and spicy menu itineraries.

• Wellington's sophisticated food scene 
is also revealed on walking tours, 
some of which are gourmet.

• Hungry for revelations about art? 
Major galleries in New Zealand all 
have programmes of guided tours, 
of temporary exhibitions and of 
their collections. Specialist curators 
are always keen to share their 
understanding of works on display.

• Self-guided tours are another option. 
Grab a brochure or download an app 
and follow the path to learn about 
writers associated with Wellington, 
street art of Palmerston North, the 
growth of Christchurch, the murals of 
Katikati, the history of Tauranga or 
the art and culture of Hokitika.  
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Special moments with our wildlife  
may reveal more than you anticipate 

International rock star Ed Sheeran may know how 
to deliver a catchy tune but he still has a bit to learn 
about penguin feeding.

“He wasn’t very good at it,” Otago penguinologist 
Dr Hiltrun Ratz says of the famous musician’s fish 
flinging attempts during his sell-out concert tour of 
New Zealand. “But then, most people aren’t.

“You have to work with the birds and hold the fish 
near the head, not the tail. Don’t just dangle it in front 
of the beak, you have to open the beak and put the fish 
in. People find it quite tricky.”

Following the private tour by Ed Sheeran and 
his entourage, Blue Penguins Pukekura has started 
offering mere mortals a version of the rock star 
experience. The everyday tourism 
operation, where visitors watch the 
birds return to their nests after 
a day’s fishing at sea, directly 
funds penguin conservation 
work and habitat restoration. 
Since the venture’s inception 
in 2012, tourism dollars have 
helped pay for more than 
300 wooden nesting boxes 
and funded revegetation and 
essential pest control work as 
well as ongoing monitoring of 
the birds’ welfare.

Now, visitors to the Pilot’s Beach 
colony can also buy an exclusive, 

three-hour tour, where they undertake conservation 
work alongside Hiltrun on a small beach on Otago 
Peninsula. It is, she says, the only place in the 
world where the public become hands-on kaitiaki, 
guardians, to help care for penguins in the wild. 

Depending on the season, paying guests may spend 
several hours checking the birds’ transponders, assist 
with weighing or microchipping the 500-plus winged 
residents, build or repair wooden nesting boxes and 
help with habitat restoration or beach clean-ups.

These private eco-tourists may even find 
themselves with a fist full of salmon smelt.

Because sometimes, things go awry for the world’s 
smallest penguin. Bad weather can mean poor fishing 

conditions for penguin fathers, forcing 
hungry penguin mothers to abandon 

their nests. So Hiltrun and her team 
have been lending a hand.

While it’s tough to save eggs 
or really tiny chicks, a young 
penguin weighing more than 
200g can be fed by hand.

How do you do it? “Very 
carefully; they bite.”

Last season, the resident 
scientist handed out 1,086 

once-daily meals to 64 hungry 
fledglings who collectively 

devoured 237 kg of Marlborough 
salmon smelt. That regime – feeding as PH
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Knowing what you’re  
looking at can add to  
your experience 
New Zealand’s marine life is fascinating. To get close to 
fish, identify the various species and gain insight into their 
environment, you need to go under. 

Te Whanganui-A-Hei, or Gemstone Bay, in the 
Coromandel was designated a marine reserve in 1992. 
With a ban on all fishing activities within the nine-square 
kilometre reserve, the fish here are thriving. Here you’ll find 
the snorkel trail, consisting of four bobbing buoys anchored 
50 to 165 metres offshore. Each buoy has an interpretation 
panel attached with images and information identifying 
the habitat and the creatures commonly seen beneath the 
surface. Because the buoys have handles on them, it’s the 
perfect spot for less confident sea swimmers to become 
comfortable with the art of snorkeling. 

Keep a look out for good sized snapper, a range of elegant rays, colossal 
crayfish and plenty of waving kelp and seaweed. You’re also likely to spot 
blue cod, trevally, red moki, wrasses, marble fish, butterfish, blue maomao 
and leather jackets, with a range of habitats, from sandy to rocky. 

If you don’t have your own gear, you can hire some in nearby Hahei. 
From the main Cathedral Cove car park, walk ten minutes and look for 
signs directing to Gemstone Bay.  

Elisabeth Easther

many as 35 birds in a day over a five 
month period – ensured the survival 
of all but one orphaned bird. 

“Everything we do is driven by 
kaitiakitanga, guardianship,” she 
says. “I was taught by the Māori 
landowners that you don’t let 
members of your whanau starve.”

With luck, errant parents may 
return to the nest and resume their 
role but, if not, Hiltrun nourishes 
her charges until they are large 
enough to forage for themselves. 
Just occasionally, though, a few 
smart young birds refuse to follow 
the rules. Earlier this year, she had 
three overstayers.

“One day, I was at the car, getting 
more food. I saw something and 
realised it was a penguin, walking 
down the road towards me! They’re 
nocturnally active on land so 
they don’t tend to walk around 
in daylight. But he was marching 
down the road, he was on a mission.

“You can’t just load them up and 
take them off and raise them in the 
backyard because they will get too 
used to people and not leave. You 
want them to stay wild. You have to 

feed them in the colony, in the box or 
burrow where they hatched; hearing 
other penguins around them and 
coming out to socialise with them.”

Despite restricting human contact 
to only three or four minutes a day, 
another of her wayward orphans 
would consistently listen for her 
arrival, then ignore his nocturnal 
instincts to leave his nesting box 
and run downhill towards her. This 
particular animal would greedily 
gobble up to 73 fish directly out of 
her hand. 

The German-born zoologist has 
since spent most of the last 25 years 
working with Otago’s penguins. 
She is yet to find anyone, including 
Ed Sheeran, who is immune to the 
seabirds’ charm.

“His was like everybody’s reaction, 
he was delighted. I think it’s because 
they look kind of like weird little 
people because they walk upright 
on two legs. 

“Penguins are such adorable 
creatures, as long as you don’t have 
to touch them…”  

Sue Hoffart

Other encounters with  
New Zealand wildlife:
•	Visit	Ōamaru's	little	blue	penguin	colony	at	dusk	to	
watch	the	birds	come	ashore	after	their	fishing	
excursions. You can do this for free or join a tour.

• Zoos in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington and 
Christchurch	offer	opportunities	to	get	to	know	
the creatures better, with keeper talks, the 
chance to watch them being fed and behind the 
scenes tours that sometimes involve direct 
contact. These experiences will open your eyes 
to the special needs of various animals and 
often you’ll be contributing to conservation 
projects, too.

 • Otorohanga Kiwi House, Willowbank Wildlife Centre 
in Christchurch, the National Kiwi Centre in Hokitika 
and the West Coast Wildlife Centre in Franz Josef all 
publish times when they feed their native creatures 
which include kiwi, tuatara and eels.

• Wingspan National Bird of Prey Centre in 
Rotorua is open by appointment for visitors to 
see native falcons, harriers and owls and learn 
about the centre's conservation projects.  

• Sealife Kelly Tarlton’s in Auckland has a penguin 
colony	and	offers	an	on-the-ice	encounter	for	
visitors to get close to king and gentoo penguins 
and chat to a penguin minder.  

Other marine reserves  
for snorkelling fun:
• Goat Island, Leigh
• Poor Knights Islands
• Tonga Island, Abel Tasman National Park 
• Akaroa, Banks Peninsula 
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Get both for just $169

Free eye health check for AA Members

Selected styles, including single-vision lenses

In store only. Single-vision lenses only. Lens upgrades available at an extra cost. Both pairs must have the same prescription. Final price is based on price of higher value pair and 
any lens upgrades. Use with other offers restricted. Free eye health check for AA Members applies to standard eye examinations only, normally valued at $60. Excludes contact 
lens examination. Limited to one per AA Member every two years. Available to current AA Members upon presentation of AA Membership card.
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38  
Powered pedals
There's much to consider 
when buying an e-bike.  
We discuss what to look for.    

46 
Memory lane 
Kevin Beeby took his wife for 
their first date in a Citroën. 
Decades later, the couple 
enjoy road trips in another 
vintage model. 

48  
Gridlock gripes
The AA is calling for recently 
elected local councils to 
address congestion in 
Auckland and other  
New Zealand cities. 

Wheel Love 
Jackie Norman and her 2008 Mazda Bongo Brawny van, Ken.

MY HUSBAND GARETH AND I BOUGHT KEN IN 2017. In a huge leap of faith I sold my 
house in Whangamatā and did something I had always wanted to do: travel New 
Zealand. Ken is fully self-contained, with a bed at the back, a toilet and a custom-
made kitchen, complete with a sink, running water and a table we can extend when 
we have people around. Motorhome owners are very social so it comes in handy 
for happy hour. It’s the smallest things that give the most comfort. A fridge means 
we can enjoy ice cubes in our drinks and the fly screens are great in summer: no 
mozzies! We’ve travelled from Cape Rēinga to Bluff but there’s still much more of 
the country we want to see. There is something so wonderfully simple about van 
life; it’s taught me to explore places to the fullest. Just this morning we went hiking 
to a waterfall. Mātauri Bay in the Far North was one of the first places we went and 
among the most memorable. I remember standing there and not quite believing 
that I wasn’t on holiday, that this was my life now. 

AA Directions has five copies of Jackie’s book  
My Van, My Castle to give away. With anecdotes, 
tips and favourite spots, the candid book details 
life on the road. To enter, send your name and 
address to: On the road, AA Directions, 
PO Box 5, Auckland 1140 or enter online at  
aadirections.co.nz by December 1, 2019.
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R O A D  S A F E T Y

Mark Stockdale looks at New Zealand’s 
road safety plan for the next decade.

T he Government has recently 
proposed a new road safety 
strategy for 2020-2030 which 

aims to have a transformative impact on 
New Zealand’s stubbornly high rate of 
road deaths and serious injuries. There 
were 377 fatalities in 2018. 

The new strategy replaces the last 10-
year road safety strategy, Safer Journeys, 
which has not achieved its promise of a 
sustained drop in fatal crashes. However, 
in the past decade our population has 
grown and the number of vehicles on our 
roads has risen by over 13%.

Road to Zero is named after the world-
leading Vision Zero approach adopted 
by many countries, which takes the 
view that no death or serious injury on 
roads is acceptable. It signals a strategy 
that recognises humans are vulnerable; 
the transport network needs to plan for 
people’s mistakes; all parts of the road 
system need to be strengthened; all 
interventions need to be evidence-based; 
and that safety is the priority in decision-
making ahead of efficiency. 

Unlike the previous strategy, this 
one proposes an actual target – to 
reduce deaths and serious injuries 
on our roads by 40% over the next 
decade. If successful, that would mean 

approximately 750 fewer people killed, 
and 5,600 fewer seriously injured, by 2030. 

The Ministry of Transport says 
that while this is challenging, it can 
be achieved through a substantial 
programme of road safety improvements, 
including infrastructure upgrades like 
more median barriers and rumble strips, 
along with effective enforcement.

The proposed strategy will also focus on 
improving the safety of the vehicle fleet, 
reducing speeds, improving work-related 
road safety and encouraging safer driver 
behaviour on New Zealand roads. 

The strategy suggests a number of 
specific actions to achieve this, including 
lower speed limits in urban areas and 
around schools, and adopting the Swedish 
approach to speed cameras which would 
introduce a lot more cameras but not 
having them operate 24 hours a day. While 
not many tickets would be issued, motorists 
won’t know whether they are on or not.

Other options include raising the 
safety standard of vehicles entering the 
fleet and better promotion of vehicle 
safety ratings. For the latter, the AA has 
long called for mandating the display of 
safety ratings at car yards so people know 
how safe the cars are, in the same way 
fuel economy ratings are required. 

The strategy will also review traffic 
infringements to ensure they match the 
risk and are an effective deterrent. And 
it proposes to enhance drugged-driver 
testing. The AA thinks this could best be 
achieved by introducing a roadside saliva 
test, as they have in Australia. 

European countries leading in road 
safety, like the UK, Sweden and Ireland, 
have achieved fatal and serious crash 
reductions of 40% or more within a decade, 
so the strategy’s goal is possible. However, 
we are not starting from a great position. 
Most European countries have more 
high-standard highways, a younger vehicle 
fleet and more intensive driver training 
than in New Zealand. A case in point is 
Sweden, which has a similar-sized road 
network to New Zealand. While 5,000km 
of Swedish roads have median barriers, in 
New Zealand fewer than 500km do. If we 
had even half the length of divided roads 
that Sweden has, it would mean all of State 
Highway 1 from Cape Rēinga to Bluff 
would have a central barrier.

So whilst the AA’s submission was 
supportive of the strategy’s objective, we 
signalled that if it is to achieve its target 
it will require a detailed action plan with 
a significant and sustained increase in 
funding and ongoing monitoring. 

Read more about road safety in New Zealand at aadirections.co.nz
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Thinking of buying an 
electric bike? Ben Cook 
considers the options. 
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echnology is 
revolutionising 
e-bikes at an 
incredible speed. 

We’re getting lighter frames, 
longer-lasting and more 
powerful batteries to take us 
further and, as this is New 
Zealand, plenty of places to 
ride. The motor and pedal 
combo is becoming the first 
choice for many New Zealanders 
– e-bike sales topped 20,000 here 
in 2017 and more than 47,000 e-bikes 
were imported into the country in 2018. 
If you’re keen to join the revolution but 
don’t know where to begin, there are 
several things to consider.

For those buying an e-bike for the first 
time, the principles remain the same as 
if you were purchasing a traditional bike 
or a car. Do your research, try before 
you buy and take the time to understand 
what your e-bike can do.

Firstly, ask yourself what you want 
to get out of your e-bike. Will you use 
it predominantly for leisure, fitness, 
commuting or more strenuous weekend 
getaways, riding off-road? From there, you 
can narrow down your options. Although 
the majority of e-bikes are suitable for 
multi-use and different terrains, you’ll 
probably end up using your first e-bike for 
one thing more than another. 

Next, don’t be shy, says Victor 
Gardiner, Merchandise Manager at Bike 
Barn. “Go in-store and try some, talk to 
the staff and see what feels comfortable 
and will meet your needs. Going for a 
test ride is one of the best ways to see if 
an e-bike will work for you.”

T

Buying your first?
• Try before you buy. An e-bike is a big 

purchase, so you need to be 100% 
happy with your choice.

•	Buy	from	a	stockist	that	offers	
aftercare	services	and	wide-ranging	
and	compatible	components.

• Whether you need drinks bottles, 
hi-vis clothing or baby seats, 
remember to set aside some of  
your budget for accessories.

•	 Look	after	your	external	battery.	
Detach	it	when	transporting	your	
e-bike	in	the	car,	and	keep	it	dry	when	
you’re	not	on	the	road.

E-bikes come in a variety of sizes 
and costs, so heading in-store is highly 
recommended. 

“It’s an experiential purchase, and 
a good one at that. Let someone at a 
store see you, discuss your needs, fit you 
accordingly – none of that can be achieved 
unless you’re there in person,” Victor adds.

Keep in mind that e-bikes are typically 
heavier than regular bikes. Are you 
going to be hauling it around the city on 
your daily commute or loading it onto 
your car on weekend mornings? That’s 
the sort of thing to consider and discuss 
with the salesperson. 

It’s recommended to set aside a budget 
and then a bit more for accessories such 
as a helmet, extra lights, clothing and 
maybe the odd gadget or two. There are 
new support gadgets being developed 
for cycling all the time, especially in the 
digital space. 

New Zealand is increasingly bike-
friendly, as more and more cycleways 

TIME 
TO

and safe places to ride are provided by 
local councils, along with a network of 
trails around the country. As well as the 
Great Rides cycle trails, New Zealand 
has invested millions of dollars in on-
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Find out more from aa.co.nz/travel or nzcycletrail.com  
Pick up a free Cycling Must-Do book from AA Centres and Bike Barn.

road cycling routes known as Heartland 
Rides, encouraging cyclists to ride scenic 
back-country roads and the Urban Cycling 
Network that makes it easier and safer for 
cyclists to ride around our towns and cities.

This compliments the idea of an e-bike 
for commuting urban dwellers, and 
for weekend exploration wherever you 
live. E-bike touring is becoming more 
popular every summer, as people drive 
their cars to a base such as a campsite or 
hotel, then head to destinations that four 
wheels cannot reach. 

After purchase, take your time to get 
to know the bike;  safety is all-important, 
as is understanding an e-bike’s technical 
make-up. 

“Gear-changing on an electric bike 
can have an effect on the performance 
of the motor,” says Chris O’Connor, 

Technical Services and 
Demo Manager at Trek 

Bicycles. “The motor will 
assist you in pedalling 
to keep the bike moving 
forward. However, 
there are e-bike 
variations. Mid-drive 
bikes will operate like 

a normal bike; rear-hub 
motors will potentially be 

harder to change gear on 
and may require a lighter load 

on the pedals.” 
All the experts 

advise getting a good 
understanding of your 

gears to ensure your 
e-bike performs 
optimally. Selecting 
the right gear before 
taking off or before 
heading uphill 
will help eliminate 
any gear changing 
issues. Basically, 
it’s advisable to 

change gears 
before putting a lot 

of load on the pedals. 
While riding on the 

flat, you shouldn’t need 
to adjust the load on the 

pedals to change gear. 
Getting to know your 

battery will enhance your all-
round experience, too. Popular lithium 
batteries can hold up to 1,000 charge 
cycles but will start to become less 
efficient when they’re between three to 
five years old. Generally, you’ll be able 
to travel 100km on a single charge and 
it takes around six hours to fully charge 
the battery. These distances and times 
vary, so understanding your limitations 
is important if you’re planning on 
exploring some of our more remote 
areas. The position of the motor is 
another consideration, being critical to 
performance and feel. “A motor which 
is attached to the pedals is usually more 
balanced as the bike has the ability to 
perform like a bike and not be pushed 
along by a rear-wheel hub drive or 
dragged by a front-wheel hub. Hub-drive 
motors definitely have a place but may 
cause control issues,” says Chris. 

As for the next chapter in e-bike 
technology, it’s no surprise to learn 
there are some interesting innovations 
in this space. Community and 
connection have always been a big 
part of traditional cycling, and it’s no 
different among e-bikers, as a wealth of 
smartphone integrated apps and tech 
tools become available.

“Connectivity is the ultimate topic 
of the future for bicycles, especially 
e-bikes. In the future, connected bicycles 
will offer users almost unlimited 
possibilities,” says Claus Fleischer, CEO 
of Bosch eBike Systems.

“We are working on solutions for the 
mobility of the future, as well as driving 
developments relating to all aspects of 
connected biking with new products like 
the SmartphoneHub.”

In connection with bike apps, your 
smartphone becomes your e-bike control 
centre, not only helping riders find the 
fastest, shortest or most serene journeys, 
but also providing music, fitness tracking 
and call-making options while allowing 
the biking community to share new 
routes and tips with fellow users.

Are e-bikes the way of your future? There 
are certainly plenty of people planning to 
saddle up, make the most of the warmer 
days and take a ride with a difference. 

The New Zealand 
Cycle Trail
Did you know more than one million 
people navigate the 22 Great Rides of 
Ngā Haerenga each year? From coast 
to countryside, there’s something for 
everyone and, with summer here, 
there’s never been a better time to 
enjoy your new e-bike. 

From the beautiful Twin Coast 
Cycle Trail in the Bay of Islands and 
Hokianga Harbour in the north, to the 
stunning Around the Mountains Cycle 
Trail in the south, Ngā Haerenga is one 
of the best ways to sample New 
Zealand’s big scenery and get up close 
to its native flora and fauna. 



ost of New Zealand’s 3.5 million 
cars run on petrol; in fact around 
89% of the current light vehicle fleet 
is petrol-powered. Nine percent is 

powered by diesel and the rest – about 2% – run on 
alternative fuels, mostly electricity. The current 
count of EVs on our roads is just over 15,000.  

But that number is, without doubt, growing. 
Motorists are increasingly open to the idea of 
owning EVs; infrastructure is in place across most 
of the country and the Government has proposed 
incentives to encourage EV ownership. But as we 
consider post-reliance on fossil fuel, what else is 
being developed? What are the alternatives? 

We asked the local representatives of car 
manufacturers what they think the New Zealand 
fleet will look like in 15 to 20 years’ time. 

Globally, significant pressure to reduce CO2 
emissions is impacting the direction of the motoring 

industry. All the major car manufacturers are investing 
heavily in low or no-emission technology; European 
manufacturers face fines for not achieving pollution 
reduction targets, which is a pretty good incentive to 
find some effective solutions, says Tom Ruddenklau, 
former New Zealand General Manager of VW.

“There needs to be a change in the sales mix 
of vehicles to achieve emission targets,” he 
says. “There are probably four or five engine 
technologies available now or coming soon to 
achieve those targets and electric vehicles are a 
very important contributor.”  

In the mix are more fuel efficient and therefore 
lower-emission petrol and diesel engines, systems 
that combine electricity with petrol engines such as 
self-charging and plug-in hybrids, fully electric EVs 
and, most recently, hydrogen fuel cell EV technology.

But while it is common to spot EV fast charge 
stations at New Zealand supermarkets and service 

Cade Wilson talks to New Zealand motor industry 
folk about the future of our fleet.

M
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I don’t see a massive 
uptake of EV’s purely 
because of supply 
and because of those 
economic reasons.  
In 15 years, EVs might  
be 10 to 15% of the new 
car sales mix.
TOM RUDDENKLAU, FORMER NZ  
GENERAL MANAGER OF VW

WHAT DOES 
IT MEAN?
ICE
Internal Combustion  
Engine, powered by 
petrol or diesel fuel. 

PHEV 
Plug-in Hybrid Electric 
Vehicle, powered by a 
combination of electric 
motor and ICE engine, 
with a small EV range 
(up to 50km) and 
charged by plugging 
into a power supply. 

HEV
Hybrid Electric Vehicle, 
powered by a 
combination of electric 
motor and ICE engine, 
often termed 
‘self-charging’. 

FCEV 
Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle,  
an EV that uses a 
hydrogen fuel cell stack 
to generate electricity 
which powers  
an electric motor. 

BEV
Battery Electric 
Vehicle, sole battery-
powered electric 
vehicle. 

Mild Hybrid
ICE-powered vehicle 
equipped with an 
electric motor/
generator allowing the 
engine to be turned 
off whenever the car is 
coasting, braking, or 
stopped – and 
restarted quickly.

stations, there doesn’t appear to be 
any infrastructure for hydrogen-
fuelled vehicles. 

Recent advertising by Hyundai 
implies New Zealanders can  
opt to own a hydrogen-fuelled car 
called the NEXO, which emits water 
so clean goldfish can live in it. 

But can we? What’s the story? 
General Manager of Hyundai NZ, 

Andy Sinclair, explains: “We bought 
it in to showcase the technology 
because we wanted to show what’s 
next. It’s like the chicken and the 
egg; we have brought in the egg and 
now someone needs to build the 
chicken (infrastructure). The only 
thing stopping us selling that car 
is infrastructure. We will have our 
own refueller up and running soon, 
Ports of Auckland will have one next 
year and there is talk of Taranaki 
having one soon, too, so we’re going 
to get there. Hyundai is confident 
that whatever technology takes off, 
hydrogen will be there,” he says.   

Not everyone is convinced 
that hydrogen will be prominent 
in future carparks, reckoning 
instead that because EVs are being 
developed in various forms – fully 
electric, plug-in and self-generating 
– and all rely on battery electric 
powertrains, it makes more sense 
to put innovation resources into 
technology that benefits these 
options. More players can take 
advantage of any new technology 
that evolves. 

There are multiple challenges, 
of course, including cost. The 
current price premium is directly 
attributable to battery production 
costs. As battery technology evolves 
and production increases, battery 
costs will decrease. 

Hyundai’s Andy Sinclair confirms 
that with demand and mass 
production, prices will come down. 
“At the moment we’re at that point 
of technology increasing all the time 
and there’s a related cost. When 
we brought in the IONIC with a 
range of over 200km, people wanted 
400km; basically double the size, 
double the price. Yes, we can keep 
making them go further and further 
and further, they’ll just cost more. 
The key, I think, is to find the point 
that people are happy with from 
range versus price.”

It costs more to develop vehicles 
with two motors, as  VW's Tom 
Ruddenklau explains: “What 
you’ve got to realise is that with 
a vehicle with a petrol or diesel 
engine and an electric motor 
it’s actually twice the build cost. 
You’ve got two sets of running gear. 
Once you get above a price point 
you’ve got enough margin to be 
able to make it work for the luxury 
end, but it’s very hard to make it 
work at a mainstream end.”

“What’s got to happen for 
companies to meet their emissions 
reduction targets is for 20% of the 
sales mix to be EVs. So they’ve got 
to make them cheaper.”

Managing Director of Nissan NZ, 
John Manley, says recent research 
estimates around the year 2024 to be 
the cross-over point where internal 
combustion engine (ICE) and EV 
production costs will equalise. 

To a degree, the rate at which 
New Zealand shifts to alternative 
technology is consumer driven. 
“Distributors are not going to 
bring in stuff that consumers don’t 
want to buy. From what we’ve seen 
Kiwis are pretty keen to shift to 
alternative powertrain models,” 
says Hyundai’s Andy Sinclair.

But there is the issue of New 
Zealand being a small fish in 
the big motoring industry pond. 
Countries with legislated emission 
targets receive supply first. Tom 
Ruddenklau gives an example 
of how that has an impact: 
“Volkswagen is releasing a new 
dedicated battery electric platform 
called the I.D range. Their first 
year’s production is limited to 
30,000 cars. They go on sale in 
April 2020 and they’ve already sold 
23,000 of them. And they have 
to sell those in Europe to have a 
percentage of their sales mix at zero 
in terms of CO2 so they can meet 
their target.” 

Because EVs are not yet making 
money for car companies, they 
rely on sales of petrol and diesel 
vehicles to keep their businesses 
viable. They look around the world 
and see a country like New Zealand 
that doesn’t have a CO2 target to 
consider and which is clearly fond 
of its utes and SUVs – and that’s 
what is delivered to the sales yards. 

F U T U R E  F L E E T
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just fuel up,
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smarts at 

GAS.
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GAS Service Station when you spend $40 or more 
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The AA's Barney Irvine suggests public 
involvement to check vehicle emissions.

The AA’s Transport Technology Group serves to 
inform AA and its Members on where technological 
change is taking the transport system.

Testing of vehicle emissions and fuel 
economy is a contentious issue. 
Governments worldwide are setting 
ever-tougher environmental standards for 
vehicle manufacturers, but the auto industry 
hasn’t always played straight.   

It came bubbling to the surface in 2015, 
when Volkswagen admitted that it had 
equipped millions of diesel cars worldwide to 
cheat emissions tests. Engine control 
software in VW cars was able to detect when 
they were being tested and temporarily alter 
how the engines worked so they looked 
much cleaner than they actually were. When 
they weren't being tested, they emitted 
around 40 times the harmful substances. 

Ultimately, ‘dieselgate’ cost the company 
tens of billions of dollars in recalls, fines and 
legal settlements. 

But VW wasn’t alone. The scandal exposed 
systematic, industry-wide foul play, with 
nearly every major automaker – from Daimler, 
Ford and General Motors to Mazda and 
Nissan – caught up in falsifying fuel economy 
figures or cheating on emissions testing. 

Some manufacturers exploited loopholes 
in the design of emissions tests, such as 
stripping off car parts prior to tests to reduce 
weight and therefore reduce emissions. 
Others developed or deployed technology 
that works far better in a test than on the 
road, like stop-start technology, which in 
some cases would see cars remain 
stationary, with minimal emissions, for 
nearly quarter of the test. 

Cheating gave some a way to appear to 
comply with emissions reductions targets 
without compromising on power and 
performance. Often, carmakers cheated 

because it was cheaper to do so than to 
genuinely meet standards.  

The result has been a massive gap between 
the emissions results that carmakers achieve 
in tests and the actual emissions when 
measured in the real world. 

As an example, a recent real-world study by 
the Australian AA found that the Mitsubishi 
Outlander Plug-in Electric Hybrid emitted 1.6 
times more CO2 than the manufacturer 
claimed when the battery was full, and 3.4 
times more when the battery was low. 

So how do you know if what the 
manufacturer says is true? One answer is 
crowd-sourced data.

Holding the manufacturers to account is a 
growing global army of motorists using 
smartphone apps and websites to record 
their mileage each time they fill up with fuel. 

By tapping this pool of public-supplied data, 
these watchdog apps can estimate how much 
fuel different makes and models of vehicles 
are actually consuming – and how much CO2 
they are emitting – in the real world. 

In a recent study, the AA Research 
Foundation called for similar apps and 
websites to be looked at in New Zealand as a 
way to fill the information gap around fuel 
efficiency. Given variations between countries 
– the type of driving people do and the amount 
of fuel they consume in highly populated 
countries like Japan is very different to New 
Zealand – locally sourced data is important. 

Ultimately, what we need is for the vehicle 
industry to come clean, and for consumers to 
have confidence that they aren’t paying for 
one thing and getting another when it comes 
to fuel emissions. Because this is something 
we all need to care about.   

F U T U R E  F L E E T

If Kiwi consumers are not likely 
to pay big money for new EVs, 
manufacturers are not going to 
put that product here, not when 
demand is exceeding supply 
elsewhere in the world.

While EVs are the hot topic, 
there is also a strong drive 
towards small, efficient petrol-
powered cars, John Manley of 
Nissan NZ says. “I’m talking 
smaller capacity, high output, 
efficient ICE engines – say,  
1 litre, 3 cylinder, turbo – that 
deliver previously unheard 
of power/weight ratio with 
outstanding efficiency.”

He believes ICE vehicles are 
going to be around for quite some 
time yet, and that low emission 
solutions will apply to all vehicle 
models. Diesel engines will be the 
first to go, John reckons, given 
the current status of legislation 
banning them from major 
European cities. 

VW's Tom Ruddenklau expects 
diesel will stay, particularly in the 
heavy commercial sector. He also 
thinks New Zealand will sustain its 
demand for ICE-powered vehicles. 

“People are still going to want 
their big utes with big wheels 
to make them feel good. That’s 
going to be a factor, because EVs 
are rational but vehicle purchases 
are emotive for most people.” 

“So I think in 15 years there 
will certainly be petrol; there will 
still be diesel. I’d be surprised if 
Hydrogen is here in full force but it 
will still be circling around. I don’t 
see a massive uptake of EVs purely 
because of supply and because 
of those economic reasons. In 15 
years, EVs might be 10 to 15% of 
the new car sales mix.”    

In reference to a global council 
tasked with addressing lowering of 
emissions, Toyota New Zealand 
Chief Executive Alistair Davis 
says that to achieve the target set, 
the equivalent of 160 million low 
emission vehicles – 80 million zero 
emission and 80 million plug-in 
hybrids – will need to be on the 
world’s roads by 2030. 

How New Zealand plays its 
part to reach this ambitious target 
remains to be seen.



E ver been frustrated by seeing 
roadworks signs with temporary 
speed limits when there’s no 

work happening? Have they been left up 
by mistake, so can be ignored? Well, no, 

say those who maintain our roads.
New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) 
regional transport systems manager Mark 

Owen says there are two reasons for 
temporary speed limits at roadworks: 
for protection of road workers and for 
protection of road users.

“The speed limit is to flag to road 
users that there is a risk in terms of 

the activity that is happening, or 
that something has changed to 

the road environment whereby 
they need to take a bit more 

caution and travel at a lower 
speed,” Mark says.

He explains the temporary speed limit 
depends on what is happening at the site; 

30km/h if road workers are present, if the road 
is reduced to one lane, or there are Stop/Go controls. 

Limits of 70km/h or 80km/h are used on open roads where barriers 
physically separate road workers and traffic. Lower speeds are still 
needed in those situations because lanes may have been narrowed or 
alignment changed, and there will be a lot of distraction off to the side. 
Another high risk is small areas of the road with no seal which, Mark 

says, could catch someone out, particularly at night. He says all road 
users must be considered, including motorcyclists and cyclists, who 
could lose control on a patch repair that would not affect a car driver. 

“It’s got to be a speed which is safe for all,” Mark says.
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Mark Stockdale asks why we must 
always slow down at roadworks.
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For windscreen repairs, contact AA Autoglass on 0800 300 120 
or see aa.co.nz/motoring/autoglass. See p.96 for more.

Even if road 
workers aren’t on 

site, slow down. 
Why?

· The road surface is still loose
· There are no lane markings

· There may be unseen hazards  
just off the road

According to the AA’s quarterly Member 
surveys, one of the top annoyances is 
driving through temporary speed limits 
when there are no road workers in sight.

The NZTA explains that even when 
the bulk of repairs have been completed, 
a temporary speed limit will be left in 
place because the surface may have loose 
chip seal and no road markings, meaning 
the edge of the road can’t easily be seen 
at night. Another key reason is that new 
surfaces need to be bedded-in. Driving 
at high speed over new surfaces causes 
damage and can mean they need to be re-
laid, which means speed restrictions are 
in place for even longer.

“A new chip seal surface, which is 
something people are going to see a lot of 
over summer, can typically take one to two 
days to ‘roll in.’ The traffic does that for 
us. In the interim, there could be a lot of 
loose chip flying around, but lower speeds 
prevent chips from flying up.  
It’s also important to avoid heavy braking 
or manoeuvring while the surface is still 
tender.” For that phase, the temporary 
speed may be lifted to 50km/h and only 
returned to the normal speed limit after 
the road is swept clean of lose chip seal 
and the surface markings have been 
re-instated. But that won’t always be 
possible if there are still other hazards in 
place, Mark says.

“Often it is something off to the side 
that road users don’t necessarily see. It 
might be a big drop-off on the side of the 
road. If that’s high-risk and there is no 
shoulder, we may leave the 30km/h sign 
out,” Mark says.

Weather can also be a factor. After a 
section of road has been prepared for 
sealing, rain can degrade the repair and 
the exercise has to be repeated. “Lower 
speed signs can be out there for several 
days waiting for the ideal climatic 
conditions to put a good seal down.”

This is why New Zealand roadworks 
predominantly occur during summer, 
as our common chip seal surface needs 
to be done in temperatures above 
10 degrees. If the temperature drops 
significantly within a month of having 
new chip seal surface laid, the new 
surface might not ‘take’.

The Insurance Council says insurers 
see a spike in claims for windscreen 

breakages during summer. They are 
concerned about the increasing cost of 
windscreen repair due to advanced safety 
technology that has sensors and cameras 
bonded into the windscreen.

John Lucas, Insurance Manager at the 
Insurance Council, explains that when 
a windscreen is replaced, the sensors 
have to be re-calibrated. “Windscreen 
insurance claims have significantly 
increased over the last few years. This 
is a cost to insurers so it will ultimately 
be reflected in premiums. Plus there is 
the increased inconvenience to owners 
of being without a car for a few days if it 

assumption that if there are no workers 
around, there is no reason to slow down.  
“The misconception is that the 
temporary speed limits are to protect  
the workers alone, but they are just as 
much for the safety of road users, if not 
more so in certain circumstances.”

Stacey says a high number of crashes are 
due to loss of control with speed as  
a contributing factor. But in the last 12 
months there has been four fatalities 
involving road workers and the industry is 
looking at what else can be done to better 
protect them. Stacey says the ideal option 
for contractors is to close the road. “This 
enables work to be done not only safely 
but efficiently, delivering the best value-
for-money outcomes. However, most of 
the time this isn’t an option so additional 
controls focus on providing road users with 
early warning.” These include remote-
control traffic signals which remove the 
need for workers to stand on the side of the 
road holding Stop/Go signs, and variable 
message signs to help make it clear to 
motorists why they need to slow down.

But Mark Owen of NZTA cautions: 
“It’s very hard to convey to people in a 
short space of time, as they pass a point, 
that there is a risk ahead – beware of 
drains, drop-offs, whatever it may be. 
The key thing is to provide them with 
traffic management which guides them 
through the site safely.” 

The Transport Agency is doing 
more roadworks at night when it is less 
disruptive to traffic. In some cases they 
will close roads completely overnight, 
with detours in place, so contractors 
can get more work done without the 
interruption or hazards of traffic. 

Mark says night closures impact a 
smaller number of road users. “It is far safer 
for our road workers and better for road 
users not to have to go through a whole lot 
of roadworks sites during the day.” 

The Transport Agency is also 
investigating trialling ‘point to point’ 
speed cameras on a large roadworks site 
as a way of encouraging compliance. 
They measure the average vehicle speed 
between two fixed cameras and are 
common in Europe and Australia.  

Call 0800 44 44 49 (4 HIGHWAYS) to report 
issues at roadworks on State Highways. 

has to go back to the authorised dealer 
for calibration.” He implores drivers to 
slow down at roadworks and obey the 
temporary speed limits. “You may not 
break your windscreen but you may break 
someone else’s by driving too fast and 
flicking up loose chips.”

Civil Contractors, who represent 
the various companies that undertake 
roadworks, report the majority of crashes  
at roadworks sites involve people driving 
through. Technical manager Stacey 
Goldsworthy believes there is a general 

R O A D  S A F E T Y 
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The Citroën evokes an air of 
nostalgia for Kevin Beeby.

WHEELS OF

A sk Kevin Beeby why he’s been 
the owner of multiple models of 
Citroën over the years and his 

answer is that they are economical and 
comfortable. But the brand also holds 
sentimental value.

“I drove my wife, Bridgitte, in a 
Citroën on our first date decades ago,” 
the Aucklander says. He admits Bridgitte 
was a little embarrassed by the attention 
garnered sitting in the front seat of 
the Citroën Traction Avant Big 15; its 
eye-catching features caused stares 
from passers-by. “Even in the 1970s the 
Citroën stood out as something a bit 
different,” Kevin says.

Years later, Kevin and Bridgitte searched 
online in the hope of repurchasing that car. 

Their search wasn’t successful but Kevin 
came across another gem in the process:  
a 1934 Citroën Traction Avant. 

Heads turn when Kevin and Bridgitte 
hit the road in the vintage model with 
its stunning two-toned paint work. 
Conversation starters include details such 
as the ‘trafficators’ – mechanical indicators 
– jutting out above the front doors, the red 
leather interior and the wooden dashboard. 

The gear shift lever sits high on the dash 
rather than low near the floor, allowing for 
uninterrupted interior space and there is 
no chassis, despite its age. “It was the first 
front-wheel drive car in production. The 
Citroën has always been very advanced,” 
Kevin says. It also drives “just like a modern 
car” although it lacks power steering.   

Kevin added to his collection three 
years ago with a 2016 Citroën C4 Picasso. 
Physically, the bold SUV couldn’t be 
more different to its older cousin but 
the famous comfort remains, as well as 
quirks such as the gear shift on the dash.

The SUV is Kevin’s day-to-day ride; 
both cars are used on road trips around 
New Zealand and the couple has even 
hired Citroëns on holidays in Europe. 

Bridgitte drives a Citroën as well and, 
despite the couple’s intentions to not 
upgrade or add to their collection any time 
soon, they do keep an eye on new model 
releases. They admit that the 2019 Citroën 
C5 Aircross has piqued their interest.     

Meanwhile, the 1934 Citroën, 
affectionately known as Precious, has 
needed only a little bit of love from Kevin, 
including fixing the trafficators, air vent 
and clutch. Despite its age, Precious goes 
well and makes for a lovely, relaxed drive, 
including regularly to Hawke’s Bay where 
the couple participate in the annual Art 
Deco Festival. 

While the days of courting may be in 
the past, they reckon there are many more 
adventures to be enjoyed together.    
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A moving plea
T here’s a new posse of mayors, councilors 

and local board members in town. Some are 
fresh blood, some are returning to office; all 

will be reflecting on the challenges they face over 
the next three years and on how best to repay the 
faith of their constituents. 

What does the AA want to see from them? 
In Auckland, and increasingly in other parts 

of the country, the message is simple: take steps 
to address congestion. A survey of Auckland AA 
Members in May this year, which garnered 2,500 
responses, showed that congestion was by far the 
number one transport concern. When asked how 
much priority the incoming Mayor of Auckland 
should place on addressing traffic congestion, 60% 
of respondents rated it 10 out of 10, while another 
25% rated it 8-9 out of 10.  

Other transport issues like road safety and 
providing transport alternatives ranked well behind, 
while non-transport issues (increasing housing 
supply, making urban spaces more attractive) were 
even further back.

With commuting times likely to get a lot worse 
before they get any better, tackling congestion is 
going to become more and more of a priority for 
Aucklanders. 

Each year, the AA releases a congestion report for 
Auckland, based on Google travel time data. The 
data for 2018 shows that, even though congestion 
was largely kept at bay across the region thanks in 
part to the Waterview tunnel, the average motorway 
user still spent an extra 85 hours in traffic due to 
congestion over the course of the year, compared to 
an extra 79 hours the previous year. 

But the real concern isn’t what’s happening now; it’s 
what’s going to happen in the next five to ten years. 

Auckland’s growth will continue to surge over that 
period, with the population expected to increase by 
300,000 by 2028, and the car fleet by up to 250,000.

 To make matters worse, much of the growth is 
going to happen in suburbs a long way from the 

Barney Irvine delivers a message to recently elected local councils.

What needs to happen?
Alongside the existing Auckland transport 
programme and its strong public transport focus, 
the AA is calling for urgent action in five areas:

1 Set firm congestion targets for Auckland and 
measure progress against them.

2 Get moving with the public discussion around 
congestion charging.

3 Bring forward road projects in greenfields 
growth areas and look at widening specific 
sections of the motorway core.

4 Invest in smart traffic lights, dynamic lanes 
(including on motorways) and peak-period 
clearways to de-congest existing roads.

5 Change zoning rules to allow more density in 
high-growth outer suburbs. The idea is to 
develop apartment blocks around bus and 
train stations and localised work and study 
options, thus removing the need to drive for 
more Auckland commuters. 

centre of town, where there are limited work and 
study options and limited public transport coverage. 

What it all adds up to is more driving – much 
more. And that means much more congestion.

The total distance travelled by vehicles is forecast 
to jump by up to 20% by 2028, with cars accounting 
for the vast majority of it. Billions of dollars is 
earmarked for public transport, and that investment 
will see it carry more of the load, but it is still 
expected to make up only 7% of all travel in 2028.

Meanwhile, help is slow to arrive. The 
Government’s transport infrastructure programme 
for Auckland is mired in uncertainty around 
planning and funding; there seems no hope of 
major projects like rapid transit to the airport or 
the Northwest or East West Link meeting the 2028 
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Read more about 
motoring issues at 
aadirections.co.nz

ARE YOU SAFE TO DRIVE? 
Did you know the medication you take can effect your driving? 

Talk to your doctor, nurse, pharmacist or healthline (on 0800 611 116) to make sure you’re safe to drive. 
For more information on keeping yourself and other road users safe, visit: 

www.nzta.govt.nz/are-you-safe-to-drive

completion target. The congestion outlook isn’t as 
bleak in other centres but it’s a growing concern. In 
Wellington, congestion turns a 10-minute trip from 
Lower Hutt into the CBD into nearly a 30-minute 
trip each morning, and the numbers are similar for 
Tauranga commuters travelling into town via SH2. 
In Christchurch, a trip from the airport to the CBD 
can take almost twice as long in the morning peak 
compared with off-peak.

In each case, figures are trending up, year on year. 
The fact that the delays are still well below what 
we see in Auckland is no reason for us to sit on our 
hands – quite the opposite. We need to act now to 
ensure that high-growth centres like Hamilton, 
Tauranga and Queenstown don’t suffer the same 
fate as Auckland further ahead.

In a growing, prosperous city, there will always be 
at least some congestion – it’s a fact of life – but that 
doesn’t mean we should give up trying.

For local government officials, that means doing 
all they can with the resources available to keep 
congestion’s impacts to a minimum, and being 
accountable for what’s actually delivered.

Now is the time for them to  
show they care about this as  
much as their voters do. 
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criteria may apply. Our privacy policy is available online at www.bradford.net.nz. You must be over 18 years old to apply. 
From time to time, we may allow carefully screened companies to contact you. If you would prefer not to receive such 
offers, please tick this box. q
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                      Surname: ___________________________________

                        Address: ___________________________________

                          ______________________ Postcode: __________

                         Phone:  ___________________________________

                         Email:  ___________________________________  

                          Signature:  ________________________________
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Please Respond Promptly

             1. ONLINE at www.bradford.net.nz/disney
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1. MAIL no stamp required, to: The Bradford Exchange, Freepost
No.98331, PO Box 91901, Victoria Street West, Auckland 1142

3. PHONE: 09 829 0475  10am-7pm  Mon – Fri

PAY NOTHING NOW

Over the years the beloved Disney characters have 
given us countless gifts... unforgettable moments of 
love, laughter and imagination. Now the magic of 
Disney delivers all the joys of the holidays with The 
Wonderful World of Disney Christmas Tree.

 With 4 levels of rotating movement–including two 
separate trains, a parade of dancing princesses and 
dashing princes and Mickey in his sleigh with Pluto 
leading the way – you’ll watch as the Disney Express 
seems to “climb” higher up the tree. On each tier, 
Engineer Mickey “collects” gifts from all your 
favourite Disney friends. There’s Winnie the Pooh, the 
Seven Dwarfs, Pinocchio, the Disney Princesses, 
Donald Duck, Daisy and more. Plus, 20 LED lights 
colourfully illuminate the ten hand-crafted, hand-
painted scenes that feature over 50 Disney figurines. 
And, for the perfect finishing touch, this remarkable 
collectable plays a medley of festive holiday carols.

Exceptional value; attractively priced.
The Wonderful World of Disney Christmas Tree can be 
yours for $299.95, payable in 5 easy payments of only 
$59.99, plus $19.99 shipping and service. But don’t wait! 
Legions of Disney lovers are expected to respond. That’s 
why we must limit reservations to one per customer. To 
reserve The Wonderful World of Disney Christmas Tree, 
send no money now. Just return the coupon or go online 
today at www.bradford.net.nz/disney

Features 
• Over 50 sculpted, 

hand-painted 
Disney characters 

• Four levels of  
rotating tree 
movement

• Ten  
illuminated  
scenes

©2019 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617

For quickest delivery, order online:
www.bradford.net.nz/disney

Quoting promotion code: 36569

Shown smaller than its impressive actual size of approx. 40.6cm 
high! Powered by AC Adapter (included) or 3 “AA” batteries  
(not included).

14-00567-001A

©Disney. Winnie the Pooh elements based on the works of A. A. 
Milne and E. H. Shepard

with Music & Motion!
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New Zealand maps are available free  
to AA Members from AA Centres.

W hile it might seem that New Zealanders aren’t 
the most imaginative bunch when it comes 
to naming roads, we’re not as dull as some. 

While ‘Christchurch Southern Motorway’ and ‘Auckland 
Northern Motorway’ don’t exactly exude glamour or 
romance, we’re doing better than some other countries. 

The centre of Mannheim in southwest Germany has  
no street names at all – just letters – which is enough to 
send any sat nav into self-destruct mode. Further south, 
Croatian Government agencies have come under criticism 
after a survey revealed a mere five per cent of its streets are 
named after women. 

Here in New Zealand, it’s the councils’ job to name 
local streets and roads, while the New Zealand Transport 
Agency takes care of state highways. 

From the first progressive road-building schemes of the 
1840s, New Zealand’s 54,000-odd street names tended to 
fall into four distinct categories. According to the Auckland 
Council website: ‘… streets were commonly named after 
historic events or celebrations, early administrators and 
notable people, activities that were conducted there, tree 
species or natural landmarks that were in the area.’ 

Our three most popular street names are George Street, 
Queen Street and Beach Road. 

Today, there’s a preference for reverting, reintroducing 
and renaming streets through the Māori language, to our 
history and heritage and our flora and fauna. For every 
Alamein Road, there’s a Tūī Street or a Ponga Place. 

Franz Josef Highway and Taupō Bay Road do precisely 
what they say on the tin; no traveller is going to get 
confused about where they’re heading in those parts. 

Over in Stratford, things get a little surreal. Who was the 
Shakespeare-loving urban planner who decided to give the 
town Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet Streets when the town was 
first established in 1877? 

If aliens from outer space ever visit us, they’ll head 
straight to Albany on Auckland’s North Shore to explore 
Constellation, Orbit and Apollo Drives. Named by a sci-fi- 
loving nerd? Or do its subterranean labyrinths house New 
Zealand’s very own Area 51? 

Thankfully there’s no eponymous Crescent, Lane or  
Avenue for the hill at Taumatawhakatangihangakōauauot
amateapōkaiwhenuakitānatahu in Central Hawke’s Bay – 
our longest place name. What is bizarre is that it’s flanked 
by Wimbledon Road – an affluent suburb in southwest 
London which just happens to host the world’s most  
famous tennis tournament. 

Magic, mystery and Māori influence enliven our road 
journeys every day – even if we don’t realise it sometimes. 
And it is something to be grateful for. Spare a thought 
for the citizens of Porters Lake in Nova Scotia, Canada. 
Their councillors must have been running very late one 
Christmas Eve to hastily push through ‘This Street’, ‘That 
Street’ and ‘The Other Street’. 

New Zealand’s towns and cities are continually renewing 
and reinventing themselves as new properties need to be 
accessible and connected. And we’re not going to run out of 
street names anytime soon. 

Ben Cook investigates the 
naming of New Zealand roads.
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26.2kWh /100KM
Range: 417KM

 AUDI  E-TRON SUV 
The Audi e-Tron will revolutionise the electric vehicle category in New Zealand. Its lithium-
ion battery, engineered to ensure high levels of efficiency and safety, delivers an exceptional 
range of over 400km. Two electric motors, with peak electrical output and boost of 300kW, 
accelerate the SUV from 0-100km/h in just 5.7 seconds. The quiet, powerful motors and the 
electric all-wheel drive combine to provide an outstanding driving experience, with agile 
handling in all driving conditions. Priced from $148,500, the e-Tron is not yet ANCAP rated. A
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 RENAULT  MÉGANE RS 
Renault may be onto a winner here. It’s 
quick, it’s fun and it’s comfy – a handsome 
hatch with a wild side. Powered by a 280hp 
1.8ltr twin scroll turbo engine and EDC 
dual-clutch transmission, the MÉGANE RS 
has a motorsport pedigree with outstanding 
driving pleasure on the road and on the track. 
4Control 4-wheel steering technology really 
enhances the cornering ability at any speed. 
Vibrant colours like ‘Tonic Orange’ and ‘Sirius 
Yellow’ ensure it’s a car that’s noticed.  
Price starts at $62,990; not yet ANCAP rated.

 TESLA  MODEL 3 
It’s finally here! Tesla has introduced a 
more affordable EV while maintaining 
brand recognition with design cues 
linking it to its pricier S and X siblings. 
Like the others, this model is fast (0-
100km/h in 3.4 seconds) and boasts 
an approximate real-world kilometre 
range of 530km on a full battery in AWD 
Performance mode. Its interior is pared 
back, with a large touch screen, indicator 
stalk and two steering wheel mounted 
roller-balls for control tools. 5-Star 
ANCAP safety rated, it’s priced from 
$73,900 (Standard Range Plus).
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www.ancap.com.au

N E W  T O  M A R K E T

 HONDA  CR-V 7 2019 
The new CR-V Limited 7 brings together 
luxury, safety and seven seats for a very 
reasonable price. With leather seats, 3-row 
air bag coverage and a 5-Star ANCAP 
safety rating, the sub $40,000 price is 
spectacular. The medium SUV is powered 
by the fuel-efficient 1.5L VTEC Turbo 
engine and has features such as Apple 
CarPlay, Android Auto, 7”display, three-
angle reversing camera with dynamic 
parking aid and dual zone climate 
control. But wait there’s more: you can 
upgrade to the Sport model for a premium 
of just $5,000.

www.ancap.com.au

BUYING A NEW CAR?
Get advice from the experts.  
The AA Motoring Services team 
test-drives new models and makes of car. 
Their detailed, impartial reports are 
available at aa.co.nz in the cars section, 
along with ANCAP safety ratings.

Fuel economy ratings apply to the models 
illustrated. To compare fuel efficiency 
ratings across other vehicles, go to:
energywise.govt.nz/VFEL

 MAZDA  3 
Using air gaps under the floor and extra 
seals around the roof, hatch and boot 
areas, the new Mazda 3 is a quieter ride. 
Technologies in its Skyactiv-G 2.0L and 
2.5L petrol engines improve torque at 
low-med rev range and improve fuel 
economy at the top end, and the range 
now features a wide set of i-Activsense 
safety technologies as standard. The 
Mazda 3 looks smart, feels smart and it 
exhibits a handsome yet restrained design 
ethos. GSX model cost from $36,595; it has 
a 5-Star ANCAP safety rating. 

 PEUGEOT  508 GT 
If you’re seeking comfy and capable with 
extra style, fit and finish plus the full gamut 
of modern technology, this could be it. 
The new 508 5-door fastback from Peugeot 
looks like more than the $55,990 it starts 
at, set apart by the inclusion of multi-
mode massage seats and ‘boost’ and ‘relax’ 
ambience settings which change lighting 
and music to stimulate the senses. Options 
come in the form of leather seats, sunroof 
and even ‘night vision.’ This model is not yet 
ANCAP rated.
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Top Spot 
Television presenter and host of 
Three’s The Project, Kanoa Lloyd, 
cherishes time spent in Central 
Otago’s Bannockburn. 
‟WHAT’S REALLY SPECIAL is that as I’ve grown  
up, so too has the area. My grandparents lived 
in Bannockburn for most of my childhood  
and my cousins and I would visit them every 
school holiday. I remember clearly when the 
first vineyards were planted and we all thought 
‘why would you plant grapes?’ Of course it’s 
what the area is famous for now. In fact, when  
I visit nowadays it’s to Carrick Winery where 
I sit overlooking the hillside covered in wild 
thyme. Bannockburn is freezing throughout 
winter but it’s such a beautiful, relaxed spot in 
summer. I have fond memories of sun-baking 
on the rocks near the Clutha River with my 
mum, sister and cousins. I’d plunge into the 
fresh, cold water; so clear like aquamarine.”

Kanoa Lloyd’s new TV series, Moving out with 
Kanoa, follows the journeys of New Zealanders 
who have made a life-changing move – whether 
from the city to the provinces, from urban to 
rural, or to a tiny house, boat or house truck. 
The show airs on Three later this year. 

See threenow.co.nz for more.   

THIS ISSUE IN 
TRAVELLER

64  
Pedal to pumice
Taupō’s Great Lake Cycle Trail is 
exhilarating – even in the rain.    

70  
A walk to remember
Abel Tasman National Park 
leaves a lasting impression.

76  
Into the wild  
An African safari allows close 
encounters with wildlife.
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Elisabeth Easther and her son 
get super active in Gisborne.

T ravelling with a 13-year-old, I was 
mindful of the fact that we couldn’t just 
look at things, we had to do things too, 

which made Gisborne the perfect place for a 
holiday because it’s brimming with activities.

First up, we hired bikes and rode around 
town to get our bearings. Past pretty settlers’ 
cottages we rode, the chimneys puffing wood 
smoke into the afternoon. Following the banks 
of the picturesque Tūranganui River we quickly 
arrived at the coast, where the region’s history 
is proudly displayed. We pedalled past Captain 
Cook astride his globe and then, further along 
Waikanae Beach, to see Young Nick, the 
surgeon’s boy, also depicted in bronze. As the 
first of Cook’s crew to sight land, the sharp-eyed 
child was rewarded with a gallon of rum and, a 
more lasting honour, the naming of this piece of 
coast: Young Nick’s Head. We continued along 
wide beachside boulevards before returning 
to the reedy river where pied stilts and pūkeko 
observed the setting of the sun, warily watching 
for the storm that was brewing. 

In spite of inclement weather, we were 
determined to visit Mount Hikurangi, the 
first place in the world to see the sun. Instead 
of trekking up the mountain at dawn, Theo 
and I opted for a daytime excursion with tour 
operator, Maunga Hikurangi. We drove the 
dramatic coastline, pausing at Tolaga Bay’s 
historic wharf to watch patient surfers wait for 
the perfect wave. Having heard rave reviews 
about the pāua pies at Cafe 35 in Tokomaru 
Bay, we pulled over to find out what all the fuss 
was about. Accounts of their deliciousness 
were not exaggerated. 
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At Ruatōria, we abandoned the coast and wound 
our way up a valley where hawks challenged us for 
roadkill and robust cattle grazed on lush green grass. 
We parked at Te Ara Ki Hikurangi to begin our tour 
of this sacred site, transferring to a 
six-seater Can Am to do so. Our guide, 
Monty Manuel, tasked with sharing 
stories of the land and his people, the 
Ngāti Porou, made smooth work of 
the rugged route. We stopped at a flat 
ridge where nine carved whakairo, an 
imposing circle of ancestors, stood 
sentry below the peak. Monty walked 
us around and talked about this place 
of great spiritual significance as the 
clouds lifted and breathtaking views to 
the vast Pacific Ocean were revealed. To 
mark our visit, a harakeke was planted 
and a picnic was shared. When distant 
stags roared in the valley and the clouds 
returned, it was time to make tracks.

One of the Tairāwhiti region’s newest tourist 
attractions is Gisborne Railbikes. When former 
farmer and boat builder Geoff Main noticed that 
the rail line connecting Palmerston North with 
Gisborne was overgrown, an idea was kindled: 
would it be possible to recommission the line and 
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run bike tours on it? After several years of hard 
slog, Geoff ’s quirky concept was realised and the 
first fleet of railbikes pedalled out to the coast 
last summer. With Geoff in the lead, we mounted 

elegantly engineered side-by-side 
tandem bikes. Riding along the 
pastoral route, we passed small groups 
of goats and solitary pheasants. We 
rode over bridges and through corridors 
of toitoi, the feathery fronds reflecting 
the sun’s rays. From mossy bridges 
to groves of fruit trees presumably 
propagated from the pips of passengers 
past, our convoy finally emerged 
from a one-kilometre-long tunnel 
to behold the spectacular coastline. 
The trail is currently 32km return; 
the plan is to continue all the way to 
the Māhia Peninsula and, as soon as 
that happens, we’ll be back to ride it 
because we were completely enchanted. 

Just half an hour from the railbike terminus is the 
exquisite Eastwoodhill, The National Arboretum of 
New Zealand. This treasure trove of trees was more 
my cup of tea but I lured the 13-year-old with a tale. 
The man responsible for creating Eastwoodhill was 
Douglas Cook, a returned serviceman famous for 

The star of 
the show 
was Tara, 

the heavily 
pregnant 

stingray who 
weighed an 
estimated 

200kg.
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For more travel ideas in 
Gisborne, see aa.co.nz/travel

gardening in the buff, save for a single gumboot that he wore 
on his digging foot. After witnessing the horrors of World War 
One – he was wounded three times and blinded in one eye – he 
came back to New Zealand and immersed himself in nature. 
Featuring a mixture of native and exotic planting, when we 
visited the landscape shone in shades of ambers and greens. A 
particular highlight was a mighty cypress. Signage suggested 
visitors lie at the base of the trunk and look up, which I did, and 
wriggled my way round like the hand of a clock. Cool earth, 
fresh air, trees looming as glimpses of clouds scudded across 
the sky – as I orbited the base of the tree, I silently thanked 
Douglas for having created such a perfectly peaceful place. 

There was one more experience we really wanted to have: a 
reef ecology tour. Arriving at Dive Tatapouri’s beachside HQ at 
8:30am, we donned waders and, furnished with bamboo staffs 
for balance, we were led across the reef to marvel at kingfish 
and rays. Keeping our fingers curled into fists, lest the kingfish 
dine on our digits, we fed these fabulous creatures as they 
swum round our legs. A lone octopus decided it was all  
too hectic and tried to make a getaway up my bamboo staff. 
When he realised that wasn’t wise, he vanished as quickly 
as he’d appeared. The star of the show was Tara, the heavily 
pregnant stingray who weighed an estimated 200kg. 

We could’ve waded with these magical creatures all day but, 
with the tide coming in and our plane flying out, there was no 
time for long goodbyes and before we knew it, we were on the 
plane, gazing down upon glorious Gisborne. 
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T hey serve Pimm’s cocktails at the 
Wanstead Polo Club. “I’ve heard 
they’re quite good,” says Lochie 

behind the bar as he unscrews the top of 
the pre-mix bottle and drops it onto the 
dirt floor. “That’ll be $5, thanks.” 

This is no ‘champagne-flutes-
and-stilettos’ kind of polo match. At 
Wanstead, in rural Central Hawke's Bay, 
the clubhouse is a converted shed in a 
paddock. During the off-season, the five-
hectare pitch is grazed by sheep.

The club was formed back in 1958 
when a group of young farmers decided 
to try out their everyday horsemanship 
skills on the sport. “They didn’t have any 
experience playing polo, but everybody 
in those days rode horses,” explains club 
president, Simon Coddington. 

Over the last 60 years, the club has 
evolved to become a training ground 
for talented players, some of whom 
have gone on to have international polo 
careers, but Wanstead has always been a 
hub for the local community. 

THE  
CLUB 

Jo Percival visits Wanstead Polo Club  
in Central Hawke’s Bay.
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with polo mallets, knocking stray balls 
along the boundary, or circling lazily on 
mountain bikes, swigging soft drinks. 

Young grooms with sunburnt arms and 
collars turned up against the Hawke’s 
Bay heat brush and braid and strap and 
saddle the glossy ponies, readying them 
for their turn on the pitch. 

Later in the afternoon, the barbecue 
groans with steak and local lamb for a 
post-match feed. The waft of sizzling 
onions mingles with the scent of minty 
grass, leather and the unmistakable 
earthy smell of horses. Spectators watch 
from wooden benches, some sipping 
beers, others Pimm’s – most wearing 
dusty jandals or gumboots. 

“Lots of people who come to a match 
for the first time ask ‘what do I wear?’ 
and we say, ‘oh, just whatever you’ve got 
on!’” laughs Hayley. “That’s what’s so 
nice about it – people immediately relax 
when they get down here because it is 
so informal. It’s just a whole bunch of 
farmers out playing polo.”  

Owned by Andy and Hayley Barrett, 
Lake Station has been home to Wanstead 
Polo Club since the beginning. “It has 
always been a strong focal point for the 
community, whether they’re into polo or 
not,” Andy says. “People come down on a 
weekend when there’s nothing else to do; 
the adults have a beer and the kids are 
free to run around.”

On the day of the Barrett-Dearden 
Memorial Cup – Wanstead’s biggest 
annual home-game tournament – teams 
have travelled from around the North 
Island to compete. 

Today’s match is a guaranteed win for 
the club – Wanstead A playing Wanstead 
B. As riders take to the pitch, the horses are 
alert with anticipation – their ears pricked, 
chuffing as they canter onto the field. 

Along with an unflappable nature, 
polo ponies have distinctive clipped 
manes, like buzz cuts, so the players’ 
hands don’t get tangled when they’re 
riding one-handed. “There is no 
regulation size for a polo pony,” Simon 

explains, “but if they’re too small they’re 
not quick enough and if they’re too big 
you’re too far away from the ball.”

The game is played by two teams of four, 
with each player in a specific position, 
although with no offside rule, they can 
travel anywhere on the field – including 
incredibly close to the clubhouse. 

With a rumble of hooves, the ten 
horses thunder past the open-fronted 
shed. Players jostle and shout, then veer 
off again, following the clack of the white 
ball. Two umpires trot along behind – 
black and white striped, like magpies 
– collecting spare balls and adjudicating 
the match. 

It’s a thrilling sport to watch – the 
impressive strength of the ponies, all 
rippling muscle and power – combined 
with the skill of riders standing high in 
their stirrups, riding one-handed as they 
gallop at full speed across the vast pitch.

Off-field, the pace is easy. Ponies 
whinny to each other, tethered to horse 
trucks in the shade. Kids mess around 
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regardless of visitors in tow to see art, 
eat out, shop for gifts and walk around 
the marina. A popular, easy walkway 
has been developed, looping along the 
foreshore, past yachts and boat sheds, 
over a beautiful stylish bridge, past 
public artworks.

It’s also just a great place to pause. We 
sit on a sunny park bench with our map, 
planning the day. Nearby, children enjoy 
an innovative-looking playground; little 
dogs cheerfully greet each other.

Y ou need to go here, here and 
here,” says the woman at Te 
Manawa the Hub info centre in 

Whangārei’s town basin. She’s circling 
various attractions and places on a map 
with a highlighter. Seeing it all in one 
day may be ambitious, I realise.

First, we will explore the town basin 
itself. This is where international yachts 
tie up, where travellers gather, where 
adventures begin and end. Locals bring 
their visitors here and some come 

“

C I T Y
Kathryn Webster takes a closer look at 

Whangārei as a tourist for the day.

Spoiled for choice for coffee stops, we 
opt for take-outs and wander through 
a community arts space while it’s 
being made. This is a co-op with many 
beautiful, locally made things for sale – 
leather bags, jewellery, woodwork and 
ceramics. A community weaving project 
on a massive loom holds various artists’ 
work in its warp and weft.

Burning Issues is a well-known craft 
stop, famous particularly for its glass 
art, but it sells quality ceramics and 
jewellery, too. An extra attraction is the 
glass blower at work on the premises. 
We watch Keith Grinter work on a 
bronze coloured bottle, impressed by the 
extreme physicality of his art, the mix of 
high heat, bold movements and magic, 
creating fragile things of beauty.

Next door, a master jeweller is at work 
on his glorious, intricate adornments. 
There is something very special about 
watching such things come to life.

Still in the town basin, we wander 
down to Reyburn House, a heritage 
building housing Society of Arts 
members’ recent paintings. Looping 
back, we step into the Whangārei Art 
Museum, a great space for important 
shows including, today, a photography 
project showing the progress of the 
Hundertwasser Art Centre taking shape 
outside. This is a game-changer. The 
building, which will house original 
Hundertwasser works on loan from 
Vienna and a contemporary Māori Art 
Gallery, is already incredibly interesting. 
I was told it’s on track to open in 
the summer of 2021 and meanwhile, 
Whangārei is buzzing with anticipation. 
Nods to the architect’s unique aesthetic 
can be seen around town already; posts 
and poles painted in shiny stripes, 
jewel-coloured murals in vaguely 
Hundertwasser style. 

It’s not all about art at the town basin.  
It’s also about boats, of course, with 
seafaring storytelling in the air. I notice 
kayaks can be hired from the same place 
as bikes and a second-hand boat bits place 
is doing a roaring trade. It’s also about 
food. Cafés and bars are full of people 
meeting, socialising with civilised grace. 

The clock museum is here, too. 
Claphams National Clock Museum 
may be one of those places you mean 
to go to but never get around to. Well, 
bother. It’s fascinating. About 1400 time 
pieces of all shapes and sizes are in this 
surprising collection, from massive civic 
clock mechanisms to grandfather clocks, PH
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See aa.co.nz/travel for more to experience in Whangārei. Pick up a Must-Do 
Northland visitor guide and regional maps from your local AA Centre.

cuckoo clocks, moon dials, multiple 
watches and novelty clocks.  
I particularly like the dog clock;  
he wags his tail and pokes out his tongue 
in time with his ticking pendulum.   

Reminded that time’s passing, we walk 
into town and find The Piggery second-
hand book shop in Walton Street. It used 
to be out at Whangārei Heads in an old 
piggery, thus the name, but it’s been where 
it is now for 25 years. Around the corner, 
shops, a pedestrian mall and intriguing 
arcades keep us busy for a while. 

While it’s close enough to walk, we opt 
to drive to The Quarry Arts Centre in 
Selwyn Avenue. This community hub 
of galleries, artist studios, workshops 
and a craft co-op shop built in a disused 
quarry is testament to the highly creative 
character of Whangārei. The Quarry 
has been going strong for years and has 
changed over time but remains a genuine 
treasure and a welcoming place to visit. 

Today the Yvonne Rust Gallery is packed 
with entries for a ceramics award. Plinths 
bristle with an incredible variety of work 
from all over New Zealand. 

Further north, along what’s known as 
the Western Hills, is another old quarry, 
this one dedicated to plants. Whangārei 
Quarry Gardens, on Russell Road, was 
developed by volunteers over 20 or so 
years and is wonderful. Its sheltered 
microclimate makes it ideal for native 
and exotic subtropical plants – think 
bromeliads, orchids and palms; a lake, 
delightful trickling streams and pretty 
waterfalls irrigate the valley. It adds up 
to a very calming and refreshing place 
to spend time. Plus, it’s free. Shaded 
picnic tables wait for travellers passing 
through with their own lunchboxes and 
thermoses; those less organised, like us, 
can opt for a cup of tea at Quail Café.

From there, we go up. Mt Parihaka, 
once the site of the largest pā in New 

Zealand, watches over the city and 
beyond. There are many walkways and 
cycle paths in Parihaka Scenic Reserve; 
several sweaty people arrive at the 
summit while we’re there, appearing to 
have run the two kilometre path from 
Mair Park below. 

In far more relaxed mode, we lean 
on the railing of the viewing platform 
and look out over Whangārei. The city 
is compact and sheltered and oozes a 
laid-back, comfortable vibe from on high. 
North lies Kensington, Tikipunga and 
Kamo. Out west, we see volcanic rises, 
forest and farmland. Down the harbour 
is Marsden Point and the refinery and 
opposite, Whangārei Heads and the 
distinctive silhouettes of Mt Manaia and 
Bream Head. That’s where we’re headed 
for the night; we take a few more photos, 
take in the view, softening now in the 
evening light, and follow a group of other 
tourists back to the carpark. 

 ˜ Competitive daily rental rates
 ˜ Discounted comprehensive insurance policy 

      with $0 excess liability
 ˜ FREE additional drivers
 ˜ FREE accessories       

Book online gorentals.co.nz/AA-Membership 
or call 0800 467 368

Exclusive AA Member Deal

*Offer not available for vehicle rentals at Dunedin airport.
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RIDING 
THE

Pumice 
PATH

hen it rains, it drains; that’s what 
I’d heard about Taupō’s Great Lake 
Cycle Trail. And the reason for the 
excellent drainage? Much of the trail 

is built along the rim of a super volcano and, as a 
result, the base is predominantly pumice.

In order to test this theory, I visited the central 
North Island during a not so clement patch of 
weather. Overnight, rain thundered on the roof 
of Whakaipo Lodge. Thankfully it cleared in the 
morning as lodge proprietors Garth and Angie 
London drove us to the start of the first section of 
the trail – to Kinloch along the Orakau Track.

Because this is a Grade 3 trail, I enlisted Garth as 
my guide. With him calling out steep sections, sharp 
turns, low-hanging branches, narrow bridges and 
other hazards, I could ride with confidence and let 
rip when it felt right.

W

Elisabeth Easther cycles Taupō’s 
trails despite the rain.

At the trailhead, the heavy rain had rendered the 
bush more dramatic. Charmed by the myriad shades 
of green, we stopped at the Orakau Wetlands to be 
enveloped by nature. Then we got going, whizzing 
along beautifully crafted trails, grinning like loons, 
full of admiration for the trail builders. Their work 
is the marriage of art and engineering, science and 
imagination; what delightful rides they’ve made. I loved 
the soft carpets of cabbage fronds and the sections 
plastered in pine needles the colour of orangutans. 

At Morepork Gully we paused to marvel at 
Karangahape Bluffs – at 400m the highest cliffs on 
the lake. We pressed on through bush as dappled 
light filtered through the branches and flashes of my 
companions’ bright jackets strobed between trees. 
Over boardwalks and along single-track trails we 
raced, such graceful undulations and fluid curves, 
until eventually we emerged at Kawakawa Bay. 

I was quite surprised to arrive at Kinloch Marina 
because all day it’d felt as if we were deep in the 
country. We took a break at The Tipsy Trout for 
coffee and giant slabs of cake and, fortified, saddled 
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Taupō Great Lake Trail is 71km in total, mostly Grade 3. For more detail 
and to read about other Must-Do Cycling trails see aa.co.nz/travel

up for our second leg, a 15km ride from 
Kinloch to Whakaipo Bay. Climbing out 
of Kinloch, switchbacks led us higher 
and higher as we ground our way up 
the rim of the ancient volcano. This 
portion of the trail was just as delightful 
as the morning’s ride with more thrills 
and hills, a few roots and rocks, until 
eventually we popped out at Whakaipo 
Bay where Angie was waiting to return  
us to the lodge for pizza and pinot.

How obliging of the weather to rain all 
night then clear for the day’s activities, 
and day two saw that pattern repeated. 
Once again, Angie dropped us at the 
trailhead at Waihāhā River to tackle 
the Waihoura Bay Track. The weather 
adopted a misty sort of mood and we 
were unable to complete the full segment 
but the trail was memorable for beautiful 
bridges, larch trees and the thundering 
Waihāhā Waterfall.

By this stage I felt more than capable 
of riding independently; day three saw 
me tackle the 15km Tongariro Trail from 
Koura Street carpark. Following the river, 

this is a mostly simple single track and, 
aside from a small handful of gnarled 
roots, it’s an easy ride that never exceeds 
Grade 2. I encountered several happy 
families along the route as well as a 
number of anglers hopeful of landing  
a trout. With the soothing sounds of 
water running over rocks, the distant 
glimpses of snowy mountains lent the 
landscape an air of majesty. And to ice 
the day’s cake, while taking a breather 
beside the river, I spied a rare whio –  
the New Zealand blue duck.

Too soon it was time to head home but 
before I did and, in spite of the weather 
having taken a torrential turn, I made 
a quick inspection of The Lions Walk. 
This 10km boulevard starts at Taupō 
Boat Harbour and ends at Five Mile 
Bay. A wide concrete path, it follows the 
contours of the lake and being entirely 
Grade 1, it’s perfect for all ages. Yes, 
it might’ve been more enjoyable on a 
sparkling day, but having the lake to 
myself was a treat. I could just make out 
the suggestion of an island and one game 

kayaker who quietly paddled across the 
lake’s ruffled surface. 

Completely saturated, but satisfied,  
I headed home via the Wairākei Thermal 
Health Spa. Shivering with chattering 
teeth, I hotfooted it through the frigid 
air to immerse myself in the healing hot 
waters. Embraced by billowing clouds of 
steam, the surrounding eucalyptus trees 
bowing in deference to the elements, it was 
a fine finale to a wonderful adventure. 

Thanks to Whakaipo Lodge, luxury 
boutique accommodation with bike hire and 
shuttle services – whakaipolodge.co.nz



Monica Tischler  
squeezes the most  
out of Auckland’s 
north on a road  

trip to Pakiri. 
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T he view from the end of the 
Northern Gateway tunnel stirs 
that feeling of entering new 

territory and leaving the old behind – 
transitioning from city to country. 

Undulating farmland is framed by the 
tunnel’s curve. 

We had departed Auckland early on 
a Friday afternoon in search of an easy 
getaway. Less than an hour’s drive north 
we find what we were searching for: a 
calmer, slower place. 

On State Highway 1 is Warkworth,  
a town at the head of Mahurangi 
Harbour, still in the Auckland region 
but only just. Turning east along 
Sandspit Road takes travellers to an 
array of adventures and activities 
including the popular holiday spot 
of Snells Beach, the ferry to Kawau 

Island and an abundance of parks, pretty 
bays, beaches and bush tracks. For us, 
it is to Brick Bay Winery and Sculpture 
Trail for lunch and to marvel at the 
incredible talents of local and national 
sculptural artists. 

Continuing north, we reach Matakana. 
The charming country village is known for 
its artisan produce, wineries, walks and 
close proximity to many beautiful beaches. 
Darkness has enclosed the township so we 

opt for a movie at the old-world boutique 
cinema, complete with a chandelier. 

A late-night meal out is one of the 
simple pleasures of being on holiday.
We saunter in the cooling evening to 
Matakana Market Kitchen, relaxed 
in the knowledge that there are 

no agendas or deadlines to meet 
tomorrow. Inside, the open fireplace 
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crackles and expels comfortable warmth as 
we relish mouthfuls of locally grown food.

Just before bed at our rented 
accommodation, I decide to pen an 
agenda for tomorrow, after all. But this 
isn’t one that consists of meetings and 
tasks; it’s simply to ensure we squeeze the 
most out of our time away from the city.

When the new day breaks, we head to 
the famous Matakana Village Farmers’ 
Market and join the crowd of locals and 
other happy weekend visitors for coffee 
served from a caravan. Obedient pooches 
wait patiently at the doggy day care 
while their owners browse the array of 
stalls bursting with olive oil, fresh bread, 
seasonal fruit and vegetables, freshly cut 

flowers and more. Live music and smoky 
scents from a pot belly brazier fill the air. 
Circling the L-shaped shopping area, we 
become lost in the art gallery, book store, 
homeware and clothing store and boutique 
chocolatier: Honest Chocolat. Balancing 
market produce, cheese from The 
Matakana Deli, several blocks of chocolate 
and a deliciously decadent rich and 
creamy hot cocoa each, we make tracks.  

The trip north-east from Matakana to 
Leigh is in comfort and class: buckled 
into the new Ford Focus ST-Line which 
we borrowed especially for the journey. 
But we don’t make it far – all of a few 
minutes – before stopping. We had come 
across Morris & James Pottery where 



*Conditions apply. SEE: aptouring.co.nz/SpecialDeals for full conditions. Price is per person (pp), NZD, twin share and includes port charges. Price is correct as at 9 September 2019. Price based 
on EUMC15: 11 November 2020 (Cat. E). ALL OFFERS: Limited suites on set departures are available and are subject to availability. DEPOSITS: A non-refundable deposit of $1,000 pp is due within  
7 days of booking. Australian Pacific Touring Pty Ltd. ABN 44 004 684 619. APT-1049
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Food & wine, history, culture, the arts; there’s nowhere like Europe for indulging the senses.  
And there’s no better way to do it than an award-winning APT Europe River Cruise.  
Only APT creates a world where you feel truly free to get out there and make the most of every moment.

Magnificent Europe – Amsterdam to Budapest   
15 days from $7,845* pp, twin share 
Fly Free + Free Cabin Upgrade* – All dates

All-inclusive. All taken care of. So you can Live Fully.
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A WORD OF THANKS
The writer travelled in a stylish, 
comfortable Ford Focus ST-Line, a new-
generation car with an ANCAP 5-star 
safety rating and multiple motoring awards 
worldwide, courtesy of Ford New Zealand.  
See ford.co.nz for details.     

the evening. The rustic establishment is 
a favourite among locals to meet for good 
live music and craft beer. 

But the ocean is calling so we leave 
for Pakiri, along its namesake road – a 
winding, hilly, back-country track with 
coastal views that cause me to pull over 
more than once to stand roadside and to 
point my camera at panoramic vistas.  

A small white church with a red door 
and a single arched window stands in 

warm welcome. It seems to point us in 
the direction of the beach: an exposed 
expanse revealed after traipsing across 
sand dunes and over estuaries bridged 
by wooden boardwalks. We loop back to 
the village along Matakana Valley Road 
for ice cream. 

The following morning it's time to depart 
for Auckland but there’s one item I've 
added to my itinerary: to pick up another 
cup of hot cocoa for the journey home. 

inside, we’re treated to a colourful array 
of ceramics and learn about how  
original owners Anthony Morris and his 
wife, Sue James, dug the clay out of their 
nearby property to make their pots.

Onwards we drive along Leigh Road, 
shaded either side with leafy trees and 
lined with stands offering dozens of 
fresh farm eggs, lemons, mandarins and 
avocados. This is fruitful territory. Good 
soil, a mild climate, north-facing hills and 
a cool sea breeze from the nearby Pacific 
Ocean contributes to world-renowned 
wine and other horticultural gold.   

Low plains of mangroves lead into 
Whangateau, a charming seaside 
settlement, home to a town hall 
overlooking mudflats at low tide and the 
Rodney Rams Rugby League Club. We 
carry on north a little further then stop to 
stretch our legs at Mathesons Bay where 
a pair of plump kererū watch paddle 
boarders enjoy the still waters and a group 
of friends fling a Frisbee along the sandy 
stretch of coast.  

Thirsty, we stop at Leigh Sawmill Café 
where a sound-check is in progress in 
preparation for a sold-out show later in 
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e’d been briefed not to get 
close to the seals. Luckily 
for us, they don’t play by 
the same rules. There 

we were, kayaking off the Abel Tasman 
coastline, me trying to scotch my fears of 
open water, when suddenly up popped a 
flipper, a nose and long dripping whiskers.  

Its puppy eyes were enough to take my 
mind off the depth of the water; the fur 
seal seemingly curious of those sharing 
its space. It swam for a while between our 
vessels before venturing off, arcing above 
the water in a final flourish.

We were exploring the Abel Tasman 
National Park, combining walking the 
path with kayaking some of this fabulous 
shoreline for a best-of-both-worlds 
experience with Wilsons.

Our adventure had begun the previous 
day as we’d climbed aboard the Vista 
Cruise catamaran at Kaiteriteri, the 
boaties’ southern gateway to the park. 
We powered past beautiful golden sand 
beaches, some deserted, others dotted 
with colourful parasols.   

At Tōtaranui, to the north, we 
disembarked to begin our three-day 

W

HEAVEN
on 

EARTH
Fiona Terry and her family explore  

the stunning Abel Tasman National Park.

tramp under the watchful eye of 
experienced guide Rewa Glasgow.  
We skirted the edge of the Department 
of Conservation campsite and followed 
the track into the native bush for the first 
of our climbs. White petals carried on 
the warm breeze from the lofty kānuka 
snowed down as we wound our way up 
the dirt path. Compensation for the 
climb came quickly, with spectacular 
views back towards the beach, and 
opportunities to catch our breath 
whenever Rewa paused to share  
nuggets of knowledge about the park. 

We passed through cool gullies with 
giant rātā that had grown over hundreds 
of years from their origins as piggybacking 
epiphytes, and tall nīkau giving a tropical 
feel to an otherwise temperate forest. 

Among our group was 15-month-old 
Enzo, carried in a backpack by mum and 
dad from Colorado; his grandmother 
and uncle also in the party. He would 
sometimes serenade our endeavours, 
much to the delight of those nearby. 

The path was well-made and easy to 
follow, with our afternoon’s walk ending 
with a descent into Pound Gully, where 
weka were fishing for crabs, and a barge 
waited to transport us across the inlet to 
Meadowbank Homestead at Awaroa.

With neat lawns and giant 
pōhutukawa out front, rosebushes, 
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camelia and rhododendron out back, and a homely cottage-
feel inside, it’s one of the two dreamy beachfront properties 
owned by the Wilson family business which currently involves 
three generations. The property has roots dating back to 1884, 
when their forebears built the original cottage to capture the 
stunning view. Rebuilt in 1994, the current replica retains its 
cosy feel, providing mod-cons while embracing its history 
through photos and stories of the many generations. 

En-suite showers, comfy beds and fluffy white towels are just 
some of the perks of exploring the park this way. Delicious three 
course meals are another, and after finishing a sociable dinner 
around the giant farmhouse-style table, we gathered in the 
lounge to learn more about the park, the family, and our walk 
the next day. As we headed back to our rooms stargazing took 
on a whole new appeal, with the Milky Way clearer than ever.

The next morning, after a hearty homecooked breakfast and 
collecting lunch from the extensive spread, we set off along the 
beach, admiring a view that thousands of members of the public 
raised funds to purchase via a Givealittle campaign in 2016. 

The heat quickly set in and we were 
grateful for the shade as the track skirted 
inland, tree ferns providing our parasol. 
At times we’d all walk together, the 
chatter a pleasant distraction from tired 
legs, but sometimes we’d spread out, 
almost walking independently.

Every now and then we’d pass trampers 
heading in the opposite direction, some 
with backpacks loaded for their multi-day 
tramp. Thankfully our overnight luggage 
had been taken care of courtesy of the 
baggage transfers, leaving only day packs 
for us to carry. 

Having Rewa on hand meant 
that gems we might otherwise 
have skipped past did not 
go unnoticed, including the 
penguin’s burrow, complete 
with a fluffy little blue; the 
rare horned orchid, flowering 
on the side of the path and the 
ancient kūmara pit, evidence of 
early settlers here.

71

ABOVE: Kayakers on Falls 
River pass under a swing 
bridge – the longest and 
highest in Abel Tasman 
National Park. BELOW: 
Walking with guide, Rewa 
Glasgow, provides insight 
and detail that otherwise 
might be missed, like the 
rare horned orchid.
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It was mid-morning by the time we 
descended to Onetahuti Beach, where 
the three-masted barquentine Spirit of 
New Zealand was spectacularly moored 
off Tonga Island. 

Fleet footed oystercatchers tip-toed 
their way along the water’s edge in 
search of food. Waiting for us with 
kayaks at the far end of the kilometre-
long beach was Caleb, our guide for this 
waterborne-leg of our adventure, which 
would see us paddling to our overnight 
stop at Torrent Bay. He gave us a run-
down on techniques and safety before 
we headed out into the shimmering 
turquoise. Sheltered by the lush, bush-
clad hills surrounding the bay, the water 
was so clear we watched fish dart past 
and could clearly see the shells on the 
seabed – over a paddle’s depth below. 

Initially our route hugged the 
coastline, giving a wonderful perspective 
of the national park, the tall kānuka 
rising from the cliffs, interspersed with 
skyward ferns and beech. 

It wasn’t long before we passed a 
favourite hang-out spot for New Zealand 
fur seals, pausing to watch a couple 
basking on rocks. Their numbers have 
grown considerably in this area, aided 
by the marine reserve established here in 
1993. With our paddles resting and peace 
prevailing, it was thrilling to be at their 
level; to hear the snorts and calls, and 
know that at any moment, one might 
appear alongside. 

We headed along the coast, diverting 
up Falls River, negotiating a narrow, fast-

flowing channel to explore the sheltered 
creek. At its head was a magnificent swing 
bridge – the longest and highest in the 
park. We arrived in time to encounter 
the rest of our group – who’d opted to 
keep walking this section of the park – as 
they crossed. Charlie, our 12-year-old, 
picked out flakes of ‘gold’ from the granity 
riverbed for further investigation later on. 

By the time we’d returned to the open 
ocean, the wind had picked up, but under 
the reassuring guidance of Caleb, we  
made it out to Pinnacle Island, a 
kilometre off-shore, where more seals 
were resting. From there he revealed a 
plan to speed us back – making use of 
the brisk wind’s power by rafting up and 
setting a sail between our paddles. It 
was exhilarating, to say the least, racing 
towards and into Torrent Bay. 

There’d just been time for a quick swim 
before heading for dinner. Originally the 
Wilson family bach, Torrent Bay Lodge 

has been extended and upgraded many times since it was first 
built in the 1960s, but retains many home comforts, including 
historic photos, a cosy fire for winter evenings and sundeck 
for warmer months. 

Our spirits were far from dampened by the next morning’s drizzle. 
As we headed out of Torrent Bay the wide sandy track was lined with 
mānuka and kānuka, hiding baches from our curious gaze.

Having Rewa on hand meant that gems we might otherwise 
have skipped past did not go unnoticed, including the 
penguin’s burrow, complete with a fluffy little blue; the rare 
horned orchid, flowering on the side of the path and the 
ancient kūmara pit, evidence of early settlers here. She was 
able to swiftly make alternative plans for one of our party who 
developed knee problems and taught those unfamiliar with 
the flora about the honeydew of the beech trees’ scale insects. 

ABOVE: Holidaymakers cool 
off from the summer heat 
at Onetahuti Beach with 
the Spirit of New Zealand 
barquentine moored in the 
distance. BELOW: A little 
blue penguin inside its 
burrow. OPPOSITE: Abel 
Tasman National Park is 
renowned for its lush native 
bush, sandy shorelines and 
turquoise waters.   
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Glorious gardens, sparkling surf, gleaming galleries, a magnificent mountain, and so much more. 
Visit Taranaki this spring to discover all this dynamic region has to offer – you’ll need at least a few 
days. For everything you need head to www.taranaki.info

DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF TARANAKI

Photo: Rach Stewart.

A B E L  T A S M A N

A word of thanks
Thanks to Wilsons Abel Tasman – see abeltasman.co.nz 
Go to aa.co.nz/travel for more stories about this region.

The droplets, she said, are irresistible 
to waxeyes and tūī – good news, as 
birdlife is on the rise in the park thanks 
to Project Janszoon’s intensive predator 
control programme. 

At Apple Tree Bay, Rewa whipped 
up hot drinks with her billy while the 
children swam and we adults watched 
two black-backed gulls wrestling over 
three fluffy chicks hiding in the grasses. 

We were soaking by the time we neared 
the end of the track but savouring the last 
section as we crossed the long boardwalks 
and bridges towards Mārahau, sand 
primula defying the salty elements to 
decorate the scene with their tiny white 
flowers. Behind us, the clouds were 
creeping over the hills as we reached the 
intricate carvings of the newly unveiled 
waharoa, gateway to the national park. 
Commemorating details of the ancestral 
migrations of the four iwi which came to 
settle in the region, including the trials 
and tribulations of their journeys, we 
paused here to reflect and take photos.  
It was a fitting end to our own, albeit 
much shorter, journey. 
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ANYTHING
GOES

Sangeeta Kocharekar takes  
a Sydney street art tour.
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A artist R. J. Williams, also known 
as The Massive, came prepared. 
His grandmother had modelled 

for department store Myer in her 20s 
and he’d made prints of her photos and 
painted on them.

He joined a group of other street artists at 
a house in Sydney’s Newtown before they 
headed out onto the streets to ‘paste up.’ 

“What does ‘paste up’ mean?” I 
interrupted. I was on a walking tour 
of Newtown, run by company Culture 
Scouts; street artist Craig Bunker was 
our guide. He was telling us stories like 
this one about RJ and other Newtown 
characters as we walked along back alleys 
and he pointed out their work.

“We meet at someone’s house, mix 
up the glue, make our posters, and then 
head out onto the streets with a shopping 
trolley and a broom,” Craig said. “Then 
we’ll spend the afternoon cruising 
around with beers and paste up.”

This cruisy, anything-goes outlook 
sums up Newtown. I had lived here 
nearly a decade ago when I studied at 
Sydney University, but since moving to 
Bondi had rarely returned. 

Now I was spending a weekend re-
discovering Newtown. From the get-go, 
checking in to hotel The Collectionist 
in nearby Camperdown, my former 
stomping ground was surprising me.

“We have another floor…” the iPad-
bearing receptionist said. 

We’d wandered around three floors, 
going into every room with an open door 
and we were now back in a corridor.  
“I think this one!” I declared after seeing 
a breezy, mostly-white room with floor-
to-ceiling glass doors framing a jungle  
of plants on a patio outside. “Let me  
just check the next room, though,” and  
I dashed next door. 

The next had soft lighting, carpeted 
floors and a navy blue quilt. “Ah, maybe  
I do like this one better.”

It had gone on and on like this, room 
after room on three floors, before we 
were back in the lift down to look at the 
remaining available rooms.

All 39 of the hotel’s rooms were different. 
Guests can wander into each before 
choosing which they like best. It took me 
30 minutes to finally settle on Bennie 

Read more travel stories at  aa.co.nz/travel

Hasheesh, a boho-themed bedroom with 
a tassled mirror, embroidered cream 
pillows and a rust-coloured quilt. 

This was just the start of the quirkiness.
That night we took an Uber to 

Priscilla’s at The Imperial Hotel in nearby 
suburb Erskenville. The restaurant’s 
Drag N Dine was on; while feasting on 
a set menu we enjoyed performances by 
beautifully made-up drag queens. They 
strutted along the bar and shimmied their 
way across a little stage in front of the 
tables as the wine flowed.

I was more than a little dusty when 
the walking tour kicked off mid-morning 
the next day. We traipsed up and down 
Newtown’s King Street and too many 
back alleys to count before we met Jo, the 
author of blog, Instagram account and 
book Humans of Newtown. 

 “For me, living here, it’s about the 
people,” she said. “It’s just a unique place. 
It’s a bit of a bubble. One morning I opened 
up my back gate and saw that someone had 
hung dozens of golf balls from a fig tree.” 

Visiting New York City and coming 
across the book Humans of New York had 
inspired her. She’d decided to put the 
stories and photos of her locals online. 
Within a week, the Instagram account 
had gained 1,000 followers. 

“Someone told me, ‘I feel like this is 
the glue that has brought the community 
together,” Jo said. “Another said, ‘I’ve 
seen that person on the street for ten 
years and now I know their story’.”

By then it was late afternoon. I walked to 
a bus stop to head home to Bondi. Newtown 
had left me feeling creative and utterly 
inspired. I wanted to decorate every room 
of my home differently to the next. I wanted 
to start a community project and to make 
prints of old photos and decorate them.

And how had RJ’s day of pasting up 
ended? “After we finished, he’d jumped 
into a shopping trolley and sped down a 
hill,” Craig said. “At the end, it wobbled, 
and we saw him get out, dust himself off 
and head off down the street. I thought: 
‘Wow that’s a really cool dude’.”  
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T here’s a time on every southern 
African safari when it’s essential 
to put down your camera. Turn 

off the autofocus, pop the lens cap back 
on and simply be in the moment as a 
huge herd of elephants slowly crosses the 
river right in front of your boat.

For an hour, our Pangolin Photo 
Safaris boat has been the perfect 
platform to capture the riverine diversity 
of Botswana’s Chobe National Park. 
Individual seats swivel and pivot and 
the super-effective zoom lenses allow 
photographers to easily capture wildlife, 
big and small. Quizzical bushbuck 
antelopes maintain eye contact as we 
slowly drift past, a pair of indigo monitor 
lizards bask statue-like in morning 
sunshine; birdlife ranges from hyper-
energetic bee-eaters to a cormorant 
trying to swallow a fish that’s a few 
sizes too big. When a few hundred of 
Botswana’s estimated 130,000 elephants 
start crossing the Chobe River just 
metres away, we’re suddenly immersed in 
a scene straight from Animal Planet.

There’s seemingly no rush for the 
pachyderm party to cross, en route to 
Namibia’s Caprivi Strip, part of the 
massive five-country Kavango–Zambezi 
Transfrontier Conservation Area the 
elephants have unrestricted access to. 

Brett Atkinson focuses on Botswana’s Chobe National Park.

CAMPING
Juvenile elephants barely one metre 
tall escape the protective halo of their 
mothers’ and aunts’ legs to tussle and 
tangle in a pool of silky mud, while 
adolescent bull males continue their 
exuberant play-fighting mid-stream. 
Approaching the riverbank on the 
Namibian side, arched trunks are used 
as snorkels in the deeper water, and the 
smallest and most vulnerable of the herd 
are given a final push up onto dry land. 

Elephants are not the only stars in 
Chobe, and for three days andBeyond’s 
Chobe Under Canvas tented camp is our 
base to explore one of southern Africa’s 
most wildlife-rich areas. With just five 
spacious guest tents – complete with 
ensuite bathrooms, hot bucket showers 
and probably the most comfortable beds 
in the African bush – we quickly submit 
to the enjoyable routine of safari with our 
guide and driver, KD Jeremiah. Served 
during the still of an African pre-dawn, 
breakfast includes scrambled eggs and 

hotcakes cooked on the camp oven, 
while conversations over the first coffee 
of the day serve to check if anyone else 
heard the guttural roar of lions during 
the night. We’re only slightly reassured 
by KD’s authoritative claim that sound 
travels a long way in the African bush. 

Rotated regularly around a variety 
of campsites and bush clearings, 
Chobe Under Canvas is one of the only 
accommodation options actually within 
the national park’s boundaries. Guests 
at other lodges can only enter when the 
park opens at sunrise and must depart 
at sunset, providing us with an hour’s 
additional game viewing, both morning 
and night. More often than not it’s 
during these cooler, quieter times, sound 
tracked by copious local birdlife that the 
magic really happens.

Some species are ridiculously easy 
to spot. With their heads sticking 
almost comically above spiky tangles 
of acacia branches, giraffes cement 

Some species are ridiculously easy to spot. 
With their heads sticking almost comically 
above spiky tangles of acacia branches, 
giraffes cement their reputation as the world’s 
worst animals ever to play hide and seek.



Buy your travel  
insurance with  
us and save 10%*

Heading 
overseas?
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their reputation as the world’s worst 
animals ever to play hide and seek, 
while Chobe’s plentiful herds of impala 
reinforce the maxim ‘safety in numbers.’ 
Often covering the national park’s red 
dirt roads like flocks of sheep in rural 
New Zealand, KD informs us impala are 
Botswana’s most abundant antelopes. 

He’s also a big fan of southern Africa’s 
‘ugly five,’ a quintet of species that is the 
aesthetically challenged alternative to 
the traditional ‘big five:’ lions, leopards, 
elephants, rhinos and Cape buffalos. 
Equipped with KD’s world-famous-in-
Africa experience and his oft-whispered 
mantra – ‟patience…”, our regular 
morning and afternoon game drives soon 
tick off sightings of wildebeest, hyaenas, 
vultures and a few furtive-looking 
Marabou storks. When a surprised 
warthog is chased along the riverbank by 
a playful teenage buffalo, ‘big’ and ‘ugly’ 
come together in an entertaining vignette.

Our additional hours of game viewing 
at sunrise and sunset also provide the 
opportunity to sight the big cats we’d 
heard calling in the early hours of the 
morning. After a cloud-bursting late 
afternoon thunderstorm eased around 
camp by iced tea and freshly-baked 
banana cake, KD rounds us up with 
the promise of ‘when it rains on safari 

A word of thanks
The writer was hosted in Botswana by 

andBeyond and World Journeys.

For tailor-made safaris and small group 
escorted tours in Africa, contact  

worldjourneys.co.nz/africa

it’s a blessing.’ Following the rain, 
there’s unbelievably even more impala 
sheltering together for protection.

As we approach the Chobe River,  
KD notices a big group of very animated 
baboons making lots of noise and 
decamping to the upper reaches of a 
nearby tree. ‟A baboon hotel!” he jokes, but 
he also knows it means lions are close by. 

Illuminated by the soft glow of late 
afternoon sunshine, a pair of lioness 
siblings are, indeed, padding and patrolling 
the nearby flood plain, occasionally 
drinking at a compact bend in the river 
and preparing for a night of hunting. 
Three raggle taggle cubs are struggling 
to keep up just a few metres behind, with 
their relative slowness made worse by a 
desire to roll around and play-fight in the 
glades of long grass framing the river. 

Vehicles from other lodges begin their 
journey to leave the national park by 
sunset and, along with guests in just 
one other Chobe Under Canvas Land 
Cruiser, we soon have the evening’s big 
cat cameo all to ourselves. 

Just after dawn the following morning 
we’re equally lucky to have front row 
seats as the same lions feast on a freshly-
killed carcass. Unfortunately for one 
impala, the night in Botswana’s Chobe 
National Park did not end so well. 

Equipped with KD’s 
world-famous-in-Africa 
experience and his oft-
whispered mantra 
‒ ‟patience…”, our 
regular morning 
and afternoon 
game drives soon 
tick off sightings 
of wildebeest, 
hyaenas, vultures and 
a few furtive-looking 
Marabou storks.

A F R I C A N  S A F A R I



joined their parents and grandparents  
to watch, a guitar in their midst.  
Music, more kava, some dancing 
followed. Donations were passed over – 
money and children’s books – and then 
we walked back to the river to the boat.  
It was a simple and effective tour, giving 
us insight into life on the river and giving 
the villagers a chance to host. The tour 
company mixes it up, visiting 18 different 
villages along the river to share the 
fortune of tourism. 

Back at Sigatoka, we took our rental 
car up the way we’d come to check out a 
village the tour guide had pointed out; 
Nakabuta, where they make pottery. 
It was a bit cheeky, just arriving on a 
whim. Butterflies and swallows buzzed 
us. A couple of dogs watched us from 
the shade. We could hear the noise of 
children playing in the distance. 

chickens and gardens. Locals welcomed 
us into one of the larger huts and we 
sat on woven mats amongst scattered 
tapa cloth; classic Pacifica cloth shaded 
the windows. Fijian women, dressed in 
bright hibiscus-print fabrics and carrying 
woven fans slipped simple decorations  
of fresh foliage and flowers around  
our necks.

Soon, the muddy, pulpy business in 
a beautiful wooden bowl became kava 
and the ceremony of it was delivered 
with claps and calls and general good 
cheer. Then we walked down the road 
past multi-coloured houses on stilts, 
and some sturdy concrete homes with 
little pathways between the road and the 
front doors, to a big hall where lunch was 
served; a feast of all sorts, beautifully, 
carefully presented. Toddlers and small 
children – those too young for school – 

T he wide Sigatoka River spills out 
onto the South-Western coast of 
Fiji, just beyond Sigatoka town.  

It winds through a fertile valley to get 
there and has long been the lifeblood 
and the highway of that region. A narrow 
road follows the river but the best way to 
see it is by boat. 

We joined a Sigatoka River Safari, 
climbing aboard a fast, fun jet boat 
which proceeded to zoom and spin and 
zigzag upstream; past gardens and farms, 
people on horseback and glimpses of 
villages. Gardeners bent over at work 
on the riverbank raised a hand; kids ran 
toward the water’s edge, waving. 

We got to some muddy steps dug  
into the bank under drooping trees and 
climbed up to a village. A scattering of 
small, low-roofed houses stood in grassy 
patches alongside washing lines, dogs, 
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CONTRAST
Time in Fijian villages is time 

well spent, says Kathryn Webster.

 in
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See aa.co.nz/travel for more travel stories. The writer 
travelled with the support of Fiji Tourism – see Fiji.travel

A smiling woman with a baby on her 
hip appeared and when we explained 
our interest, she welcomed us into the 
community hall and gathered other 
women – and soon we were being hosted 
with kava and a musical and dance 
performance, then a demonstration 
of their craft. Pottery vases, beads, 
ornaments are made quickly here, 
pinched, slab built, cooked low-fire  
on an open hearth and then covered  
in resin melted straight from the fire.  
We were invited to see all their products, 
to select some to buy, which we did: tiles, 
decorative turtles, pigs, frogs, bowls. 

A sudden chaotic blast of noise 
heralded the arrival of galloping horses, 
rushing goats, running children and 
madly barking dogs. Some of the 
women leapt up, yelled out the windows, 
flapping their arms at the racket. 

Due to leave Fiji the next day,  
we headed north, on the way taking one 
more detour into a jungle valley to ride 
Momi Bay Zip Lines. It was surprising, 
somehow, to find this enterprise in the 
middle of dense rainforest – but also 
completely logical. We climbed rickety 
steps higher and higher in the thick 
heat, more than 300 metres above sea 
level to wonderful coastal views and 
then to a huge cave that had once  
been a fort. 

Up, along, then down we zipped on  
16 lines, a gang of fit young men 
clipping and unclipping us, showing 
off their own zip-lining confidence 
with hilarious upside-down antics. 

They were having the time of their lives 
and seemed to love sharing it. Being 
in the depths of the humid, lush jungle 
was special; the air thick with darting 
butterflies and birds busy with the insect 
feast we humans stirred up. 

From one extreme to another, our 
next stop was Port Denarau’s Palms 
Apartments which overlooked a bustle 
of shops, bars and cafés, with constant 
action from ferries and small boats 
coming and going. 

It was such a contrast to the Sigatoka 
River villages and of the steamy jungle, 
it effectively eased us into the next big 
contrast on our itinerary – home to 
everyday life in New Zealand. 

Soon, the muddy, 
pulpy business 
in a beautiful 
wooden bowl 
became kava and 
the ceremony of 
it was delivered 
with claps and 
calls and general 
good cheer. 
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Burst pipe? Lights out?  
Broken window?

Locked out?
We’ll be there.

It’s often difficult to find a tradesperson when you need one,  
let alone someone who can come right away.

With AA Home Response, you can call us any time of the day or night and we’ll send an  
expert tradesperson to fix the problem or make your home or rental property safe again. 

Go to aahome.co.nz, call 0800 AA HOME (0800 22 4663)  
or visit your nearest AA Centre to find out more 

Limitations and exclusions apply, see full terms and conditions at: aahome.co.nz Only available in selected postcodes, check your address on our website.  
Broken windows will be made safe at time of call out and not replaced. Electrician assistance excludes area wide blackouts.

Help in your hour of need
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Meant to be
New Raglan resident Milly Shanley  
shares what makes her house a home. 
STEPPING INSIDE the home for sale down a quiet cul-de-
sac in the Waikato coastal town of Raglan was the end 
to Milly and Ethan Shanley’s house hunting journey.

The young couple had been searching for their 
forever home by the seaside; a place that would give 
their daughters Lila, four, and two-year-old Flora 
memories of growing up near family and having 
adventures on the beach.
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“I’d always dreamt of raising our girls in a small 
community and being more closely connected to nature and 
the outdoors,” Milly says. “Plus, my sister and her family 
moved to Raglan in 2018; they paved the way for us.”

Making the move from Hamilton to the west coast gave 
Milly and Ethan the best of both worlds; they have kept 
their jobs in the city 45 minutes away, a tolerable commute, 
and they get to enjoy the much more relaxed lifestyle of 
Raglan. Another crucial factor in this equation was that the 
couple fell in love with the house. 

Several features sold them – high ceilings, glass ranch 
sliders providing great indoor-outdoor flow – and most 
importantly, extensive views sweeping out across native 
bush and the Raglan Harbour.  

“The harbour views and the beautiful, lush reserve our 
home overlooks is what made me say ‘I want it’ as soon as  
I set foot through the door,” Milly says. 

Safe and secure
To truly relax when you’re away on 
holiday, take the time to carefully 
consider the safety and security of what 
you’re leaving behind. 

Ideally, you’d arrange for 
someone to stay at your house 
or have a friend or family 
member drop in regularly.  
If that’s not possible, take the 
time to check taps are properly 
turned off, your fridge and 
freezer doors are closed, 
unused switches are off and 
appliances are unplugged.

Minimise the food in the 
fridge and freezer so that if 
there is a power cut in your 
absence, less will be lost (and a 
minimal clean up required). 

Alarms, security lights and 
deadlocks on doors and windows 
are ideal. At the very least, 
consider installing a timer so that 
lights and a radio come on and 
turn off, giving the impression 
that someone is home. Make 
sure the garden shed and garage 

is locked tight and, unless kitty is 
staying home, the cat flap should 
also be locked. 

Have a chat to your 
neighbours. Let them know 
you’re going away and ask if 
they’ll clear your mail, park a car 
in your driveway and hang 
washing on your line. If you offer 
to do the same for them when 
it’s their turn to go away, it’s a 
win-win. While putting a hold on 
your newspaper delivery might 
seem obvious, an alternative 
would be to offer the paper to a 
neighbour for the duration. 

Be conscious of what you say 
on social media about your 
holiday plans. If you can resist the 
urge,  wait until you get home to 
share those multiple selfies of 
your perfect, sun-soaked, 
stress-free holiday.
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SEEN IN ALL THE 
BEST BATHROOMS.

Need inspiration for your new bathroom? 
Start with a free copy of By Design from 
Plumbing World. It’s packed with ideas 
and advice to make your new bathroom  
a dream come true. 

Download it today at 
plumbingworld.co.nz/bydesign 
or pick up a copy in store. 

Design
By

Ways with water
Conserving water in summer 
should be on everyone’s 
agenda, whether you’re on town 
supply or collect your own.  

• Check hoses and outdoor taps for leaks. Even a tiny drip 
can add up to a big waste. 

• Watering your garden deeply a couple of times a week 
instead of watering lightly daily will help plants survive 
dry days, as this style of watering promotes the growth of 
deep, strong roots. Putting mulch around plants also 
helps maintain moisture. 

• To harvest rainwater for use on the garden, attach a rain 
barrel to your home’s downspout so when it rains the 
water flows directly into it.  

• If you’re collecting rainwater for drinking, materials on the 
roof, gutters and downpipes must be non-toxic and the 
system needs leaf screens, guards and diversion traps.  

That was earlier this year, after a seamless selling  
and buying process. “It really felt like it was meant to 
be. Our oldest, Lila, is five at the end of the year and we 
wanted to make the move before she started school and  
so we could be settled in a new location before another  
big change,” Milly says.

Raglan is known for its idyllic landscape. Harbour-side 
living provides vistas of peaceful bays framed by picturesque 
native bush. The family’s modern, north-facing house is  
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Summer at home
Warmer weather means more time outdoors. 
Before settling into the deck chairs under a sun 
umbrella, consider sorting a few maintenance 
chores around the outside of the house. 

• Get the water-blaster out and give 
your house exterior a good going 
over; paintwork lasts longer if it’s 
kept clean. While you’re wet, blast 
the driveway and pathways and 
get rid of slippery, mossy bits. 

• Clean the roof. A well-maintained 
roof will last longer; it costs a lot 
less to have it repainted than to 
have it repaired if it starts to leak. 
If it needs repainting, get it done 
before the height of summer.

• How is the deck looking? Give it a 
good scrub to get rid of the detritus 
of winter. Check if there are boards 

that look like they’re rotting and 
have them replaced. If nails have 
come loose, hammer them home. 
To check if the deck needs to be 
resealed, pour a little water on it 
and if the water beads in little 
puddles, you’re good. If it sinks into 
the wood, it needs resealing.

• Check the state of the kid’s play 
area. Having been exposed to the 
extremes of winter, the swing’s 
ropes may need replacing, the 
trampoline may need cleaning and 
the ladder to the treehouse might 
need some repair. 

Peace of mind 
Homeowner Richard Swain was enjoying the 
Christmas holiday when his kitchen sink had 
other ideas. Thankfully, an AA Home 
tradesperson was only a phone call away.

A leaking kitchen sink nearly put a halt 
to Richard Swain’s summer break. 

A call to AA Home saw it fixed – 
quickly. What would normally be a 
slow and expensive exercise given 
the time of year was a seamless 
experience, Richard says.  

“It was after hours and during the 
Christmas and New Year period so it 
was really wonderful to get someone 
that the insurance company stood 
behind at such short notice. To have 
the cost of that callout covered by 
the subscription was fantastic.”*

The plumber arrived and fixed 
the leak within an hour and a half 
allowing Richard to get back to his 
hard-earned break. “The situation 
was resolved quickly and was taken 

care of without a lot of fuss; it was 
great peace of mind,” he says.

Richard says purchasing AA Home 
Response Plus was a no-brainer to 
extend the peace of mind from the 
road to the home. He’d been an AA 
Member for a while and found AA 
maps and guides and AA Roadservice 
a huge help on his journeys. 

He encourages other 
homeowners, landlords, or friends 
and families of homeowners to do 
the same. “I’d say, don’t delay, 
because usually when things go 
wrong they do so at the worst 
possible time. Often you don’t know 
who to call, but acting quickly can 
minimise the amount of damage to 
your house and property,” he says.

a ‘sun-trap’ in winter. Welcoming in the outdoors 
are large windows and wide ranch slider doors that 
open up from every bedroom and living space onto 
an expansive deck that wraps around the front of the 
house. Elevated on ten-metre-high poles, the open 
living and dining spaces are an entertainer’s dream; 
Milly can host guests while keeping an eye on the 
girls playing nearby. 

The Raglan community is tight-knit, with 
residents making a conscious effort to look out for 
each other – another factor in the couple’s decision 
to relocate. “We have always loved the vibe here; it’s 
a small place with a lot of soul. Our street is home 
to many other young families who our girls can play 
and grow up with,” says Milly, who’s spent many 
weekends and summer holidays exploring the town.  

She’s relishing having a permanent base, too – 
already adding her own style and finishing touches, 
including having a local painter transform the 
internal walls within the first week of moving in. 
“We went with warm, neutral colours throughout to 
freshen it up and to complement the existing tones.” 
Future renovation plans include staining the deck, 
adding on a garage and utilising the poles and large 
space underneath the house to add more rooms.

“There is nothing we don’t like; the house makes 
for easy living. In time, we’ll make some changes 
and upgrade a few things but there’s no rush,” Milly 
says. For now, it’s about soaking up the sunshine, 
sea air, good vibes and all that makes Raglan a great 
place to call home.  

Monica Tischler 

Consider gifting peace of mind to elderly parents, relatives living alone, or someone who has 
recently moved to their first home, with a subscription to AA Home Response. Burst pipe? 
Lights blown? Broken window? Locked out? AA Home Response and Response Plus provide  
a safety net for when something goes awry. You can call any time of the day or night for an 
expert tradesperson to fix the problem or make your home safe and secure again.  
Go to aahome.co.nz, call 0800 224 663 or visit your nearest AA Centre to find out more. 
* Limitations and exclusions apply; see full terms and conditions at aahome.co.nz



Are you equipping your  
young driver with the skills  
they need to be safe on  
our roads?
By taking an AA Defensive Driving Course  
they’ll learn all about safe driving, including:

 Safe speeds
 Risk awareness
 Hazard detection
 Driver distractions

The AA Defensive Driving Course includes 4 classroom sessions,  
interactive online learning and a practical in-car session with an experienced  
AA Driving Instructor. Upon completion, participants receive a deduction  
of 6 months off the time required before they can take their full licence test.

Book online at aa.co.nz/DDC or call 0800 223 748

M270119-AADT-Combined Full page Advert 202 x 275mm-v1.indd   1 11/9/19   12:21 pm
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FREE*

AA Members get a free hearing 
consultation (valued up to $120)

Make the most of your 
AA Membership
aa.co.nz/benefits

Terms and conditions apply. See online for details.
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S T A F F  P R O F I L E

FREE*

AA Members get a free hearing 
consultation (valued up to $120)

Make the most of your 
AA Membership
aa.co.nz/benefits

Terms and conditions apply. See online for details.

All for one
Three members of an Auckland 
family – Biram Kumar and his 
children Sonya Baker and Jordan 
Kumar – chose to be their own 
bosses, as franchisee Driving 
Instructors with AA Driving 
School. They speak to Monica 
Tischler about the motivation 
behind their decisions.

FOR BIRAM KUMAR, it was initially his love of 
driving. But it wasn’t long into his six years as 
an instructor that he realised it went beyond 
simply helping people get their licence. 

“The students make my job worthwhile,”  
he says. “We’re not just teaching the skills 
required for a driver licence, we’re giving people 
freedom and independence; we’re actually 
changing lives.”

The lives that Biram has influenced come at 
many ages and stages – from young to old and 
in between, even at-risk adolescents. He recalls 
helping a young, physically disabled driver who 
had failed his driving test “countless” times  
with instructors not associated with the AA.   
But under Biram’s guidance and with the help of 
a steering wheel aid, the driver passed his test.

“I knew that this kid would achieve it if I 
was to persevere and put in a bit of extra work. 
When he passed, he burst into tears and was full 
of gratitude. I knew this wasn’t just a licence for 
him; it meant he could meet up with friends and 
live a fulfilling life,” Biram says.

It was this immense job satisfaction her father 
speaks of that set Sonya Baker (formerly Kumar) 

S U M M E R  2 0 1 9
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 STAFF PROFILE CONTINUED 

on her next career move. The mother of 
five was already aware of the franchise 
business model, as she owns wheel and 
tyre business Mag and Turbo with her 
husband, Darren, and was looking for  
a change. She talked to her dad about  
the advantages of being part of the 
Driving School franchise and could see 
the value in the business’s flexibility 
and variety, and the fact it’s associated 
with such a strong brand. She was 
also inspired by her father’s genuine 
enjoyment of the job so, earlier this year, 
she took the plunge. 

“Getting a driver licence is a huge 
accomplishment for a lot of people 
and can be a really nerve-wracking 
experience,” Sonya says. “It’s nice to  
be a calming influence for someone  
and to have a positive impact on their 
driving journey.”

Younger brother, Jordan, later followed 
the same road. At 25, he’s the AA’s 
youngest driving instructor. 

After a close family friend died in a 
car accident two years ago, Jordan was 
spurred to educate drivers about the 
importance of safety behind the wheel. 
“We have the initial influence over 
these drivers which can really make 
a difference,” he says. “I often tell my 
students: ‘this isn’t about whether you 
can pass a test or not, I want you to be 
a safe, competent driver.’ It makes me 
really proud to do this job.”

Jordan has given lessons to at-risk 
youth via the Government department, 
Oranga Tamariki. He says it’s among the 
most rewarding aspects of his work and 
that he isn’t afraid to show vulnerability 
to those sitting in the driver’s seat next 
to him. “You need skills that extend 
far beyond teaching people to drive; 
you need to help that student to feel 
comfortable and that does involve 
opening up a bit,” he says.   

So what does it take to not only be a 
driving instructor, but an educator and 
confidant? For Jordan, it’s about being 
adaptive to different personalities and 
Biram feels it pays to keep calm and 
collected. “Patience – definitely,” Sonya says.

But while some may shudder at the 
thought of working so closely with 
family, the Kumars wouldn’t have it any 
other way. “It’s nice to share grievances 
and excitements with people close to 
you and to have them know exactly what 
you’re talking about,” Sonya says. 

And if three was ever a crowd, then four 
must be the magic number: at the forefront 
of it all, to answer calls and take bookings, 
is Joy: wife, mother and “backbone.”

AA Driving School is looking for instructors. 
If you're interested in learning more about 
the business opportunity, see aa.co.nz/
driving-instructor-franchise or call 
0800 723 239 

See aa.co.nz/drivers or call 0800 223 
748 to book an AA driving lesson.

YOU’VE 
GOT 

MAIL!
There have been a  
few changes to the  

AA Membership 
renewal letter.

THE CHANGES to Membership 
renewal statements make it 
easier to see what your yearly 
subscription fee is, how to pay it 
and what benefits and discounts 
are available to you as an AA 
Member. The new letters are 
being issued to Members who 
receive their renewal statement 
by post in line with their 
Membership renewal date. Many 
Members are opting to receive 
their renewal statements by 
email. Drop a line to online@
aa.co.nz if you’d like to switch to 
email instead of the posted 
statements. Be sure to include 
your 16-digit Membership 
number, name and the email 
address you’d like the statement 
to be sent to. 

Don’t forget, if you renew 
your AA Membership on time 
you’ll automatically go in the 
draw to win one of four yearly 
prizes of a Suzuki Swift. 
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New technology  
a game changer  

New technology that picks up early signs of eye disease  
has seen Specsavers double its glaucoma detection rate.

THE INTRODUCTION of ‘hospital-grade’ 
imaging technology, known as Optical 
Coherence Tomography (OCT) in each of 
the 53 Specsavers practices across New 
Zealand allows for earlier, more accurate 
detection of vision-threatening eye diseases 
including glaucoma, age-related macular 
degeneration and diabetic retinopathy. 

Specsavers’ Country Director, Brendan 
Thompson, says it marks a major 
breakthrough in helping to improve eye 
health in New Zealand.

“We are committed to transforming 
eye health and putting an end to 

avoidable blindness in New Zealand. 
We believe that every patient should be 
screened for eye diseases, not just those 
with clinical indications,” he says.

Glaucoma is the leading cause of 
preventable blindness in New Zealand 
and it is thought around 115,000 New 
Zealanders have glaucoma, although 
half of them are not aware they have it. 
For those New Zealanders living with 
undiagnosed glaucoma, vision loss can 
be avoided if detected early.

Historically, this level of eye screening 
technology has not been readily 

available. Now Specsavers has rolled 
out $6.5 million worth of equipment, 
which is being used as part of a standard 
pre-test screening for all patients, at no 
additional cost to them. 

Glaucoma New Zealand Chairwoman 
Professor Helen Danesh-Meyer has 
been hopeful that efforts to detect early 
signs of the disease are stepped up and 
is thrilled at Specsavers’ investment 
to detect more cases of glaucoma and 
improve patient outcomes. 

“This is a positive step in the right 
direction,” she says.

AA Members receive a free eye health check at Specsavers (valued at $60), once every 
two years. See aa.co.nz/specsavers to book your free eye health check or call in to your 
nearest Specsavers store. Remember to present your AA Membership card on arrival.
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AFTER LEARNING that children were 
accessing a bus stop on a notoriously 
dangerous stretch of road frequented 
by logging trucks, Pam made it her 
mission to do something.

“Someone was going to get seriously 
hurt, or worse, and I couldn’t have 
that on my conscience,” the young 
grandmother says.    

Pam purchased a mini van so that 
she and other GAS petrol station staff 
could help with the school run – twice a 
day, five days a week, rain, hail or shine.

“If it’s raining or if someone is 
running late, I’ll pick up and drop 
the kids to the door. Yes, I have been 
known to toot…”

A strong sense of community is 
important to Pam and she says going 
the extra mile is worth it to ensure 
everyone returns home safe at night. 
The service doesn’t cost families a 
cent, although many give donations.

GAS has recently joined the  
AA Smartfuel community. The 
addition of the New Zealand-owned 
petrol station means that, combined 
with BP, more than 300 fuel sites 
nationwide are now available to 
AA Members and AA Smartfuel 
cardholders to save and redeem at  
the pump.

AA Smartfuel Managing Director 
Scott Fitchett is thrilled to have GAS 
on board. “The 100% locally owned 
brand has a network that spans major 
cities and small towns throughout 
the country,” he says. 

AA Smartfuel continues to grow; 
New Zealanders earned $132 million in 
fuel discounts last year. It is the biggest 
rewards programme that enables 
New Zealanders to accumulate fuel 
discounts simply by shopping at BP, 
GAS, Countdown, Contact Energy 
and most recently, ASB Credit Cards, 
among many others. 

Accumulate and redeem
Where can you swipe your AA Membership card?

Your existing AA Membership card 
continues to work just the same at 
BP and all the other AA Smartfuel 
partners, including our new fuel 
partner GAS. New AA Membership 
cards will be sent out progressively 
over the next 12 months.

AA Smartfuel is available at more than 300 BP and 
participating GAS Service Stations. 

Save at least six cents per litre every day at BP!
Effective 16 September 2019 there’s no minimum spend 
to instantly redeem your BP discount. To accumulate your 
BP discount for an even bigger saving later, simply spend 
$40 or more on fuel. Max 50 litres. 
See AAsmartfuel.co.nz/BP for full terms and conditions.

Save at least six cents per litre 
every day at participating GAS 
Service Stations!
Spend $40 or more on petrol or diesel 
to accumulate, or instantly redeem 
your GAS discount. Max 50 litres. 
See AAsmartfuel.co.nz/GAS for full 
terms and conditions.

GOING THE EXTRA MILE 
An act of kindness from 
GAS Maungatapere petrol 
station owner and local 
resident, Pam Holmes, 
ensures pupils get to 
school safely. 
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SUMMER
SPECIAL

Be safe this 
summer with a

35% discount on 
windscreen chip 

repairs 

CALL
0800 300 120

and quote the promotion code

SUMMER

Auckland, Wellington, 
Christchurch locations only. 

For bookings received in October,
November and December. 

Must Have  
MUST-DO’S
Curious about this country and wanting to see more of it? 

Wondering where to go for a spontaneous road trip,  
a family weekend or a summer camping holiday?  
AA Traveller has a new suite of practical, inspiring  

guides to set you on the right track. 
HOT-OFF-THE-PRESS North Island and 
South Island Must-Do’s are based on 
road trip itineraries, laying out options 
for tripping through the regions 
logically and thoroughly. Maps, 
descriptions of routes, suggestions for 
detours and local highlights are 
included, along with ideas on places to 
stay, recommended walking tracks, 
beaches, parks, family-friendly stops 
and lots more. These books are 
designed to travel with you; to be 
referred to as you go. 

Exploring the regions of New 
Zealand in more depth is the idea 
behind the Must-Do series. These 
publications, focusing on Northland, 

Central North Island, Lower North 
Island, Marlborough, Nelson and West 
Coast, Canterbury and Christchurch 
and Lower South Island, provide 
all that travellers need to become 
familiar with their destination before 
they even pack the car. AA Traveller 
also publishes the official guide to 
Auckland, along with maps.

Walking Must-Do’s and Cycling 
Must-Do’s focus on the joys of walking 
and cycling respectively; anyone 
wanting to know where to go, how to 
plan ahead, stay safe and have the 
maximum fun on New Zealand’s 
tracks and trails should pick up  
a copy of these guides. 

AA Traveller Must-Do’s are available free from AA Centres.
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Sweeter 
deals for 
summer 

road trips
A new partnership gives  

AA Members exclusive year- 
round discounts on car rentals.

GOOD NEWS AHEAD of your summer holiday: AA 
Members booking a Hertz rental car for domestic 
trips will receive 15% off the best base rate of the 
day, while AA Members heading overseas will 
receive 10% off the best base rates of the day from 
selected Hertz locations globally. 

In addition, AA Members and AA Smartfuel 
cardholders will receive a 5c per litre AA Smartfuel 
discount on up to 50 litres of fuel with every New 
Zealand rental booking.

AA Travel and Tourism General Manager 
Greig Leighton says: “We understand how much 
our Members love to travel. Thanks to Hertz's 
global presence, we can provide them with the 
opportunity to pick up a great value rental car, for 
any trip, almost anywhere in the world.”

Hertz New Zealand Country Manager Damien 
Shaw says Hertz is perfectly positioned to provide 
vehicles to meet a wide range of needs across the 
globe with its extensive and high-quality fleet. 

The different vehicles available as rentals include 
compact sedans, SUVs, minivans and 4x4s, and 
its Green Collection includes electric and hybrid 
vehicles for drivers who are conscious of their 
environmental impact.

AA Members can take advantage of the 
special Member discounts by entering their AA 
Membership card details when booking a rental 
at hertz.co.nz/aa or by phoning 0800 579 555. 
It’s advisable to book in advance, particularly if 
travelling overseas.

All aboard!
We highlight the best and safest ways  

to travel with furry friends in tow.
FOR MANY, SUMMER brings the 
opportunity to get out and about 
and enjoy time away from home.  
If you’re a dog owner, then it’s likely 
you’ll take the pooch with you. 

But dogs can be a big 
distraction when driving. Avoid 
travelling with them on your 
lap, however tempting it may 
be. While their intentions are 
undoubtedly innocent, your furry 
friend could accidently obstruct 
your vision or otherwise divert 
your attention from the road. 

The safest travel option for 
dogs is to invest in a harness 
which fits around its body and 
attaches to a seatbelt. Pet stores 
stock harnesses and they’re also 
available to buy online; some 
brands have even been crash-
tested in low-speed impact 
simulations. It’s important your 
dog wears the correct size; if 
you’re unsure, pop into a vet and 
ask for help to fit it properly.

Your dog may become agitated if 
it is not used to being restrained in 
a harness, or unhappy about being 
in a vehicle full stop – especially if 
you’re travelling a long distance. 
Pheromone spray, also available 
from pet supply stores and vets, 
can help induce a state of calm; 
spray it on a bandana and tie that 
around the dog’s neck or on their 
toys or blankets. 

Longer trips away from home 
can mean that the cat comes, too. 
They can be extremely distracting 
in the car, especially if they’re 
agitated, so it is dangerous to let 
them stay loose. The best way to 
keep kitty safe and for the driver to 
not be distracted is to have the cat 
in a secure, closed cage. Put a little 
bit of pheromone spray around the 
cage before hitting the road.

If your pet needs your attention, 
don’t try to attend to them while 
you’re driving; pull over to the side 
of the road when it’s safe to do so. 

AA Pet Insurance knows what matters when it comes to looking  
after New Zealand’s cats and dogs. Our pet insurance plans can  
help support you and your furry friend every step of the way.  
AA Members receive 10% discount on all policies* Call 0800 700 555 
or see aa.co.nz/pet-insurance/ to fetch a quote.

* 10% AA Member discount applies to your standard 
policy premium. The discount will not apply to the 
additional cost of optional dental cover. 
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Call 0800 500 222  Visit aa.co.nz/batteries

Need a new battery? 
AA Battery Service comes to you. 
✔	AA Members save $25 and receive a 5 cents  

per litre AA Smartfuel discount*

✔	You’ll save an extra $10 with our battery  
recycling rebate

✔	Our range covers stop-start vehicles

✔	We’ll register your battery to your vehicle’s  
on-board computer (valued at $120)

✔	Batteries come with a nationwide warranty  
of up to three years

✔	Batteries also available at your nearest AA Auto Centre

*	AA	Smartfuel	discount	available	exclusively	on	purchases	made	with	the	mobile	AA	Battery	Service.	Visit	www.aa.co.nz/batteries	to	find	out	more.

19023_AA direction Ad Batteries_Feb_v2.indd   1 2/19/19   12:16 PM

GET BOOKING!
Travelling as an AA Member just got better.

A NEW PARTNERSHIP between the AA and 
Expedia, one of the world’s largest online 
travel companies, means discount deals on 
domestic and international travel for AA 
Members.

While the AA has offered accommodation 
bookings online for some years, partnering 
with Expedia opens the door to many more 
options at competitive prices. 

There will be a range of discounts at 
selected properties from November 1 this 
year, when AA Members will be able to 
choose from more than 4,000 properties 
and 1,000 activities and attractions 
throughout New Zealand.

Globally, there are more than 600,000 
properties and 50,000 activities and 
attractions to choose from, as well as a 
wide range of packaged options including 
flights and accommodation. 

AA Travel and Tourism General Manager 
Greig Leighton says the new partnership 

complements other travel-related benefits 
for Members, including discounts on 
vehicle rentals through Hertz and GO 
Rentals; campervan rentals through Maui, 
Britz, and Mighty; ferry tickets through 
Interislander; trains tickets through Scenic 
Trains and travel insurance through AA 
Travel Insurance. 

“Now AA Members have everything they 
need to have a fantastic holiday in New 
Zealand or overseas,” Greig says.

From November 1, AA Members can 
take advantage of the Member discounts 
on selected properties by entering their 
AA Membership details when booking at 
aatraveller.co.nz

See aatraveller.co.nz for inspiration  
and to book your next holiday. 
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our range of 
comprehensive maps

Back to PRINTABLE PHOTOS

Latin Link Adventure
The South American Specialists

0800 528 465/info@latinlink.co.nz
www.latinlink.co.nz

Small 
groups + 

independent
travel 

planning 
+ bespoke 
journeys 

South America wanted to buy
Cash paid for 

estate lots of old 
radio valves and 
ham radio valve 

collections.
Ph Paul 09 528 2022
paul.ssegrub01@gmail.com

Pet-friendly accommodation around  
New Zealand. If your family includes  
a dog, cat, bird or other furry creature  

then we have some good news for you.  
Pets Can Come Too has a long list of  

holiday homes throughout New Zealand  
that will give your whole family  

a warm welcome.
Ph 021 255 5859

www.petscancometoo.co.nz

See everything Great About Britain, in 
your very own Mini! - Book now for 2020

Chelsea Flower Show Tour (May 25 Nights)
$7999pp Twin Share (exc  ights)

The Grand Tour  (Jul/Aug - 37 Nights)
Inc. Ireland/Edinburgh Tattoo & Highlands

$10,999pp$10,999pp Twin Share (exc.  ights)

Inc. Accom/Attractions/Transfers/Car Hire
Full Itinerary - www.thebritsjob.com

RENEW  
AND WIN

Melanie Green has been rewarded with  
a brand new Suzuki Swift for making the effort 

to renew her AA Membership on time.

THE CHRISTCHURCH resident was thrilled with the shiny new car 
which replaced her 13-year-old vehicle. 

“It was a really nice surprise; I couldn’t quite believe it!” she says.
Melanie became an AA Member six years ago to give her the peace 

of mind that comes with access to 24/7 roadside assistance. She drives 
to work and regularly takes trips out of the city so the AA provides a 
safety net for if something ever goes wrong on journey, she says.

Go to aa.co.nz or call in to an AA Centre to renew your  
Membership. Renew on time and you'll automatically go  
in the draw for the next Suzuki Swift giveaway.

AA Auto Glass 
Summer Deal 

Stone damage to car windscreens 
becomes more common at this time of 
year due to summer road maintenance 

programmes. The good news for AA 
Members is that AA Auto Glass has a 

special summer offer of 35% off 
windscreen chip repairs. 

INCLEMENT WEATHER affects road work projects; to 
get the best possible seal on new road surfaces, 
contractors elect to do as much resurfacing as they 
can over the drier months. This, of course, coincides 
with the holiday season, when more people are on 
the road and travelling further around New Zealand.  

You can read on p.44 why it is essential to exercise 
patience around road works and to always observe 
the slower speed limit signs. One good reason is that 
speeding through loose metal can send stones flying. 

If you have the misfortune of being on the 
receiving end of a flying stone that chips your 
windscreen, have it checked out. A chip can become 
a crack and if the chip is larger than a $2 coin 
(25mm) or is in the driver’s line of vision, your car 
may fail its Warrant of Fitness. 

If you do need to have it fixed, you have the option 
of going to an AA Auto Glass site or having a mobile 
operator come to you. A chip repair will usually take 
about 30 minutes. AA Members booking windscreen 
chip repairs in October, November and December 
will receive a 35% discount. 

AA Members who need to replace their 
windscreens receive a 10% discount on mobile 
replacements. The workmanship and materials 
in any work done by AA Auto Glass comes with a 
lifetime warranty.

See aa.co.nz/motoring. For windscreen repair needs 
phone AA Auto Glass on 0800 300 120

M Y  A A
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Kiwi  
Vietnam  

Tours 

Kiwi  
Vietnam  

Tours 
Escorted 20-day tour  

$6895 share twin
Cambodia 5-day tour $1295
Ph: 06 324 8444 • Text: 027 434 6178
info@kiwivietnamtours.co.nz
www.kiwivietnamtours.co.nz

Character holiday rental
in ancient Mediterranean

coastal village of Marseillan
Ph. Yvonne 09 812 8231
franceholidayhouse.co.nz

Putting the joy back into your journey… 

WWW.SUPASCOOTA.CO.NZ • PH 0800 1 888 77
E: CITYMOBILITY.NZ@GMAIL.COM • P: ALAN 021 433 038 • PURCHASE • REPAIRS • HIRER  

FOLDING
MOBILITY 
SCOOTER
• Foldable • Reliable
• Strong • Affordable

2018 Fully 
Escorted Tours
For more information or to 
request our new brochure, 
call us or visit our website.

0800 66 44 14
www.scottsdaletours.co.nz

High Country Spectacular    
28 October - 4 November

Vietnam    
2 November - 17 November

Hawke’s Bay Historic Homes    
4 November - 8 November

Norfolk Island    
16 November - 23 November

New Zealand, Australia,
the Pacific and Beyond.
For more information 
about the tours below or to 
request our new brochure, 
please visit our website, call 
0800 66 44 14 or e-mail  
tours@scottsdaletours.co.nz

2019 Fully 
Escorted Tours

Effective  
Tinnitus  
Relief

  Ringing Ears?
  Hearing loss?
  Dizziness?
  Can’t hear in 

     noisy rooms?
  Pressure in ears?

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
Call for Free Info DVD
0800 080 133 

Or visit 
mysoundtherapy.com/AA

ENT Doctor
Developed 

THIRD AGE TOURS
Small Group Tours for the Over-50’s

Domestic and International –
GREAT PRICES!

Rustic Charm of Southern England 
Wales and Yorkshire Dales 

27 August – 28 September 2020
Sicily/Rome and Southern Italy 

1– 26 October 2020
Captivating Croatia, Slovenia,  

Montenegro and Venice 
1 – 25 June 2020

Amazing Treasures of Turkey 
1– 25 September 2020

Delightful Vietnam and Cambodia  
3– 26 October 2020   

Unique & Beautiful Norfolk Island 
8– 15 November 2019

30 October – 6 November 2020
Curiosities of Cuba 2020 

2 May – 25 May 2020
Enchanting Ireland and Scotland 

21 May – 17 June 2020
SOUTH ISLAND TOURS

Scenic White Heron, Glaciers & Alpine Loop 
17 January – 22 January 2020

Unique Stewart Island/Catlins 
29 January – 6 February 2020

Stunning Arrowtown Autumn Festival 
15 April – 20 April 2020
Plus other destinations!

For a FREE INFORMATION PACK 
contact Brenda THIRD AGE TOURS 
PH: 03 379 3799 or 03 312 7050 

Freephone: 0800 927 725 
sunshineone@xtra.co.nz 
www.thirdagetours.co.nz

• Aironaut can pack, secure and ship, 
with the care and responsibility as  
if it was our very own.

• Partnering with other car shipping 
specialists throughout the world,  
Aironaut make it easy.

• We know which is the best 
shipping service, route, and 
transhipment point, best suited  
to your budget and requirements.

• Car shipping with Aironaut saves time  
and money, as we can offer as much or  
as little additional services as you require.

• We offer Door-Door, Port-Port,  
or a combination to suit your situation.  
Just ask for help.

Contact:  
Grant Hudson 

156 Parnell Rd, Auckland 
Ph: 09-309-8814

grant@aironaut.co.nz
www.aironaut.co.nz

CONSIDERING SHIPPING  
YOUR MOTORHOME OR CAR?  

PHONE THE EXPERTS

driftwoodecotours.co.nz 

Ring Will &  

Rose for a brochure 

0800 708 844  

Muzzle Station  
4-day tour
D’Urville Island  
5-day tour

New Adventures & 
People to Meet!

UK CAR RENTAL
from only £99.00 per week
(Minimum 20-day rental based on our Group 1/MCMR sized car, not the car below)

Telephone: +44 (0) 208 764 6490
Fax: +44 (0) 208 679 6869

E-mail: sales@auto-international.com
Web: www.auto-international.com

• FREE second driver  
on all UK-based rentals

• Unlimited mileage  
on UK-based rentals

• Free “Meet & Greet”  
at most UK airports

• Delivery to your hotel  
or contact address

• One-way rentals and 
overseas travel available

• Auto’s and 7/8/9-seat 
vehicles available

• Pick-up and drop-off points  
throughout the UK

Family run business 
established in 1995. When you 
call we answer any time of day 
or night 365 days per year.

New for 2019: Ask about our “Peace of Mind” and Zero 
Excess Rates. A complete “No-Hassle” rental experience.

Simple, safe and stylish, Acorn 
Stairlifts give people the chance to 
enjoy their own homes once again.
• The only company to supply 
 and install our own stairlifts
• For straight or curved staircases
• Indoor and outdoor lifts
• Free home assessment  
• Fast installation
•  Safe and reliable

Regain the freedom 
of your home

 

0800 087 047
For FREE BROCHURE & QUOTATION

www.acornstairlifts.co.nz



TO ADVERTISE ON THESE PAGES AND TO REACH 900,000+ NEW ZEALAND HOUSEHOLDS, PHONE: DONNA 021 522 677

• Specially designed  
for NZ Market

• Easy step-thru frame
• Rugged, NZ approved
• 300 Watt 
• Alloy frame 
• LED front/rear lights
• 36v • Range approx 
50km • Weight 25kg

Contact Peter 0274 937 025       www.ezirider.nz
Folds up

300 
Watt

Shock Absorber
Suspension & Seat

Luggage 
Carrier

Shimano  
7 Speed

Aircraft Spec Alloy

$1595
2 YearWarranty

‘’VanTage’’ MODEL
Recharges As You Go! HOT!
‘’VanTage’’ MODEL
Recharges As You Go! HOT!

www.shoprider.co.nz
0800 220 110

Keeping Kiwis moving since 1997

Mobility 
Scooter

The Shoprider 889XLSN is  
a large Mobility Scooter  
providing a smooth reliable 
ride with comfortable 
seating and 4 wheel 
suspension.
SPEED   15km/h 
RANGE   36km 
MAx LOAD  225kg 
MAx CLiMb  12º
POWERFuL  1.8hp

Fast, Comfortable, 
Reliable Transport

0800 541 223 or buy online at:  
www.showerdome.co.nzPay by

Spring’s here!  
Get ahead of  

 your to-do list.
Install a Showerdome® shower top  
to reduce maintenance long term!

Come along with us on an 
exceptional journey through 
Malta, Sicily and Sardinia. 
Perfectly positioned in the 
Mediterranean Sea with one of 
the best climates in Europe these 
three destinations have so much 
to offer. Rich in history, beautiful 
towns and villages, ancient Greek 
architectural gems to rival Greece, active volcanoes and some of the best beaches 
in the world are just some of the many wonders you will see on this tour. 
Our tours are exclusively for solo travellers so come and share the joy of travel with 
people just like you.

Call us for more details: Tracey 09 520 5600 
remuera@worldtravellers.co.nz | www.boutiquejourneysforsolotravellers.co.nz

Remueraorldtravellers

Boutique Journeys for Solo Travellers

itd0599b

Fully escorted small group tours with a  
maximum of 14 passengers

Southern Italy and Malta
13 June to 11 July 2020 – 29 days from $22,500

itd0599b AA Directions Italy Malta Ad.indd   1 8/09/19   11:29 am

TravelScoot

Call 0800 272 668
for a no obligation free trial, or view
www.travelscootnz.co.nz

By far the world’s
lightest, strongest
compact mobility scooter.
Weighing only 15kg
(inc battery). Folds up
in seconds. Pop it in the
car, take it on the plane, 
train, bus or cruise. 
Thousands of happy 
customers worldwide. 
Get your mobility 
freedom back today.

This is the only scientific 
proven ElectroMagnetic 
pest control product to 
repel rats, mice and 
roaches by sending 
pulses through 
buildings’ wiring.
New shipment prices 
will increase so get in 
quick to buy at these old 
prices – (WHILE STOCKS LAST) 

Quick. Buy Stock at Old Prices!

PRO UNIT DOMESTIC UNIT

Benefits of Plug-In Pest Free: 
• Proven in Australian Federal Court 
• HACCP Approved in New Zealand  
• Lasts 10Years+ /  Economical
• Non-toxic/environment-friendly 
• No odours/no fumes/no mess 
• Safe for pets, humans, electronics
• 20 years word-of-mouth referrals
• 2 Year Warranty/60 Day Guarantee 

COVERS UP TO 400SQM

EACH EACH

COVERS UP TO 200SQM



For quickest delivery, order online:
www.bradford.net.nz/ford

Quoting promotion code: 36568

Powerfully built with awesome lines and looks that get you noticed, Ford’s 
Muscle Cars mean respect and prestige. Now those qualities inspire a new 
decanter set that captures the traffic-stopping presence of Australia’s favourite 
high performance cars! Officially licensed and available only from The Bradford 
Exchange, your decanter set includes four glasses featuring dynamic images of 
some of Australia’s most revered Ford Muscle models. Three makes of Falcon 
and a Mustang deliver heart-pounding action, beautifully contrasted by the 
model names and gleaming 12K gold rims. The design also includes the famous 
Ford logo authenticating your set as an officially licensed edition. A matching 
glass decanter bears a stunning image of three classic models thundering 
towards you in a display of power that’s pure Ford Muscle! It even features a 
gear shift-shaped stopper. Hand-crafted to a true heirloom quality, the set is 
attractively presented in a deluxe cushioned gift box, perfect gift giving.

Exceptional value. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Strong demand is likely for this exclusive 5-piece 
set. Act now to acquire yours for 5 instalments  
of $39.99 or $199.95, plus $19.99 postage  
and handling, backed by our 120-day guarantee. 
Send no money now. Return the coupon, or  
go online today at www.bradford.net.nz/ford

Not available in stores
• 

12K Gold accents
•

Deluxe presentation box
•

Officially licensed and 
available only from  

The Bradford Exchange

Toast the cars that drive you wild!
FORD MUSCLE DECANTER SET

The entire five-piece set arrives in 
style in a satin-lined gift box which 

also doubles as a storage box

Stopper shaped 
like a gear shift

Shown smaller  
than actual size.  
740ml Decanter is 23cm tall. 
Glasses are 9cm tall.

403-TAI03.01©2019 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617
Ford Motor Company Trademarks  

and Trade Dress used under license to Bradford Exchange.  www.FordMotorCompany.com

YES! Please reserve the “Ford Muscle Car” Decanter Set for me as 
described in this advertisement. I understand I need pay nothing now.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ____  First Name: ____________________________

Surname: _______________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________

____________________________________ Postcode: __________

Phone:  ________________________________________________

Email:  _________________________________________________  

Signature:  ______________________________________________

THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE
Please Respond Promptly

1. ONLINE at www.bradford.net.nz/ford
quoting promotion code: 36568

2. MAIL no stamp required, to: The Bradford Exchange, Freepost
No.98331, PO Box 91901, Victoria Street West, Auckland 1142

3. PHONE: 09 829 0475  10am-7pm  Mon – Fri

PAY NOTHING NOW

Please allow up to 15 business days for delivery. All sales subject to product availability 
and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may apply. Our privacy policy is available 
online at www.bradford.net.nz. You must be over 18 years old to apply. From time to 
time, we may allow carefully screened companies to contact you. If you would prefer 
not to receive such offers, please tick this box. q



Home. Car. Contents. Small Business.

Policies are subject to limits, exclusions, excesses, terms and conditions. Application for cover is subject to underwriting acceptance. For full personal insurance policy terms and 
conditions, visit aainsurance.co.nz/terms. For small business insurance policy terms and conditions visit aainsurance.co.nz/business for information on the Reader’s Digest Most 
Trusted Brand Awards, visit aainsurance.co.nz

Visit aainsurance.co.nz  
Call 0800 AA INSURE
Or come in to see us at your nearest AA Centre 

We’ve got your back.
You can trust us, we’ve been awarded 
New Zealand’s most trusted general 
insurer for 8 years in a row.
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